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1. SUMMARY 
A study of the sensitivity of the Manned Mars  Mission t o  the Martian and 
Cismart ian environment has  been performed under Phase I of Contract No. 
NAS 2-2478. The pr imary  objective of the Phase  I activity was to: . identify 
those environmental factors that can influence the planning and design of the 
Manned Mars  W s s i o n ,  and to establish the qualitative and quantitative relation- 
ships between uncertainties i n  the environmental factors  and the design of the 
mission.  Results obtained from the analyses reported herein a r e  summarized 
below. 
The pr ior i t ies  fo r  the experiments in the order  of their  importance a r e :  
so la r  cosmic radiation environment, meteoroid environment, and atmospheric  
properties.  
The atmosphere models assumed include the Schilling 11 Upper Limit (132 mb), 
the NASA Model 2 (25 mb) and the NASA Model 3 (10 mb) vers ions.  
tend to favor the lower density models. 
selected for the nominal case. A review of available data on the Martian atmos-  
phere was made, and probable l imits established for  the various factors .  
Analyses were made to support  the review where required.  
Recent data  
The NASA Model 2 (25 mb) version was 
a 
Effects of Atmomhere Uncertainties 
The uncertainties in the Martian environment,  as bounded by, the Schilling 
I1 Upper Limit Model (132 mb) and the NASA Engineering Model 3 (10 m b )  can 
reduce the entry cor r idor  in  the worst case  f rom 74 .5  km to 21.9 k m  fo r  a 
spacecraft  having a lift-to-drag ratio capability of 0.3. 
due to  roll requirements  a r e  negligible, but uncertainties in diurnal effects on 
atmosphere scale  height and density )r which were  not calculated direct ly  for 
the Martian atmosphere,  could reduce the cor r idor  by an additional 10 km, based 
on ear th  reentry analyses. The cor r idor  accuracies  attainable with state-of-the- 
a r t  navigation sys tems is estimated to  be 5.4 km (3  u ) ,  which is within the 
capabilities of the L/D = 0.3 aero  entry sys tem,  unless the diurnal effects a r e  
grea te r  than 10-15 krn. 
the worst  combination of atmosphere proper t ies )  to 46 km which is adequate to  
Corr idor  reductions 
An increase in  L /D  to 0.4 increases  the cor r idor  ( for  
cover the above uncertainties.  
1-1 
I Recent Mariner IV occulation experiments and resul ts  obtwned by recent ear th-based spectroscopic analysis by M k c h  and others, indicate that the band 
i 
I 
1 
I 
j 
of uncertainties on the Martian environment probably a r e  covered by the Model 2 
and Mudel 3 atmospheres (25 to  10 mb) ,  in which case  the cor r idors  attainable 
with LID = 0.3 are more  than adequate. 
quireme 
I 
I 
P P F C ~ E ~  of the S ~ S C ~ C ~ &  weight at t&tis zotry) a d  do not vary g+eirtly -5th 
L/D, up t o  about L/D = 0.3 to 0.4. About 4000 lbs additional shielding is r e -  
quired if LID is increased from 0 .I to 0 . 3 .  The greatest effect on shielding 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
is dire to uncertainties in sca le  height, which determine the length of t ime the 
shield is retained after entry until a safe jettisoning altitude is reached. Un- 
certairties in composition are not important,  except for the effect of composi- 
to 2 minimum by sharply pointing the forebody of the spacecraft .  Atmosphere 
tion on density variation with altitude. Radiative heating effects a r e  reduced 
I , 
surface density can affect the design of the Mars Excursion Module in the  areas 
of decelerator  s izes  and weights, and in ascent t ra jectory shaping and propellant 
requirements  - 
1.8 percent  in the worst  case ,  leading to  0.1 percent  increase  i n  spacecraft g ross  
weight. Ascent t rz jectory losses  a r e  affected appreciably because of parking 
orhit altitude variztion with atmosphere density. Increases  of 2.3 percent in 
spzcecra.ft gross weight a r e  incurred in the worst  case .  
Decelerator  [parachute plus r e t r o )  weights can be increased by :.
I 
R zdiation Envir onm en% s
Nuclear radiation dosages appear t o  be within l imits prescr ibed for the 
2 Ap01l0 mission,  assuming a shield of 22 g m l c m  . 
realizable, could reduce the shield to  10 gm/cm2,  resulting in a 4.8 percent  
Recovery effectivenessr if  
in spacecraft  gross weight. 
what t o  shielding against nuclear radi 
secondary radiations. 
shielding effectiveness could increase shield thickness f rom 22 g m / c m  to 
2 35 gm/cm resulting in an, additional spacecraft  gross weight penalty of 3 5 
percent.  The overal l  effects of uncertainties in recovery fac tor ,  and flux and 
jhisfding effectiveness could increase gross weight by 8 .3  percent.  
Mars atmosphere contrihhesl some- 
and does not cause  peaking of total 
Uncertainties in the solar radiation environment &I 
2 
, 
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Winds 
Winds can have a substantial effeet on landing operations, due t o  reduced 
vision because of dus t ,  excessive d r i f t  r a t e s ,  which must be nulled before i 
and propulsion requirements  to null drif t  velocity and drift  range. In the worst 
case  spacecraft gross wei 
Drift m e t e r s  must be ins t  
ascent are small 
Possible contamination of the lander crews  by pathogens on the Martian 
surface cannot be predicted in  advance of the manned missions based on the 
resu l t s  of precursor  missions. 
tQ  reduce the possibilities of contamination to acceptable levels ;  tFSs effect 
should not pose a strong hazard to the c rews ,  but may constrain sur face  
Decontamination procedures  have been devised 
ear ly  missions.  
adopted which minimize these effects with little increase  in  weight. Surface 
rover  performance could be seriously affected by unusually weak or sticky 
0 Ionization at Surface 
The presence oi a strong ionization belt at the surface of Mars  has been 
predicted. 
and communication radiators. 
measurements of the atmosphere by radio occultation techniques. 
This belt could d e c t  the proper functioning of electrical equipment 
It also interjects an uncertainty in Mariner 4 
Experiment Priorities 
A summary of the sensitivity analysis is given in Figure 1.1. A recom- 
mended l i s t  of experiment priorities is given in the foiiowing tabie. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
Recent studies of the Manned Mars  Mission, including those conducted by 
Space Technology Laboratories fo r  the NASA Ames Research  Center (Reference 
I .  I ) ,  have indicated that it may be possible to per form the ea r ly  manned mission 
durzng the e a r l y  1980's. 
the environment of Mars ,  to the extent that many decisions in the selection of 
Unfortunately, many gaps exist  in our  knowledge of 
sion modes cannot be made with certainty,  and specific designs for 
n mode are dLfficult to  prepare because of lack of realistic design 
criteria, The Ma.z=ned Mars Mission ad~zcce plzmning study prQgr&mS will  
suffer similar shortcomings until more complete data  on the planet become 
available. 
3 a s e d  on the foregoing considerations, two key requirements  can be placed 
upon unmanned precursor  missions to Mars:  first, the precursor  p rograms  
should be targeted for the near  future so that  they can contribute most  effectively 
to the e a r l y  manned mission planning and development programs,  and secondly. 
the p recu r so r  programs should be capable of performing those measurements 
which are of most importance to design and development of the manned missions. 
2.1 Studv Objectives 
The objectives of the proposed study program can be c lear ly  stated as: 
o 
Manned M a r s  Mission sys tems a re  to be identified, and sensit ivity analyses  
performed t o  es tabl ish the quantitative relationship between uncertainties in 
the determination of the environmental fac tors  and the sys t em implementation, 
Those environmental factors  that can influence the planning and design of 
0 
information are t o  be analyzed and compared. 
The design of unmanned sys tems to obtain the necessa ry  environmental 
2; 2 Study Approach 
The sequence of study analyses tasks  is shown in F igure  2.1. The study 
program is divided into two phases: the first dea ls  with the determination of 
the sensit ivity of the manned mission sys t ems  to  the environmental  fac tors ,  
and culminates with the tabulation of the pertinent fac tors  and the relat ive 
importance of each; the second phase of the study is devoted to the analysis  
of unmanned spacecraf t  sys tems designed to acquire  the  necessary  environ- 
mental  data. 
2 -1 
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Reference Manned Mars Mission profiles have been selected with the con- 
currence of PlASAfAmes, and are used as a basis for the system sensitivity 
analyses. System weight scaling laws developed at TRW (Reference l.l), 
available on computer set u p s ,  were used to  compute the changes in system 
weight and design as a result of variations in selected environmental factors. 
Environmentd factors were selected after a survey and analysis of known or 
estimated environmental data. 
A TRW mission optimization computer set up was used to establish best 
trajectory paths and calendar dates for each mission analysis case. This step 
is vital to the sensitivity analysis because small deviations from the optimum 
path can cause significant increases in spacecraft gross weight, completely 
obscuring the effects of variations in environmental factors. 
The results of Phase I are used as the basis of establishing the functional 
requirements- for instrumentation and unmanned spacecraft operating modes 
analyzed in Phase ZI of the study. A miitable matrix of cases was prepared, 
CO data acquisition modes and spacecraft operating modes, incl&g 
flyby, orbiter and direct lander techniques. 
Spacecraft designs generated for the selected modes are sufficiently 
detailed to permit dn evaluation and comparison bf the various approaches. 
The mission optimization technique described above for the Phase I 
sensitivity analyses was used  to select the best trajectory paths and ca ledar  
dates. The trade-offs and comparisons Cnclude weight, power, reliability, 
relative cost, and effectiveness in accomplishing mission objectives. 
ortant task in Phase XI is the selection of a matrix of data 
e8 and spacecraft operational modes, including flyby, orWer 
and direct landing modes, Certain of these modes cannot accommodate all 
data acquisition functions, and require a sequence of missions to obtain the 
necessary environmental data, (e .g.,  Martian atmosphere). Other spacecraft 
modes are complex, or cannot easily satisfy the sterilization criteria. 
spacecraft operational mode-requires that measurements be made with 
different techniques or  different instrumentation. 
Each 
The present regort contains the analyses and results of the Phase I study- 
The environment-is described, and environmental factors selected that have bp 
influence on the design of the manned system. 
0 
Vehicle design analyses are 
2.- 3 
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pre eested to eetablistr the quantitative relationships between parametric 
and the+ ,$@sign iqqalemqntation. .. i I 
i 
vir onrxyataf factor 
e-sults are preeeqt-ed I .  
rs do not have 'a 
t, but do influence the syatem design 
. . I  , .  . . 1  , . .  . . r ,. 
. \  . 1  . / .  . . .  . .  
i , ,  . .  
I . ,  . -  
, 3 *  SCOPE 
A wide range of Manned Mark Mission m d e s  was analyzed tor setls~ivity 
to the mar t ian  and cismartian environment. 
Mars  Orbiting Rendezv6us (MOR) with landings by a Mars Excursion Module 
(MEM), and Direct  landing. C h e d c a l  and nuclear propulsion configur'akions 
were  included, as well as-aerodynamic and retro braking modes at Mars. 
The matrix Of cases is given in Table  3.1 This 
sensit ivity a d y s i s  with the exception that the r 
extended f rom 1975 - 1990. 
The modes e x a m i n d  include flyby, 
. "  
1 .  
TABLE 3.1 MANNED MARS MISSION MODES 
I. P e r f o r m  Sensitivity Analysis to Establish: 
(1) 
( 2 )  
(3) 
Effect of environmental uncertainties on nominal manned mission 
Environmental measurements pr ior i ty  for  nominal mission 
Nominal mission for detailed investigation: 
1982 MOR - Aerobraking - 7 men - t o d a y  staytime - 
chemical propulsion 
Apply scaling l a w s  or other suitable c r i t e r i a  to  determine 
effect of environmental uncertainties on nominal mission 
during 1980-1995 t ime period 
F o r  comparison with nominal mission determine these effects 
on other manned missions including: 
(a) Flyby ( 3  men) 
(4) 
(5) 
Chemical and nuclear 
Landing ( 10-day staytime) 
Chemical and nuclear 
(i) Direct ( 4 and 7 men) . 
(ii) MOR ( 7  men) 
! 5) 
a e r  obraking (nominal mission)  
r e t  r obraking 
Three  atmosphere models were selected by the Ames Research  Center: 
NASA Model 3 (10 mb) 
NASA Model 2 (25  mb) 
Schilling II Upper (132 mbl 
Prope r t i e s  of the atmospheres  are given in  Section 5. 
3 -1 
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4. REFERENCE MANNED MARS SYSTEM 
The following paragraphs present  typical mission charac te r i s t ics  and a 
re ference  manned M a r s  system design, based on the resu l t s  of a recent  study 
conducted for the Ames Research  Center (Reference I. 1). 
analyzed for i t s  sensitivity t o  uncertainties in  the Martian environment. 
laws presented i n  Appendix C are used to  adjust  the reference design for changes 
i n  mission pa rame te r s  (velocity, duration), design pa rame te r s  (propellants, 
micro-meteoroid protection, so la r  ratiiation protection), 
( r e t r o  braking, aero braking, fly-by and direct  lander). 
The system is 
Scaling 
and mission modes 
4 .1  General Mission Character is t ics  
Launch opportunities for Mars  round t r ip  missions a r e  generally associated 
with Mars-Earth oppositions, a n d  precede by 3 to 4 months the opposition dates ,  
which occur on the average every  25.6 months. 
the M a r s  orbit, the mission t ra jectory prof i les  change f rom one opposition to 
the next. Earth ent ry  velocit ies a r e  par t icular ly  sensit ive to changes i n  t r a -  
jectory profiles,  and range f rom 46,000 fps  i n  a favorable opposition such as 
1971, to 70,000 fps  i n  an  unfavorable opposition such a s  1980. 
of mission profile variations repeats every 15 yea r s ,  o r  every 7 oppositions. 
Because of the eccentr ic i ty  of 
The cyclic pa t te rn  
Mission Modes 
Two general  c :asses  of direct-mode round t r i p s  to  Mars  are available: 
opposition-class modes with short stopover,  and conjunction-class modes with 
long stopover. The opposition-class missions a r e  shor tes t  i n  duration but are 
character ized by high ear th-return velocit ies i n  the majority of mission oppor - 
tunities. 
i n  which the departure  f rom M a r s  is delayed i n  order  to achieve a more  favorable 
ear th- re turn  path. 
This  undesirable situation is avoided i n  the conjunction-mode missions 
0 Typically, the direct-mode round t r ip  to M a r s  cons is t s  of a shor t  (7180 ) 
t ransfer  to Mars ,  arr iving approximately 100 days af ter  opposition, with re turn  
to ea r th  via a long t ransfer  ( r  180 ). Total t r ip  duration va r i e s  between 403  and 
440 days,  and ea r th  en t ry  velocities range up to 70,000 fps  i n  the unfavorable 
years .  
unfavorable opportunity, 1975. 
0 
A typical mission t ra jectory path is shown in F igure  4. l (a)  for an 
The r e tu rn  f rom M a r s  is made under unfavorable 
4 -1 
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circumstances because Mars  'rlag5'* the Ear"& in heliocentric position; to gain 
a rendezvous the spacecraft  must pas s  inside the orbit  of E a r t h  to develop a 
higher angular ra te  of t ravel  than that of the Earth. 
with E a r t h  occurs  when the heliocentric rad ia l  velocity components are near  
maximum, giving rise to high ear th  approach velocities. 
Unfortunately, rendezvous 
An 'Tinverted*l mission mode is possible wherein the long t r ans fe r  ( ~ 1 8 0 ~ )  
is followed on the outbound leg, and the short t r ans fe r  ((180°) on the inbound 
leg. 
as the spacecraft departs  Mars ,  and a more  favorable re turn  passage can be 
taken, as shown in Figure 4. l(b). 
requirements  are increased drastically because of the large radial  velocity 
components a t  ear th  depart. 
Zn tEis case  Mars is in  a heliocentric rl leadrr position with respec t  to Earth 
However, the earth-departure propulsion 
In summary ,  the opposition-class missions with shor t  dwell t imes  a t  
M a r s  must accept either high ear th- re turn  velocit ies o r  high ear th-departure  
propulsion requirements: these two charac te r i s t ic  mission velocit ies cannot be 
reduced to near -minimum values simultaneously by t ra jec tory  manipulations 
alone. 
An al ternate  mode is possible if  the constraint  on dwell  t ime at  M a r s  is 
Assume that a short  t ransfer  is made from Ear th  to  M a r s ,  a r r iv ing  removed. 
3 to 4 months after opposition, a s  in  the optimum opposition mode. 
previously, the spacecraft  now "lagsfT the E a r t h  i n  heliocentric position. 
we extend the stopover on M a r s ,  a favorable position fo r  ea r th  re turn  will occur  
shortly before the next opposition, when M a r s  again is i n  a "lead" position with 
respec t  t oEar th ,  see Figure  4. l (c) .  Near minimum ear th-ar r iva l  velocit ies 
a r e  achievzd, but stay t imes  on Mars  a r e  increased to 500 to 700 days. 
A s  noted 
If 
The Venue swingby mode has been found a t t rac t ive  because: fa) the 
spacecraft  usually pas ses  inside or nea r  the orbi t  of Venus, e i ther  on the r e tu rn  
leg of the d i rec t  mode, or on the outbound leg of the direct-inverted t ra jec tory  
mode; (b) the gravitational field of Venus is sufficiently powerful to  accelerate or 
decelerate  the spacecraft  significantly by proper  alignment of the hyperbolic 
pas s  around Venus; and f c )  the angu la r  r a t e  of t r ave l  of Venus is l a rge  com- 
pared to  that of Mars,  so that the planet is general ly  "available" fo r  the job 
of t ra jec tory  energizing o r  de-energizing. The gravi ty  field of Venus thus can 
4-3 
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be used to rectify the shortcomings of the direct-mode Mars  round t r ip  missions 
de scribed previously: to reduce the ear th-arr ival  velocities fo r  the direct-mode 
re turn  passages,  o r  to reduce the earth-departure propulsion requirements fo r  
the dire c t -inve r t e d -mod e pa s sage s . 
Figure 4.1 demonstrates the usefulness of the Venus swingby mode, as 
applied to the 1980 mission. 
to 41,700 fps ,  although overall t r ip  t ime is increased by 19 percent. 
general applicability of the Venus swingby mode to a l l  mission opportunities has  
been verified (see Reference 1.1). 
can  be applied with even greater  benefits to M a r s  flyby missions,  fo r  which 
earth-departure as well as ear th-return velocities can be reduced by significant 
amounts. 
pa rame te r s  over the cycle of Earth-Mars  oppositions is greatly reduced. 
Earth-return velocities are  reduced from 66,000 
The 
It is noted that the Venus swingby technique 
The sensitivity of spacecraft  design to the variation in  t ra jectory 
Direct -Mode Mission Character is t ics  
EARTH ORBIT RENDEZVOUS 
AERO /RETRO 
CAPTURE 
- EXCURSION MODULE LANDING\ 
Figure 4. 2 Mars  Stopover Mission Profile 
4 -4  
Character is t ics  have been established for Mars  orbiting stopover missions 
with profiles s imi la r  to &at shown i n  Figure 4. 2. 
low-altitude ear th  orbit, decelerates into a 500-km orbit  about Mars, using 
either aerodynamic or r e t r o  braking, remains  in  Mars  orbit f o r  10 to 60 days 
as a Mars excursion module descends to  the surface with a small c rew for 
exploration, and departs for Ear th  a f te r  rendezvous with the lander  party. 
(The mission profile is analogous to  that of the manned lunar Apoilo mission. ) 
Weight scaling laws were developed f rom the designs described in  Section 4.2 
and used as the bas is  for selecting optimum combinations of calendar dates ,  
total t r i p  t ime, and leg t ime to minimize total spacecraf t  weight on Ea r th  orbit. 
The resu l t s  obtained are shown i n  Table 4. 1. 
The spacecraf t  departs from a 
Table 4.1 indicates the optimum launch dates ,  durations,  and leg t imes  
and velocities for a complete cycle of opportunities. Overall t r ip  t imes  (for 
the aerodynamic deceleration modes considered nerein) vary from 419 to 436 
days. 
mate ly  100 days before the opposition dates. 
It is interesting to  note that optimum ea r th  launch dates occur approxi- 
Little variation in velocities occurs over the range of favorable to e unfavorable opportunities, with the exception of the ear th-arr ival  velocit ies,  
which increase  rapidly a s  M a r s  nears  i t s  aphelion. 
range from 2 2 , 0 0 0  to  2 9 , 0 0 0  fps. 
mission sensitivity analysis discussed in Section 10. 
Mars  entry velocit ies 
A v a l u e  of 27,  500  fps  was selected for  the 
4.2 Vehicle Design 
A representative vehicle design is presented in  the following section, based 
on the following assumptions: 
Propulsion Hydrogen-Fluorine 
Crew 7 
De c e le ration a t  E a r t h  Aero  
Mars  Landing Mars  Excursion Module (2  or 3 -man 
crew)  
Atmospheric braking at Mars has a pronounced effect on spacecraf t  g ros s  
weight (spacecraf t  g r o s s  weights in e a r t h  orbi t  are reduced by a factor of two 
f o r  the chemical design), and was given se r ious  consideration for that reason. 
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Aerodvnarnic deceleration at Mars  is feasible with the e n t r y  velocities 
encountered (25, 000 to  30,000 fpsj. 
presence of CN i n  the shock, is encountered during Mars entry,  and dictates 
the use of pointed rather  than blunt forebody shapes, but overall heat shielding 
weights a r e  not large.  
analysis presented i n  Section 10. 
Severe radiative heating, due to  the 
Re t ro  braking vers ions are considered in  the sensitivity 
Sy stem C onfiguration 
The spacecraft  design developed in Reference 1 - 1  is shown in Figure 4 . 3 .  
The earth-departure tanks a r e  attached aft of the main spacecraft  by means 
of a f iared sk i r t ,  w h c h  se rves  to decelerate and stabilize the vehicle during 
h l s r s  entry,  a d  aisc ?a fic,se rhe Mars  d e p a r t a r e  tanks ( s e e  FroRtispiecej.  
Eydrogen-fl2or:r.e propellants a r e  used in both earth-departure and Mars -  
departure  propJlsion sys tems because of the high performance and high pro-  
pellant bulk density (compared to that of hydrogen-oxygen propellants). 
The main spacecraft  consists of a central  mission module of 260-inch 
The E a r t h  entry module diameter  
and M a r s  Excursion Module (MEM) are housed in  the main spacecraft. 
command module is equipped with guidance and navigation gea r ,  communication 
finks w5th ear th ,  and with adequate life support tu per form ea r th  entry and 
sa t r s fv  abort requirements.  
which contains the basic c r e w  quar te rs .  
The 
A partially ciosed ecological system is assumed (water and atmosphere 
axe  processed and reused ,  but food is not). 
As noted previously, ear th  entry velocit ies can reach  70,000 €ps,  which 
tends to reduce e a r t h  entry corr idors  and requires higher LID capsufes (up to  
1.  0). The L / D  I 1. 0 capsule is shown in  Figure 4.4. 
Earth ent ry  capsules with L / D  - 0.5 were  also considered. This  type of 
rnodiile is adequate for a 1971 mission but is not feasible f o r  other direct-  
r e tu rn  missions requiring higher ear th  entry velocities. 
is feasible for Venus swingby re turn  missions, which characterist ically have 
earth entry velocit ies below 50, 000 fps. 
instaljed aboard the spacecraft  is shown in  the Frontispiece.  
However, the module 
T h e  Apolio-type entry capsule 
4 -7 
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The MEM is desi  to land 2 to 3 men on the surface and support their 
Aerodynamic entry and deceleration in the Mars  
Terminal  touchdown is accomplished 
activities for  10 to  15 pays, 
atmosphere was-assume'd-for the MEM. 
with a parachute plus retrorocket; parachute settling speeds range up' to'320 fps  
fo r  the Model 2 (25 mb) atmosphere,  but landing system weight is only slightly 
greater  than that of an  ear th  system if a n  optimum distribution of parachute and 
retrorocket  weights is employed. 
ascent drag and gravity losses ,  which can be severe ( 4 , 0 0 0  f t lsec) .  
fluorine propulsion stage returns  the MEM to  orbit. 
lbs. 
1 : i  . 
1 
The external shape is designed to  reduce 
A hydrogen- 
The MEM weighs 50 ,000  
Thermal control of the Mars  departure tanks can be accomplished 
utilizing passive insulation techniques with weight penalties of about 4 percent. 
Refrigerator systems a r e  lower in weight but less 'reliable.  
of the Moks excursion module while on the Mars  surface poses a difficult 
problem because vacuum insulation techniques lose their effectiveness; a 
double-wall "thermos-bott1e1' thermal control technique is assumed for the 
MEM propellant tanks. 
Thermal  control 
Electric power requirements a r e  about 6 - 8 kw, which is in  the range 
suitqble for  power sources.  
weight and devoid of many operational problems associate'd with nuclear systems. 
A fuel cell  can be used as a power source during solar  occult in the Mars  orbit. '  
The spacecraft  design shown in Figure 4.3 utilizes a solar-s ta  t ic power source,  
which is folded into the vehicle f lare  during launch and Mars  entry. 
Solar cell  a r r a y s  a r e  cohpetit ive in t e rms  of 
' 
An overall spacecraft weight statement is given i n  Table 4. 2 for the 1982 
# 
mission, assuming a 6-man crew, aerodynamic braking a t  Mars  and Earth,  
hydrogen-fluqrine propellants, and a 10-day stopover. 
and Mars-depart  holds a r e  not included. 
Allowance for Ear th-  
4 -10 
Component 
E a r t h  Ent ry  Module 
Weight (1,000 Ibs] 
15.1 
Mission Module 98.2 
Midcourse (Inbound), AV - 320 fpe 4.8 
Depart Mars Propulsion (H, - F,) 245.0 
M a r s  Excursion Module 50.0 
65.3 M a r s  Arrival Heat Shield 
- am 
Boil& and Expendables 11-6 
Midcourse (Outbound), AV = 320 fps 22.2 
E a r t h  Depart Propulsion (Hz - Fz) 1,0?8,0 
I, 590.0 
Earth Launch and Assembly 
The uprated Saturn V can be employed for e a r t h  launch if 4 to 6 shots 
are used to assemble the complete spacecraf t  in  the parking orbit. 
loaded propulsion elements can be brought up and joined with the main space-  
craf t ,  thus avoiding the necessity of t ransfer r ing  propellants i n  orbit. 
Construction in  orbit  is not required,  o r  desirable;  rendezvous and docking 
procedures  only need be involved. 
Fully- 
Artificial Gravity Provisions 
An artificial-gravity vers ion of the Manned M a r s  spacecraf t  uses spent 
propellant tanks, suspended from the main spacecraf t  by means  of cabl@ts as 
counterweights, A gravity level of 1/6 g is provided. 
verified f o r  dynamic and long-term stability on a 9-degree-of-freedom computer 
program developed for  space station analyses  (Langley Re s e a r c h  Center). 
The resu l t s  indicated that no stability problems will be encountered if suitable 
damping is provided at the cable attach points. 
provided on both masses .  
This configuration was 
Attitude control j e t s  must be 
4-1 1 
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M a r s  Flyby Spacecraft Design 
A spacecraft  design was prepared for the Mars  flyby mission based on 
design approaches developed fo r  the stopover missions.  The Mars  excusion 
module was deleted from the spacecraft ,  and the Mars  departure  propulsion 
system capability was reduced to that required fo r  the flyby powered turnp  
which was assumed to be 3 , 0 0 0  fps. 
navigation were made (3  corrections of 350 fps each). 
weight in  ea r th  orbit is estimated to  be 440,000 lb, assuming a six-man crew,  
and hydrogen-fluorine propulsion f o r  ear th  depart  and for  the powered turn  at 
Mars .  
Additional allowances f o r  interplanetary 
The total spacecraft  
A sketch of the spacecraft is given in  Figure 4 . 5 .  
Life Support and Environmental Control 
Because of the long duration of the cruise  phases of the mission, the 
MMM subsystem regenerates both oxygen and potable water f rom metabolic 
waste. General  features of this system a r e  the following: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
A two-component atmosphere,  52 percent 02, 44 percent NZ, 
with a total p re s su re  of 7 psia. 
Control of C 0 2  by conversion to  H 2 0  and methane. 
Control of cabin relative humidity to approximately 60 percent 
a t  a temperature of 70 F. 
is purified and reused.. . 
Water reclamation f rom utility water and urine by chemical 
0 The water removed f rom the atmosphere 
.. 
t reatment  and vapor compression distillation. 
Generation of the major pa r t  of the required oxygen by electrolysis  
of water. 
Control of atmosphere contaminants of higher molecular weight 
by absorption on activated carbon. 
Control of lower weight atmospheric contaminants by catalyzed 
burning. 
Stored oxygen and nitrogen to make up cabin leakage losses  as 
well as to provide 10 complete changes of the vehicle 's  atmosphere. 
4 -12 
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Communications 
For  information t ransmission f rom the MMM to Ea r th  during t r ans -  
M a r s ,  t rans-Earth,  and near-Mars  phases of the mission, the following 
performance c r i t e r i a  were assumed. 
a. The radio terminals  at Ea r th  use 210-ft antennas, operating 
in  the frequency band 2295 mc. 
temperature is 100°K, which includes all sources  of internal 
and external noise; the rece iver  IF bandwidth is 3 mc. 
The rece iver  system noise 
b. The comrnunication*range extend6 to  at least 1.0 AU. 
c. During near-Mars  phases of the mission, the communication 
range does not exceed 0.7 AU. 
d. When transmitting at low-power , the spacecraft  equipment 
must be capable of continuously supporting anguLar tracking 
and range-rate (two-way doppler shift) measurements .  The 
maximum duty-cycle f o r  low-power t ransmission is 100 
percent . 
e. When transmitting at high-power the spacecraft  equipment 
must be capable of transmittiing either 1;eal-time television 
simultaneously with low-rate te lemetry,  or one speech 
channel and medium -rate te lemetry,  or  high-rate te lemetry 
only. During this t ransmission,  the capability of performing 
angular tracking and two-way doppler measurements  must be 
maintained. 
10 percent during coast, and 80 percent  about Mars.  
The duty cycle of high-power t ransmission is 
f .  The television channel must  be capable of transmitt ing one 
250-line f r a m e  per  second during near-Mars  phases of the 
mission (0 .7 AU) and every  5 seconds at ranges up t o  a t  
l eas t  1. 0 AU. 
The design concept derived includes a t ransmi t te r  output power of 500 
watts in  the high-power mode of t ransmiss ion  and 10 watts in  the low-power 
mode. The output power of the high-power t ransmi t te r  can be raised t o  
4 -14 
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1 ,000  watts €or short  periods. 
by digital data o r  by two sinusoidal subca r r i e r s .  
the MMM has  a diameter  of 12 ft. 
The c a r r i e r  is phase-modulated ei ther  directly 
The directional antenna at 
The video signal f rom the television camera  direct ly  frequency-modulates 
a television s u k a r r i e r ,  while the  digital te lemetry bi-phase modulates the 
te lemetry sdcarrier. Both subca r r i e r s  phase -modulate the RF carrier. A 
television video bandwidth d 9. 0 kc  is obtained, which pe rmi t s  readout of a 
250 line TV frame in 3.4 seconds. 
readout rate require  an  erasure phase of about 1.5 seconds af ter  each readout, 
w-hich inc reases  the total f r a m e  period to  5 seconds. 
2,  000  bitsfsecond can be transmitted simultaneously with the television. 
Camera  tubes fo r  this relatively slow 
Telemetry a t  a ra te  of 
The te lemetry ra te  is 20,000 bits/second with a bi t -e r ror  probability of 
-3  
10 . 
For television, the t ransmission ra te  near M a r s  resu l t s  in  a f r ame- ra t e  
of 1 f rame per  second. 
a t  1000 watts, during shor te r  lengths of t ime,  permi ts  fur ther  increase  to  2 
f ramesleecond.  
with MMM, 8 f r a m e s  per second is feasible  if the picture  resolution can be 
degraded by changing from 250-line f r a m e s  to 125-line f r ames .  
The capability of transmitt ing a t  double power, i. e . ,  
F o r  cr i t ical  mission phases ,  such as docking of the MEM 
4.3  Navigation 
Simulated flights f rom Earth to Mars  and re turn  were made employing 
state-of-the-art sensor  systems.  A 1978 mission was chosen for analysis  
because of its long duration and relatively high entry velocities. 
On both legs  of the flight, it  was assumed thatllaunch into the in te r -  
planetary t ransfer  orbit  was made f rom a c i rcu lar  parking orbi t  about the 
launch planet. 
tracking was the croserange uncertainty at perifocal passage at the t a rge t  
planet. 
Table 4.3.  
an entry cor r idor  of 5 . 4  k m  (3 sigma). 
corr idor  based on aerodynamic entry system performance. 
The criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of on-board 
The resu l t s  of the outbound leg f rom the E a r t h  to M a r s  are given in 
At perifocal passage the uncertainty of 0.91 k m  is equivalent to 
This is within the expected required 
4 -15 
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TABLE 4 . 3  
CORRIDORS AND VELOCITY CORRECTION REQUIREMENTS (1978 MISSION) 
EARTH-MARS 
STAR/SUN SENSORS 
S TA R/ST A R SENSORS 
MARS- EARTH 
STAR/SUN SENSORS 
STAR/STAR SENSORS 
DSIF (AT 210 DAYS) 
TRACKING CORRl DOR 
U NCERTAI NTY 
(KM) KM) 
0 . 9  (lu) 5.4 (3a) 
0 .2  1 . 1  
3 . 4  (lu) 20.4 (3a) 
0.7 4.2 
0.67 4.0 
CORRECTION VELOCITIES 
EARTH - MARS 345 FPS ( 3 4  
300 
645 
MARS - EARTH - 
BASED ON: DSlF NEAR EARTH 
STAR/SUN SENSOR SYSTEM NEAR MARS. 
4 -16 
For the re turn flight from Mars to Earth the perifocal Fassage agcerrainty 
is 3.42 km, which is equivalent to aa entry corr idor  uncertainty of 2C. 5 k m  
( 3  sigma).  This corr idor  is too wide to meet the aerodynamic and loading 
constraints anticipated for high  speed entry (70,000 fps). A maximum ent ry  
velocity of about 56,000 fps, with atmospheric uncertainties can be 
accommodated. 
Fur ther  investigation was made of the ear th-return navigation problem to  
r educe  pfrdocal passage uncertainties to a level compatible with entry cor r idor  
Lonstraints, us ing  ear th  based radio guidance. The improved-accuracy optical 
cm-S3ard observztional model was achieved by replacing the sun sensor  with a 
se r  and star sensor: which is basically more accurate,  
men+- i n  tracking uncertainty is shown i n  Table 4 . 3 ,  and is adequate to meet  the 
reqLirements for  ear th  entry a t  velocities approaching 70 ,000  fps. 
The substantial improvr  - 
The use of earth-based radio tracking (for earth entry) yields very  low 
tracking uncertainties, assuming availability of the 2 IO-ft ground rece ivers  I 
crarrentfy planned f o r  operation before 1970. 
Midcourse and terminal velocity correctior, requirements have been 
es t iTa ted ,  based on the computed tracking uncertainty character is t ics .  
Co?servatively,  these requirements are 346 fps for  the Earth-to-Mars Leg, 
a n d  300 fps for the  hfars-to-Earth leg iassaming u s e  of the s t a r / s u n  senso r  
ar -Ssard svstem). 
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
Engineering data on the martian and c i s  -martian environment necessary 
for the design of the marme6 Mars mission system a r e  incomplete and 
inadequate in most a reas .  
is relatively insensitive to selected environrnental factors ,  but in most cases, 
significant design and system weight penalties must be paid to accommodate the 
"worst" case. 
surface soil properties,  and biological contamination hazards. 
comings in our knowledge of key mission environmental factors  become apparent 
as i'ne interfaces between mission and environment are defined an& +alyzed in  
In a few instances the amnned Mars  mission system 
In fact i t  is often difficult t o  define a "worst" case,  a s  with 
These short-  
the succeeding chapters. 
ment is indicated qualitatively in  Table 5.1. 
The status of our knowledge of the mart ian environ- 
TABLE 5.1 STATUS OF DATA ON MARTIAN EXVIRONAMENT 
Atmosphere  
T h e r  mod. ynam ic  Pr ope rt i t  s 
Densi ty  VB Altitude 
Surface Densi ty  
T e m p e r a t u r e  v6 Altitude 
Surface T e m p e r a t u r e  
C h e mii: a! Compo 6 it i on 
E l e c t r i c a l  P r o p e r t i e s  
Iono s pher  e 
Met eo r ology 
Wind 6 
Cloud Cover  
Dust  S t o r m s  
C l i m a t e  
Surface Conditions 
Surface Composition 
Soil Strength P r o p e r t i e s  
Topography 
Ar e oi og y 
Biology - Vegetation 
Radiat ion Environment  
Cosmic Radiation at Suriace 
Cosmic Radiation - Cismar t ian  
U V  Radiat ior ,  Density a: Sur face  
"Var? I21lrn" Beit 
Micrometeoro id  Environment  
Genera l  
Reflect ivi ty  - Albedo 
Magnetic Field 
Gravi ta t ion F ie ld  
X 
X 
X 
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Space Technology Laboratories has  just completed a preliminary draft  
of a handbook on the Mars  environment (Reference 5. l ) ,  which serves  as a basis 
for several  of the environmental factors discussed in the following sections. 
Additional new calculations on the cosmic r a y  density and electron density at  the 
mart ian surface a r e  reported herein,  the la t ter  being of significant importance 
to  equipment operation. Other data f rom the Handbook - a r e  in ~~ Appendices A* _B, 
~ - -  ____ - ~ _ _ _  - - 
Mariner 64 ca r r i e s  a U V  scanning spectrometer ,  magnetometer, IR 
radiometer,  and other instrumentation, and, if suc c e s sful, will yield infor ma - 
tion on atmospheric composition, surface temperature ,  magnetic field, and 
other factors of great value. The radio attenuation experiment, designed to 
obtain data on the density and scale height of the atmosphere,  may be of 
questionable value if electron densities near the surface a r e  high, as the new 
calculations summarized in Section 5. 2 predict. 
5.1 Mission - Environment Interactions 
~_ 
The mart ian and cis-mart ian environment affects many key facets of the 
manned Mars  mission, both in t e r m s  of design functions, operational modes 
and system trade-offs. 
environment interactions can be made, at least  on a parametr ic  basis:  in 
other cases  interactions can be expressed in qualitative t e r m s  only because 
of the complete lack of data. 
In many cases ,  quantitative assessments  of mission- 
Table 5. 2 l i s t s  the environmental fac tors  considered herein,  and the 
mission design and operational elements that a r e  affected by the various 
factors .  The table categorizes the mission by i t s  design, testing and opera-  
tional elements, and indicates the degree to which the interactions a r e  
developed herein,  either on a numerical  basis ,  o r  on a qualitative basis. 
The biological environment on Mare and i t s  relation to the mir r ion  wae 
examined. 
Of major  importance is the present uncertainty in the mart ian atmoophere. 
Thir  ringle factor has a rtrong bearing on the feaeibility of aerodynamic 
capture at M a r r ,  including entry corr idor  tolerances,  navigation tolerancer, 
vehicle lift-to-drag ratio, and the baric configuration of the rpacecraft; the 
mode of dercent and terminal deceleration of ourface landerr ;  rurface t rans-  
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portation modes; the design and performance of return-to-orbit  vehicles; and 
the radiation and micrometeoroid environment to which sur face  crews will 
be exposed. 
The surface environment and mechanical properties affect the lander 
vehicles, surface transportation modes,  and possibly the pract ical  upper 
limit on surface dwell time. 
+3i+pI+m&ry i w  if* cis-martian envir<xtment are sdar Z d i a t i 4 3 n  
and micrometeoroid fluxes to which the manned spacecraft  will be exposed en 
route to Mars  and during the stopover in the parking orbit  about Mars .  While 
many models of these phenomena have been conjectured, the fact  remains 
that much additional experimentation must be p e r f o r in e d to properly define 
these factors.  Not surprisingly, uncertainties in cosmic radiation and micro-  
meteoroid fluxes have a major  effect on mission spacecraft  g ros s  weight, and 
can lead to costly penalties in mission costs ,  principally through launch 
vehicle requirements. 
5.2 Discussion of Environmental Fac tors  
Atmospheric Gaseous Composition (Reference 2. 1) 
The pr imary  gaseous constituents of the mart ian atmosphere currently 
are believed to be  molecular nitrogen and carbon dioxide, with perhaps a small 
percentage of argon and with relatively small amounts of carbon monoxide, 
ozone and oxides of nitrogen formed in the upper atmosphere by photochemical 
action. 
N and 0, and some ionic gases  and f r ee  electrons.  
The rarefied extreme upper atmosphere also should contain atomic 
Good determinations of the C 0 2  content of the mart ian atmosphere recently 
have been made by quantitative spectrographic procedures (References 5. I and 
5.2). The measured CO content is 60 20 meter-atmospheres  (that is, if 
all of the C 0 2  g a s  in  the martian atmosphere were reduced to STP (p re s su re  
and temperature corresponding to t ts tandardt t  for sea-level conditions on 
Earth) ,  it would form a spherical  shell  layer  60 me te r s  high around the planet). 
2 
- 
The most  probable N2 to C02  ratio is inferred to l ie  between 2: 1 and 5 1, 
but this ratio may be significantly lower. 
of N2 abundance, since the presence of this molecule in the mart ian atmos-  
phere is inferred indirectly, and not be spectrographic measurements.  
The uncertainty is in the estimate 
5 - 4  
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Even for high-altitude balloon operations, the ear th’s  atmosphere is com- I 
pletely opaque to all spectral  frequencies character is t ic  of N2 absorption. 1 
Most of the other gases ,  with the exception of the iner t  ones, are too light 
for Mars  to retain or are too photochemically reactive. Argon is the only 
I 
iner t  gas that has  sufficient cosmological abundance t o  be considered. I 
Table 5. 3 presents a summary  of what is known or suspected concerning 
the composition of the mar t ian  atmosphere. 
(Reference 5. 3) of cer tain near-infrared absorption bands to  the organic 
molecule acetaldehyde { CH3CHO) is now considered t o  be somewhat improbable, 
and this molecule is omitted from the table. 
of same molecules, such as 0 
molecule s by  spectrographic procedures 
The  attribution by Colthup 
Upper limits on the quantities 
have been set b y  iailures to  detect these 2’ 
Atmospheric Temperature  j 
The mart ian  meteorology is difficult to assess as because surface p r e s s u r e s  I 
1 m a y  be as low as 6-10 mb. The previous conceptions of the martian meteorology 
were  based upon a model associated with a sur face  p r e s s u r e  of‘about 85 mb, 
therefore, the significant meteorological pa rame te r s  (such as wind velocities) 
have adjusted where possible for the lower sur face  p r e s s u r e s  (10 mb to 2 5  mb). 
I 
I 
I 
1 
The discussiun of temperature ,  p ressure  and circulation w i l l  be limited 
t o  the troposphere and t o  the lower layers  of the Stratosphere that a r e  just 
above it. 
s t ra tosphere is that the static stability of the troposphere is l e s s  than that 
of the s t ra tosphere.  
in the t roposphere and is suppressed in the stratosphere.  
~ 
The distinguishing difference between the troposphere and 
1 
1 
A s  a resul t ,  ver t ical  mixing of the atmosphere is favored 
The height of the 
tropopause in uncertain: however, one est imate  of its height is obtained from 
the vertical  extent of the yellow clouds, which a r e  believed to be dust swept 
up f r o m  the bright surface a reas ,  but confined to the troposphere.  According 
to  Slipher {Reference 5. 51, the most accurately measured  height of the yellow 
clouds is about 30 krn. 
However, other  es t imates  of the height of the tropopause range from 3 t o  45 
km (Reference 5. 6 ) .  
This  i s  one inrlication of the height of the tropopause. 
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TABLE 5.3 PROBABLE GASEOUS COMPOSITION OF MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE 
Mole c ul e 
N2 
c02 
H2° 
A 
O3 
co 
NO 
N02 
N2° 
CH4 
"3 
s02 
C2H4 
'ZH6 
Quantity 
( in  meter  -atmos) 
120 to 300; possibly 
as high as 800 
60  t 20 - 
Probably l e s s  than 0. 8 
Possibly 8 to 50 
Probably l e s s  than 
Undetermined amounts 
in upper atmosphere 
2 x 
entirely caused by 
gaseous NO2 
i f  3. 45p band 
e 2  
e 0.1 
e 2 x loo2 
e 2 x  loo2 
1 x loo2 
e 3 x 1 ~ - 5  
C omment s 
Not detectable spectrographically 
through ear th ' s  atmosphere 
Limits well established. Approxi- 
mately 25 t imes  C 0 2  content of 
Earth 's  atmosphere. 
Not yet detected spectrographically 
Latest  determination 
-3  (1.4 t 0 . 7 )  x 
-5 
gm c m  
Highest current  estimate,  and 
probabl upper bound 8 x 
g m  c m  
Lowest current  estimate 5 x 
10-4 to 1 x 10-3 gm c m  - 2  
By inference only 
Appears f rom photochemical rela- 
tions, that total  O3 conbnt is 
proportional to logarithm of relative 
0 content. 2 
phot oc he mica1 products 
Pos eible photochemical products. 
Some investigators have attributed 
polar caps to solid N204 and N306, 
and yellow cloud8 to  NO2 re leared 
by local surface heating. 
Kuiper (Reference 5.4) hae looked 
for ,  but failed to detect t he re '  
moleculee. He r e t  the indicated 
upper limit0 to the porrible 
abundance6 of there  gareour rpecierr 
in the mart ian atmorphere.  
5 -6 
If it is assumed that the troposphere is in convective equilibrium, the 
tempera ture  decreases  with increasing height a t  the rate of approximately 
3. 7Of3 km . 
surface temperature  is changing. 
rate in  the atmospheric boundary layer  may  be many t imes the adiabatic 
lapse  rate .  
approaches the adiabatic lapse ra te  at some height above the surface. 
the other hand, if the ground is coding ,  the l apse  rate in  the lower atmosphere 
is expected to  be much less than the adiabatic lapse rate.  
E a r t h  shows that over the northern Arctic and in the fall and winter the t empera -  
t u re s  up t o  a height of 3 km exceed the surface temperature  (Reference 5. 7).  
Consequently, one expects that the mart ian tempera tures  in the winter polar 
regions would  be similar: r a r n e l y ,  the air  in  a deep  lab-er above the surface 
to  be warmer  than the surface.  Therefore ,  the assumption that the mar t ian  
lapse ra te  f o r  the troposphere is always adiabatic is nut expected t o  be 
satisfied. 
I 
-1 The t r z e  lapse rate  m a y  not be adiabatic, especially if the 
When the ground is warming, the lapse 
1 
I 
Then the t r u e  lapse rate dec reases  with increasing height and 
On 
, 
Experience on the 
The s t ra tospheric  temperatures  above the t roposphere a re  conjectural. 
The s t ra tosphere is assumed to be in  radiative equilibrium. A s  a resul t ,  the 
lapse r a t e  would be different than if  it were in convective equilibrium. 
temperature  of the s t ra tosphere depends on  the photochemical react ions that 
are caused b y  the d i rec t  solar  radiation, and also by the infrared radiation 
that comes essentially f rom the mar t ian  prcjund. 
t u re s  a r e  difficult to estimate at this  tiw.2. 
The 
The s t ra tospheric  t empera -  
Since the lapse rate,  y ,  is less in the s t ra tosphere than in the troposphere,  
one needs t o  know the height of the tropopause in o rde r  t o  place limits on the 
validity of assuming a constant lapse rate .  However, es t imates  of the thick- 
ness  of the t roposphere va ry  widely from 3 - 45 km. 
possible range of tempera ture  i n  the t roposphere,  then, one has to vary  th ree  
parameters :  the  f i r s t  is depth of the troposphere:  the second is tempera ture  
of the air about a me te r  above the ground, which should be used instead of 
T(O1, i f  the lapse rate is assumed t o  be constant; and the third is the lapse  
raterYswhich is a function of gravity, g ,  specific heat,  c and molecular 
weight, m. Es t imates  of these qilantities a r e  given in Table 5. 4 The 
specific heats and molecular weights of the var ious a tmospheres  in that table 
are  near ly  the s a m e ,  because each of the a tmospheres  is composed princi-  
pally of N2. 
In o rde r  to  find the 
P' 
Also,  the specific heats and molecular  weights of the other  
5 -7 
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Table 5.4 Properties of Model Martfan Atmospherm 
(10 mb aurface pressure) 
N2 
% by volume 66.7 
Atmosphere - me ter s 119.2 
c02 
bfb by volume 33.3 
Atmospheie-me tsr 8 59.6 
Molecular weight m 
C 
C 
V 
P 
P c I C v  
g 
Adiabatic lapse rate Y 
P 
0 
=o 
Scale height H 
Atmosphere - me ter 8 
5- 8 
33.3 
6 6.94 x 10 
9.43 x io6 
1.359 
37 6 
3.99 
10 
2 30 
16.8 
3 0.179 x 10 
2' constituents do not differ greatly f r o m  the corresponding properties of N 
A s  a resul t  of the s imdar i ty  of the specific heats, the martiar, adiabatic l a p s e  
r a t e  is reduced f rom that of the ear th  by the ra t io  of the *martian to  ear th  
acceleration of gravity, the ratio being 0. 38. 
P r e s s u r e  and Density Variations 
For purposes of the present study a range of possible variations in 
atmosphere properties with altitude is desired,  based upon uncertainties 
or possible interpretations of existing data. 
analysis can be taken, the fact remains that only two quantities a r e  reasonably 
well known: surface temperature and GO content. Other parameters  entering 
into the form.dation of the atmosphere models a r e  subject to  data interpretation, 
such  a s  p r e s 5 a r e  l e v e l ,  or  speculation, s ~ c h  as heigkt  of troposphere. AS 
d i s c d s s e d  in the fo rego ing  section, atrnospher:c corn-position ( GOz: other) 
probably can be limited t o  a 5:1 range, aithoxgh a 1 Z : l  range is possible; 
surface temperatures  can be measured to  within approximately 10 percent, 
although it i s  m o r e  pertinent to  determine temperature  immediately above 
the surface ra ther  than on the surface proper. 
While many approaches to this  
2 
Rather than formulate new models of the atmosphere to  add t o  the many 
max-mean-min model now proposed, the data of Reference 5. 8 will be used 
for the paramet r ic  sys t em analyses required in the present study. 
5. 8 does in fact construct models of xnax-mean-min atmospheres  generally 
wi th in  t h e  tolerances g i v e n  above. 
b y  the lack of data on tropopause altitclde and tempera ture  ; tropopause 
altitude has not been varied f rom the nominal in Reference 5. 8. 
Reference 
T h e  greatest  xncertainties a r e  ir-troduced 
Table 5 .  5 summar izes  the pertinent assumptions for  the various model 
a tmospheres  generated in  Reference 5. 8. 
for the atmospheric  composition is in  reasonable agreement with the inter - 
pretation of spectroscopic data made by STL. 
Upper Limit  model atmosphere,  which is used as  a n  ex t r eme  maximum for 
establishing bounds on manned mission sensitivities. 
beyond predictable l imits  a s  established from recent  data measurements .  
The range of parameters  selected 
Also shown i s  the Schilling II 
This  model s e e m s  
The Mariner -4 mission is designed to  make measurements  of the atmos - 
phere by changes in the doppler signal of the spacecraft  in an occulatation 
t ra jectory (Reference 5. 9). Discussions of experimental  accuracy  indicate 
5 -9 
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TABLE 5.5 SUMMARY O F  STANDARD MODEL ATMOSPHERE 
PARAMETERS FOR MARS 
(Reference 5. 8) 
. .  
. .  
, Maximum .Mean Minimum .. Schilling I1 - .  I .  
Parameter Units (Model 1) (Model 2) (Model 3) Upper Limit 
Surface 
P r e s s u r e  
m b  
lbs/sq.  in. 
40 25 
0. 58 0. 363 
10 
0.145 
1. 92 
132.6 
Composition C02% by Mass 7. 5 16 60 
N2% b y  Mass 92. 5 84 40 
C02% by Volume 4. 9 . IO. 8’ 48. 8 
‘ 89.- 2 ‘51. 2 Ni ‘$0 by Volume 9 5 .  1 I -  - 1  
Acceleration , cm/secL  375 375 375. 390 
12. 8 = “ 2  * 12. 3 12. 3 12. 3 ft /eec of gravi ty  at sunface. . 
~> 
Surface T e m  . OK 300 2 50 200 300 
_ I  540 450 36 0 5 40 
a .  * I  
’ OR ‘3 
L . .  .. . 
K/krg -3. 636 .- 3. 89, 
lapse ra te  ‘ oR/10 “ f t  -1.995 - 2.134 
0 Troposphere 
1 . S l  , I  , -  
. 11 18  Tropopause . 
altitude f t  36,100 
Stratospher e OK 260 180 
temp. OR 46 8 324 
’ 3 9 ,  10‘0 
km ‘I , 
: ‘ .  . 
-4..55 , -3. 714 
-2.034 
L I  
-2.496 
I 1 .  
10 
32; 800 
100 26 3 
180 47 2 
22 3 
t .  
7i ;  200 
. * .  
$ .  
0 -  150 
s t ra tosphere f t  492D 100 492,jlOO 492,, 100 - -  Top of k m  150 . 150 
- -  --  - -  K / k m  . 2 2 0 Thermosphere lapse rate‘ 0~1103 f t  * ‘ 1. 097’ ‘ ‘ 1. 097 - -  
I ‘  
. r  
Surface 
density . 
4. 62xlOI:; 3. 57x101; 2.16~10:: 1 . ’ 4 9 ~ 1 0 - ~  
8. 97x10 6. 94x10 4.19xlO 2 . 8 9 ~ 1 0 - ~  
5-10, 
that sur face  density and scale  height can be determined to i - 10 percent. 
degree of uncertainty m a y  be optimistic i f  the electron densit ies near the 
martian surface a r e  a s  great as those predicted by recent S T L  calculations 
( s e e  Section - Ionosphere). 
This 
Diurnal Variations 
Diurnal  variations in the atmosphere have not been estimated because of the 
complex relations governing atmospheric circulation due to  changes in tempera-  
tu re ,  heat balance, solar radiation absorption in the upper l aye r s ,  etc. Similar 
effects observed on the Ear th ' s  atmosphere may not be applicable. 
Winds 
Wind velocities a r e  estimated on the basis  of the movements of dust c louds ,  
which have been observed to  drift at the rate of about 25m/sec ,  and by noting 
the wind velocities necessary t o  generate d u s t  clouds. Fur ther  es t imates  can 
be made f rom general  theories  of a tmospheric  movements, based upon known 
movements in the ea r th ' s  atmosphere,  although values derived on this bas i s  
indicate tidal or gross effects only, and do  not predict  local, high-velocity 
winds. 
usually established for the ear th ' s  a tmosphere on a frequency-magnitude badis 
from observations. 
obtained for the ea r th ' s  atmosphere to that of Mars  is not direct ly  possible 
because of differences in density levels and thermal  gradients.  
purposes, the maximurn speed of dust cloud movement (25m/secf  is 
applied tg  the assumed mean density a tmosphere (Model 2 (25 mb)),  
and ratioed by dust generation requirements  to  the max-min atmospheres .  
The wind velocities thus obtained are given below. 
Local high-velocity winds a r e  difficult to predict  analytically and are 
Application of the frequenc y-magnitude correlat ions 
For present  
TABLE 5 . 6  WIND VELOCITIES 
Atmas phere Model 3 (10 mb) Model (25  mb) Schilling II 
Max gradient [a t  3 0 , 0 0 0  f t )  320 2 51 199 
No gradient 200 f p s  131 f p s  79 f p s  
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In addition to the surface winds, a maximum gradient of 4 fps per 1000 f t  altitude 
has been superimposed on the surface values, giving the large wind magnitudes 
noted at 30,000 ft. 
in the ear th ' s  atmosphere, and is approximately four t imes  greater  than that 
predicted by studies ofascirculation' of the mart ian atmosphere (Reference A. 6 ) .  
The assumed gradient is based on those observed occasionally 
Surface Temperature  ' 
Martian surface temperatures  a r e  based on the measurements  of the 
intensity of the infrared radiation fr6m Mars.  Gifford (Reference 5.10) published 
the most recent  data that give the mart ian surface temperatures  for each season. 
These data are frequently ueed to  descr ibe the seasonal variation of surface 
temperature  (References 5.11, 5.12). Hqwever, Gifford's data contains 
unexplained inconsEstencies. Fir st, Gifford shows the summer  temperatures .  
in the northern hemisphere to  exceed the southern hemisphere summer  
temperatures .  
of the southern hemisphere occurs  a t  perihelion. 
is 0. 68 of the perihelion solarsconstant. 
hemisphere albedoes are  approximately the same, the aphelion insolation 
should be less than the perihelion insolation, resulting in  cooler northern 
hemisphere summers. The same type of reasoning shows that the hottest 
part  of the southern hemisphere (latitude -20°) during i ts  summer  should be-  
come cooler during the winter:'but the temperature  is the same  during the 
summer  and winter, Another example of Gifford's apparent inconsistencies 
is that the northern hemisphere seasonal tempera tures  do not change as one 
would expect them to, 
as one would expect. 
following winter is about 20 C warmer  than the fall. 
and then summer  warm in the expected sequence. But there  appears  to  be 
no reason  for the sudden drop f rom the maximum summer  tempera tures  to 
minima in the fall. 
of the tempera ture  curve for the southern hemisphere in its spring. 
Gifford suggests this curve does not represent  the average spring temperatures.  
Northern hemisphere summer  occurs  a t  aphelion; whereas that 
The aphelion solar constant 
Since the northern and southern 
Gifford shows the summer  (northern) t o  be the warmest  
However, the next season (fall) is the coldest. The 
0 The succeeding spring 
Another unusual feature of Gifford's data is the character 
However, 
de Vaucouleurs (Reference 5.13)  has given a more  coneistent picture of the 
average diurnal and seasonal surface temperature.  
duced on Figure 5 . 1 .  
These data a r e  r ep ro -  
de Vaucouleurs es t imates  the probable e r r o r  of the 
5 -12 
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The two top illustrations of Figures  5.1 show that the dark a r e a s  become 
both hotter and colder than the bright a r eas .  
var ies  during a martian year by 60 C over the da rk  a r e a s ,  but only by 25OC 
over the bright areas .  At a high latitude of t50°N (lower left illustration), 
which l ies  near the edge of the polar white cap, the total  variation of mean 
temperature  is slightly l e s s  than at a lower latitude da rk  a r e a  (upper right 
illustration). 
The mean noon-time temperature  
0 
Enhanced Atmospheric Ionization (Altshuler) 
The absence of oxygen molecules in the mar t ian  atmosphere implies that I 
the ionization levels due to solar  f l a r e  disturbances,  a s  well as the bakkground 
cosmic -ray ionization, can be considerably higher than in the Ea r th ' s  a tmQs - 
I phere. Fur thermore ,  the radioactivity of the surface can produce a higher 
~ 
level of ionization than in the case  of the Earth.  
discus sed below. 
The three effects will be 
~ 
i 
0 temperatures  to  be t - 5 C. 
season is given on the abscissa.  
appear le t te rs ,  .which have the meanings of e for equinox, s for solstice,  A for  
aphelion, and P for perihelion. 
of temperature ,  except that the maximum temperature  does not occur exactly 
zt ??oc?11, bct one-half to one hour later.  
The t ime of day is given on the ordinate, and the 
Along the top of the separate  illustrations 
The figure shows the expected diurnal t rend 
The seasonal maximum and minimum temperatures  occur one to two , 
months after the corresponding maximum and minimum of solar insolation. 
In the equatorial region (lower right illustration of Figure 5.1 ) the perihelion 
maximum temperature  is 30 C higher than aphelion maximum temgr@ptures. 
At the same time of day the perihelion temperatures  a r e  15 to 3OoC warmer  
than the aphelion temperatures.  Also, the seasonal variation in  the mean 
temperature  for a given t ime of the day is l e s s  than the diurnal variation, 
which reaches a maximum value of 55 C at perihelion. 
diurnal variation seems to  be low. Sinton and Strong (Reference 5.14) have 
given surface temperature  data that indicate that the diurnal variation in the 
equatorial regions near the t ime of perihelion is 100°C. 
0 
0 
0 This estimate of the 
I 
, 
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a. 
Owing to the va r i  
Solar Flare Ipniaation in the Martian Atmosphere 
p i ty  of the so lar  flare-produced proton spectra ,  a 
-I. 
representative energy spectrum for a class 3 f lare  wi l l  be selected to  d i s -  
c u s s  the electron density enhancement produced in the atmosphere of Mars. 
This  representative spectrum is called Bailey's "typical" eventt  which is a 
maximum spectrum synthesized from all existing data, and is realistic for  
the first few hours a t  the worst  possible phase of a flare event. This  class 
3 
Shaefer (Reference 5.15) computes the attenuation of this  flare -produced 
proton beam in the Ea r th ' s  atmosphere. 
atmosphere i s  shown in Figure 5.2 below. 
+ flare occurred 41 times in 1958, 65 times in 1959, and 70 times i n  1960. 
The resulting f l u x  distribution in  the 
60 100 140 180 220 (ALTITUDE, loo0 FT) 
75 12 2.3 0.33 0.1 (gm cm-2) 
Figure 5. 2 A t m o s p h e r i c  Ionization 
In computing the total  f l u x  associated with this  model flare, Shaefer has  
taken into account the longer path length of the obliquely-incident protons. 
W e  are now in a position t o  d i scuss  the ionospheric enhancement 
assaciated with this  flare. 
E at any point in the atmosphere is 
F i r s t ,  let u s  recall that the  energy deposition rate 
de 
E = @  P s  
-1 where @ is the proton flux, p the  density in g m  crn 
stopping power in e r g s / g m  c m  . 
produce 1 ion ( -  3 2  ev) then the ion production r a t e  Ri is given b y  
, and de /dx  is the 
-2  If I is the average energy reqirired t o  
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R i = -  ' de - ion pa i rs  cmw3sec-l I dx 
2 
and if a n  is t h e  electron-recombination r a t e ,  the electron density is then 
determined f rom the equilibrium equation ' 
rnl- - 
I I ~ C  f i r s t  irr;portant observztion is that the product Q p has  a maximum 
This  i's c lear  f rom the exponential decay 
The peak 
with respect  to atmospheric depth, 
of p 
electron concentration occurs  at  this point in the atmosphere.  
the 10 mb (30 g m  
atmosphere yields the data summarized in  the table below. 
and the roughly quadratic r i s e  in @ appearing in Figure 5..2. 
Application to 
and 29 m b  (75  gm cm-') models of the mart ian 
TABLE 5 . 6  ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION FROM "TYPICAL" 
3-t FLARE 
10 m b  (30 gm cm-2)  29 m b  (75 g m  cm'2) 
Altitude for maximum 
ionization r a t e  
Maximum ionization 
r a t e  400 ion pairs  ~ m - ~ s e c  
-2 7 gm c m  (1. 4 x scale ht) 7 g m  ~ x n ' ~  (2.3 x scale ht) 
400 ion pa i r s  ~ r n - ~ s e c - '  
3 x 1 0  c m  
100 cm-3 sec  Surface ionization r a t e  
density 3 x 1 0  4 c m  -3 1, 5 x 10 cm 
Surface electron 
Surface electron 
density (Relativistic F l a re )  3 x 10 c m  
-1 
4 -3 4 -3  
1 Electron density 3 x 1 0  c m  
-1 
4 - 3  
-1 - 400 cm-3 sec 
5 -3 
-7 Note: The electron recombination r a t e  is 5 x 10 ~ r n - ~ s e c - ~  for the 
.t 
2 reaction e t  N -+N + N. 
F o r  an  additional data point concerning this  subject of electron density 
enhancement in the lower mar t ian  atmosphere,  let us consider the relativist ic 
23 Februa ry  1956 flare.  
ra te  in t issue of 4000 mi l l i rad lhr ,  a t  a level in the Ea r th ' s  atmosphere 
corresponding to  35 gm c m  
the density corresponding to  the 10 mb mar t ian  atmosphere,  a density of 10 
Foelsche (Reference 5.16) estimated a n  upper limit 
-2 . His calculation can be converted from t issue to 
-5 
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-3  4 -3  -1 
g m  cm 
is obtained. It, therefore ,  follows that the electron density near  the mart ian 
surface €or a 18 mb atmosphere produced by the 23 February  1956 flare i s  
5 3 x 10- c ~ n - ~ .  For a higher mart ian surface density la rger  e lectron con- 
centrations would be expected in the case  of such  a Eare .  
centration decays slowly with tine. 
the electron density by a factor of 190. 
In this  manner an ionization rate of 2 x 10 ion pa i rs  cm sec 
The electror, con- 
About f o u r  hours is required to reduce 
b. 
If the surface radioactivity on Mars  is similar to that of the Earth, the 
Background Ionization from Surface Radioactivity 
absence of a strong electron trapping molecule, such as 0 
existence of a conductive atmospheric layer  adjacent to  the surface.  
case of Ea r th  i t  is known (RefereDce 5.17) that the ionization r a t e  is 19 t o  
50 ion pairs  c m  sec 
these ionizing radiations a r e  radioactive rocks and radioactive g a s e s ,  and the 
cosmic-ray constituent a minor  source.  
for a 10 m b  model atmosphere is about I O  
the ionization rate ranges f r o m  0.1 to  0. 5 ion pa i rs  cm 
the same surface radioactivity strength a s  on Earth.  The range, however, is 
now extended from 1 meter  above the ground to  100 m e t e r s  above the ground. 
The background electron concentration is 10 for  a n  electron recombina-  
tion coefficient corresponding to the recombination with the nitrogen molecular 
ion. It is noteworthy that, unlike the Ea r th ,  the galactic cosmic-ray ionization 
i n  the lower  mart ian a t m o s p h e r e  i s  l i k e l y  to  be l a rge r  t h a n  the  background 
ionization produced f r o m  the radioactlve sources .  F o r  example. about 480 
ion pa i rs  c m  sec  a re  measured at the 30 g m  cm level in the Ea r th ' s  
a tmosphere using an  ionization chamber. 
is at STP and a 10 mb atmosphere amounts t o  
ionization rate is reduced to 4. 8 ion pa i r s  cm s e c  . Thus, the cosmic- ray  
ionization rate dominates the radioactivity rates, assuming again the radio- 
active source strength t o  be the same for M a r s  and Ear th .  
centration near  the M a r s  surface produced b y  the galactic cosmic r ays  is 
3 x 1 0  cm . 
suggests the 
2' 
In the 
- 3  -1 in the lowest 1 meter  abox-e the groand. The source of 
On the mart ian surface the density 
-2 that of the Earth.  Consequently, 
-3  -1 sec  , if one a s s u m e s  
3 - 3  cm 
-3 -1 -2 
Since the ionization chamber  g a s  
of the S T P  density, the 
- 3  -1 
The electron con- 
3 -3  
These considerations have SO far ignored any possible magnetic shielding. 
In  the event of a substantial magnetic field for the planet M a r s ,  i t  is then 
likely that the galactic cosmic r ays  can no longer dominate the ionization p ro -  
duced by mar t ian  radioactivity. If this were the case ,  s imple conductivity 
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measurements in the atmosphere on a Lander mission would reveal  the 
existence of radioactive sources in the martian crust .  
c. Summary of Atmospheric Ionization in the Ground Level Atmosphere 
on Mars  
TABLE 5.8 GROUND LEVEL IONIZATION 
Event -
Relativistic f la re  
Solar f la res  (l /wk) 
Galactic cosmic -ray background 
Surface radioactivity 
Atmospheric Ground Level Ionization ~ m ' ~  
(10 mb) (29 mb) 
3 lo5 5 x 10 5 
3 lo3 5 x 10 3 
1.7 x 10 3 
4 1. 5 x 10 4 3 x 10 
lo3  
It is important to note that we have assumed that the major constituent 
in the Mars  atmosphere is nitrogen. This  has  not been verified, and i f ,  as 
has been suggested, argon should be the major constituent, the electron 
density levels and the persistence of the ionization could conceivably be much 
la rger ,  possibly by a factor of 100. 
Electr ical  Breakdown 
Because of the possible enhanced ionization near the surface of Mars ,  
electrical  breakdown may be encountered unless specific measures  and tes t  
procedures a r e  taken to  avoid it, 
electromagnetic radiators,  at  the frequencies given in Table 5.  9. 
generating systems for M a r s  sur face  operation should be tested for breakdown 
in GO2, N2 atmospheres at reduced pressures .  
The breakdown may occur in C W  or pulsed 
All power 
It is noted that should the surface ionization reach  the levels indicated 
in Table 5.  8, the validity of the data on the atmosphere,  to be acquired by 
Mariner 4 may be in doubt. It is the intent on this flyby to  meaeure the 
attenuation of rf clignals a s  they t ravel  through the mart ian atmosphere,  
thus giving data on the density and scale height of the atmoephere. 
ionization will affect these measurements.  
Surface 
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DENSITY 
6 X  lo6 
6 X  lo5 
6 X  lo5 
(ELECTRONS/CM3) 
Ionosphere 
The ionosphere predicted f o r  the upper atmosphere is given in the follow- 
ing table. 
ALTITUDE 
(KM) 
470 
380 
600 
TABLE 5.10 IONOSPHERE (11 to  3 0  M B  ATMOSPHERES) 
Absorption (Reference 2.1) 
One of the most significant functions of a planetary atmosphere is the 
role i t  plays in the extinction of the solar  extreme ultraviolet radiation 
which would be severely damaging both to  unshielded organic life processes  
and to unshielded electronic apparatus. Figure 5.3 presents  a summary  of 
what i e  known concerning the extinction of solar ultraviolet radiation by.the 
fa i r ly  well established minimum C 0 2  and N2 quantities in  the mart ian 
atmosphere,  and by somewhat a rb i t ra r i ly  conjectured quantities of N 2 0 .  
The format of the figure is quasi-graphical, but without attempt at uniform 
scaling. The "ordinate" en t r ies  in  the f i r s t  column, represent  the percentage 
of the atmospheric gaei, measured  f r o m  the top, which would be penetrated by 
a vertical  rolar beam before virtually complete absorption extinction 
[ 1 - exp( -ria), with r 
by the "abrcisraI1 entries in the top row. 
for the gareour conetituents. 
occur a t  higher altitudes (correeponding approximately t o  7 ia sec 6 2 6 ) .  
a >  - 61 occurs  for the wavelength interval repreeented 
A uniform mixing rat io  is assumed 
For the sun below zenith, extinction would 
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Figure 5. 3 also indicates the possibility of diffuse outwardly-directed 
radiation fields arising f rom resonance -fluorescence scattering by high 
altitude N2,  CO and NO molecules that lie above the region of relaxation of 
electronically excited s ta tes  by collisional de -excitation. 
In Ear th ' s  atmosphere,  shielding f rom wavelengths approximately 2100 to  
c 1 0 
* 2900 A i s  provided by atmospheric ozone. The ozone content of Ea r th ' s  a tmos -  
phere is approximately 0. 3 atmosphere -centimeters and is concentrated most ly  
in an  upper atmosphere "shell. I '  It is assumed that the O3 content of the 
mart ian atmosphere also would be concentrated in an upper -atmosphere layer .  
While some investigators have advanced theoretical arguments  to  infer as much 
a s  0.1 a tmos -cm of 0 
appear to  se t  an upper bound of 0.01 a tmos-cm of 03. 
percent transmission spectrum of normally incident sunlight for both 0.1 and 
0. 01 a tmos-cm layer of 0 
appreciably higher than the favored upper bound of 0. 01 a tmos-cm,  there  will 
be a leak-through of potentially lethal solar  ultraviolet radiation. 
of 0.01 a tmos-cm is seen to pass  at least  4 percent of normally impinging solar  
ultraviolet radiation, even in the vicinity of the maximum absorption region 
near 2500A. 
in the mart ian atmosphere,  the best  cur ren t  inferences 3 
Figure 5.4 shows the 
It is seen that, unless the actual O3 content is 3' 
r 
An O3 layer  
0 
The "blue haze" of the mart ian atmosphere a l so  offers some possibility 
of shielding the surface of the planet f rom dangerous ultraviolet radiation. 
It appears quite probable that the observed extinction in the blue and nea r -  
ultraviolet i s  caused pr imari ly  by aerosol  particle,  or possibly gaseous , 
absorption ra ther  than by particle scattering. 
the "blue haze" is  an "absorbing smoke,"  over 70 percent t ransparent  in 
the red ,  but with a vertical  t ransmission that drops rapidly in the blue until 
it  levels off at approximately 5 percent between 4050A and the 3300% 
limit 
of Opik's is correct ,  then it is  possible that this 95 percent shielding absorption 
by the "blue haze" layer  may continue into the shorter  wavelength u l t ra -  
violet, as shown by the dashed segment of the horizontal line in Figure 5.3,. 
However, even a 5 percent leak-through of hard solar  ultraviolet radiation 
could be dangerous to  unshielded apparatus and biological processes .  
the "blue haze" has been known onoccasion to  exhibit short  t ime interval 
planetary wide clearings. 
blpik has inferred that 
0 
for which albedo observations were  made. If th is  provisional analysis 
I I  
Also, 
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Nuclear Radiation Environment (Altshuler) 
There a r e  three regimes of the space environment which require  careful 
consideration as to  the shielding precautions on long duration missions.  
These a r e  
1. Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) 
2. Solar Cosmic Rays (SCR) 
3. Magnetically Trapped Radiation 
(Mart ian Van Allen Belt) 
a. Galactic Cosmic Rays 
GCR is a continuous phenomenon. This omnidirectional radiation is com-  
posed pr imari ly  of protons of energy greater  than 1 / 2  Bev. 
well determined near the E a r t h  but may be somewhat grea te r  far ther  out in the 
Solar System, near M a r s .  
From Pioneer V measurements (1 g m / c m  
was determined to  be 0.015 rad /day  or about 6 r a d s / y r .  However, in la rge  
spacecraf t  this dose may be increased as a resu l t  of nuclear cascade multi-  
plication. The question at hand is, for a given incident energy of the p r imary  
proton what i e  the particle f l u x  at any given depth in  a nuclear cascade? Such 
a cascade may develop whenever the incident energy is greater  than about 150 
MeV. The cascade particles (eecondaries) a r e  composed of mesons,  gamma 
rays ,  neutrons, protons and electrons,  and all  of these particles contribute t o  
the dosage. However, 
the most extensive data available a r e  to  be found in  studies of the nuclear 
cascades producpd in the atmosphere by pr imary  cosmic rays.  
basic difference between a cascade in the atmosphere and one in condensed 
matter.  
with nuclei, while in the atmosphere they will not because they will decay before 
having a chance to interact with nuclei. 
variation of an atmospheric cascade i s  different f r o m  that of a cascade in con- 
densed matter.  
cade do give an indication of what may be expected in the case of shielding 
mater ia l ,  even though the details may be different. 
at  any point in the atmosphere measures  the total  energy deposited (absorbed 
dose) in the sensitive volume of the chamber.  Fortunately, extensive measu re -  
ments of this kind w e r e  made during the solar  minimum of 1954 ( this  corresponds 
to the max. GCR).  The resu l t  (References 5.18, 5.19) is that a t  no depth in  
the atmospheric cascade does the absorbed dose due to  GCR exceed 
The spectrum is 
This will need to  be determined experimentally. 
shielding), the t issue dose r a t e  2 
The question cannot be answcred definitely at present. 
But there  is a 
In condensed matter  the positive and negative pi-mesons will reac t  
The main resu l t  is that the depth 
Nonetheless, the data we now have of the atmospheric c a s -  
Now an ionization chamber 
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b- Solar Cosmic R a y s  
This is a complex and elusive phenomena which l a s t s  for  hours or days. 
The intensity of SCR, when they do occur ,  is severa l  o rde r s  of magnitude 
grea te r  than that of GCR, and the height and shape of the energy spectrum 
continuously changes with t ime in the course of a single event. 
individual SCR events differ greatly f rom one another as a resu l t  of both 
solar  and space propagation effects. Therefore,  dosage est imates  made f r o m  
some average event will not resemble what m a y  be experienced in  a particular 
f l i g h t  Staiistics are very poor, and data prior to 1957 is poor However: it 
is Fossible i o  establish a synthetic energy spectrum which can be considered 
representative for a typical large f lare .  
a n  evaluation of all existing data on flare-produced proton fluxes. 
spectrum a s  proposed by Bailey (Reference 5. 20) is shown in Figure 5.6. 
This  solar  cosmic r a y  model is adequate for  estimating maximum solar  pro-  
ton doses on the mart ian surface. 
real is t ic  for  the first few hours at the worst  possible phase of a f la re  event. 
This c l a s s  3 f la re  occurred 41 t imes  in 1958, 65  t imes  in 1959, 70 t imes  in  
1960, The frequency declined since 1961, T h u s ,  the  average occurence r a t e  
during the last  scnspot  maximum is  a h a t  One per week. 
Also, 
This has been done on the basis  of 
Such a 
It is a maximum spectrum which is 
+ 
Detailed dose ra te  estimates for this f la re  have Seen made b y  Schaefer 
(Reference 5is 2 0 ) .  
Bailey’s “typical” event as a function of atmospheric depth. 
indicates the computed dosages expected f rom the 3 
A balloon measurement  at 120,000 ft  ( 6  g m / c m  ) is also indicated. 
Figure 5 7 indicates the associated t issue dosage r a t e s  of 
The figure a l so  
4- f l a r e  of 20 November 1960 
2 
The statement that the spectrum of F igure  5.6 and the corresponding dose 
r a t e s  a r e  representative €or a maximum event needs some modification. 
r a r e  occasions ( 7  t imes in the past 20 years ,  namely, twice in  1947, twice in 
1960, and ofice in 1946, 1949, and 1356) so-called relativist ic f l a r e s  have been 
observed. \v%?,ich show a substantial increase  of particle flilx up t o  at least  10 
Bev in the energy spectrum. 
on 23 Februa ry  1956. 
At 
The l a rges t  in t e r m s  of integrated dose occurred 
The data below pertains to this particular 1956 f lare .  
10 20 30 3 5  2 Total shield ( g m / c m  ) 
Dose ( r a d s )  35-100 2 5 - 5 0  2 5 -  40 20 - 35 
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Figure 5.6 Typieal Integral E n e r g y  Spectrum of Proton Beam from Large 
Figure 5.7 Solar Cosmic Ray Dose Ra tes  in Tissue vs Atmospheric Depth 
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With respect  to Bailey's representative event having an occurrence 
frequency of approximately one per week during high solar  activity, detailed 
dosage calculations have been car r ied  out for the t issue dose behind 1 gm/cm 
of shield and a 16 gm/crn2 shield. 
the mart ian surface a r e  presented in the following table. 
2 
The resul ts  in f ree  space as well a s  upon 
TABLE 5.11 SOLAR COSMIC RADIATION DOSES 
Dose ( rad/wk) 
F r e e  Space On Martian Surface 
15 mb 22 mb 29 mb Shield 11 mb 
1 21 0. 25 0. 13 4 x 2. 5 x lo-* 
16 2. 3 0.13 0. 09 4 x 2. 5 x 
2 It is interesting to observe the insignificant effect of the extreme 15 gm/cm 
shielding for the denser martian atmospheres. 
low energy protons have been filtered and that negligible attenuation occurs 
for the remaining very high energy particles. 
This indicates simply that the 
C .  Summary  of the Dosages on the Mars  Surface 
The maximum dosages expected for a one-week residence upon the Mars 
surface appear in the following table. 
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TABLE 5.12 E X P E C T E D  DOSAGES 
EVENTS INTEGRATED DOSE 
GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS PER WK ON SURFACE 
SOW COSMfC RAYS PER WK ON SURFACE 
ONE RELATiVlSTlC F U R €  ON SURFACE 
TOTAL WEEKLY TRIP DOSE ON SURFACE 
DOSE IN TRANSIT (22 GM CMo2) 
0.17 RAD 
0.25 RAD (1 1 MB ATMOSPHEUE) 
40.0 RAD (30 GM Chitm2) 
40.4 RAD 
GCU 9 RAD PER YR 
SCR 104 RAD PER YR 
TOTAL DOSE (1 YEAR) 
~ 
153 RAD 
Apparently, the  only concern r e l a t e s  to the r a r e l y  occurr ing relat ivis t ic  
Such flares can be detected on Earth to  provide a warning to the  flares. 
mar t ian  expedition. 
transit. 
The re  is, of coiLr=Ee, no ~ - 2 y  to aswid s u c h  a flare during 
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Meteoroid Flux 
~~ 
Meteoroid flux in c ismart ian space will have a significant effect on 
vehicle gross  weight, and in general ,  must  be bet ter  documented with 
experimental data ,  which a r e  very poor in cer ta in  critical a r e a s  of impor-  
tance t o  the designer. 
'* Prediction models of meteoroid flux a r e  based in pa r t  on the following 
S O U T c e a  of data: 
1. 
2. 
3.  
4. 
Satellites operating pr imari ly  ( t o  date) in  the near -ear th  
environment; few data  a r e  available f r o m  deep space probes.  
Data a r e  fur ther  limited to  small par t ic le  sizes, l e s s  than 
to lo-' g rams.  The application of these  data to  in t e r -  
planetary space is rendered difficult by the apparent dust  
cloud surrounding the Ea r th .  
Radiations of zodiacal light. 
observed near the ecliptic plane, and a r e  due to  the presence 
of very small par t ic les ,  o r  a dust  cloud, between the E a r t h  
and sun. 
are  replaced, probably by as te ro id  and comet fragmentation 
and ejection. The mass of par t ic les  involved may  not 
exceed 10 grams.  
These  faint radiations a r e  
These par t ic les  tend to  sp i r a l  in  to the sun, and 
- 5  
Visual, photographic and r ada r  observations of the relatively 
l a rge r  meteoroids. These observations a re  made possible by 
the interaction of the meteoroid with the ea r th ' s  a tmosphere,  
which gives r i s e  to  ionization and visible radiation. 
smaller  particles a r e  vap or ized,  and the resul t ing visible 
trails and r ada r  echoes used as indications of mass and 
velocity. Pa r t i c l e s  as small as 10 g r a m s  can be detected 
in this m a r a e r .  
of this s ize  a r e  pertinent t o  the design of vehicle shielding. 
Par t ic les  of this type a r e  cometary  in nature ,  and probably 
decrease i n  flux at grea te r  distances f r o m  the sun. 
The 
- 3  
These  data a r e  most  helpful because par t ic les  
Visua?. and radar  observations of as teroids .  These a r e  r e l a -  
tively l a rge  bod ies  lying in a belt situated between Ea r th  and 
Mars .  Asteroids of l a rge  s ize  have been detected and 
5 -30  
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correlated for size-flux dist r ibut ion,  
distribution data to particle sizes oi :nteresT ir, sh ie ld ing  
ar;afyses are doubtful, SLit have been ,:sed 5.:r K e s s l e r  a116 o t t e r s  
to "link" the cometary data of (3 )  to t h e  asteroid data oi (4 ) .  
The Fxtrapoiatlon .sf ibis 
Pats &rained f r o m  satellites is shown in Figure 5. 8 ,  as shown in Reference 
-4 
5 . 2 3 .  The data  extend up t o  s izes  of approximately fO grams ,  and a r e  based 
on measurements  taken mostly in the near  ea r th  environment. A s  discussed 
by Whipple (References 5.21 ant? 5. 22 ), there is good evidence of if "dust 
cloud" attached to the Earth.  
be due in part  to  the ejection of mater ia l  f rom the moon by rneteoriteic bom- 
bardment,  by capture a5 a resu l t  of inelastic collisions between interplanetary 
particles,  and by capture through aerodynamic deceleration. Whippfe 
(Reference 5. 22)  has proposed a strong alt i tude dcperidency for t h e  f h x  of 
sma l l  particles {IOm9 grams) near the Ea r th  ( s e e  Figure 5. 9). The model 
s e e m s  to  be substantiated by i t s  agreement with a) the zodiacal flux in in te r -  
planetary space, and b) data obtained by Mariner II daring t rans i t  t o  Venus. 
Data f r o m  the latter source were  very l imited,  and do not constitute adequate 
verification of Whipple's altitude scaling law. 
s ize  covered in Figure 5,8 are too small to be of significance in determining 
vehicle shielding thickness e s .  
The origin of this "cloud" in  unknown. but m a y  
In general, par t ic les  of the  
It is doubtful i f  the "dust cloud'' phenomenon and its associated altitude 
dependency described above apply to l a rge r  meteoroids cietected b y  visaai or  
photographic and radar observations as  reported b y  Ma\vkrns and Other6. In 
- 5  general ,  these data apply t o  meteoroids weighing 10 
traveling at velocities on the average of 22 to  30 k m l s e c  (Lowell), which is  
above the escape velocity with respect  to the E a r t h  which is about 11 km/sec .  
At these velocities, the focusing effect of the gravity field of the E a r t h  is 
small, hence , the data are representative of the interplanetary environment 
at the Earth's distance from the sun. In this regard ,  it might be noted that 
Whipple's flux-mass law, which is based on Hawkin's observations at mass 
values f rom about 10 to 10 grams,  tends t o  merge  with the satell i te data 
in the to  gram region ( see  Figure 5. 8 ) .  Since the satell i te flux 
measurements m a y  be influenced to a significant degree by the proposed "dust 
cloud" surrounding the Ear th ,  Whipple's f lux-mass law, as  zpplied to  inter - 
planetary space,  shoiild not merge  with the ear th  satell i te data,  but should pass  
through data points obtained by space probe satell i tes,  which in  tu rn  should 
gram-s and g rea t e r ,  
-3  3 
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agree with Whipple's altitude extrapolation through the "dust cloud" t o  f r ee  
space. 
law: 
This can be done by  adopting Whipple's vers ion of Watson's f lux-mass 
N = 1. 34 log m t 2.68 log (0. 433/ p ) - 14. 48 
( Whipple -196 3) 
N = - log m t 2 log (0.443/p ) - 13. 80 
(Watson as modified by Whipple -1963) 
- 2  These  flux-mass laws a re  in agreement at 10 g r a m s ,  but the Watson- 
Whipple law is in better agreement.withthe zodiacal flux law and with the 
Mariner  I1 space probe data  i n  the micrometeoroid range, and is the preferred 
model. 
Whipple's 1963 flux-mass law is about 1. 7 o rde r s  of magnitude lower than 
his 1957 law,  do largely to  new interpretations of mass-visual  magnitude 
relations based OR recent data. 
meteoroid laws in the vehicle shielding design range ( 4 1 0  
uncertainty should be no grea te r  than one order  of magnitude. 
this  degree of uncertainty is used in  the mission sensit ivity analysis.  
There remains  some uncertainty in the 
-3 g rams) ,  but the 
Accordingly, 
The question is raised concerning the extension of the flux-mass model 
law to the region of the  mar t ian  orbit. 
Whipple can be adapted r a the r  eas i ly  to var iable  rad ius  missions by incorporat-  
ing the orbi ta l  heliocentric charac te r i s t ics  of the particles as derived f r o m  
visual-radar observations. 
and o thers  for these par t ic les ,  which indicate that  many of the par t ic les  follow 
highly eccentr ic  paths in heliocentric space,  it can be predicted that the flux 
dce to  these particles decreases  with increasing distance from the sun. 
calculations of this reduction have been made,  but Hamermesh  indicates a 
reduction to  39 percent of the flux at  1 AU in the 
F o r  design purposes, it may  be appropriate t o  use the near -Ear th  law without 
modification. 
The meteoroid f lux-mass model of 
Based upon the velocity spec t r a  given by Love11 
N o  
vicinity of the M a r s  orbit. 
Kessler  has  developed a f lux-mass law for  as te ro ids ,  which he then shows 
to  have a dominating effect  in the region beyond the E a r t h ,  a t  par t ic le  s izes  
greater  than 10 grams,  which would include the mass range of concern to  
the vehicle designer. Essent ia l ly ,  Hawkins' statemerit that the as te ro id  f lux  
is equal to  the cometary par t ic le  flux at E a r t h  in the range f rom 0 to  - 5  visual 
-4 
5 - 3 4  
rr.aerA:tzGe, is <sed to d e r i v e  a ilGx-mass relation for as teroids  13 t h r s  size 
e. Tx:s lav- i s  then extracoliiited t;-irokigk se;-erai o r d e r s  of rr,agr:t,de ?I-, 
9 _ .  mass  r azge  to determine a v a l ~ e  of I ~ J X  fc;r p a r t i c i e s  10 
fiux value is then  used in  a correlation of flax ver sus  solar radi;ts for 
asteroids! ! 
questionable. Many fac tors  such a5 particle density, velocity spectra ,  and 
correlation of visual magnitudeto mass for asteroids ,  which depends heavily 
on velocitv ( the velocity spectra  of as teroids  may be great ly  difft=.rent f r n m  
that of cometary particles):  must h e  established oa a f i rmer  basis  before g r o s s  
extrapolations of this  type c a n  be attempted. 
grarns in r - a s s .  t k l s  
This technique is so highly speculative as to  render  its validity 
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6 .  AERO E N T R Y  SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
The main Mars  Spacecraft =ill approach Mars  along a hyperbolic path, 
and must decelerate to below parabolic velocity i n  o r d e r  to be captured by 
Mars.  The M a r s  orbit  rendezvous mode makes i t  desirable  to  decelerate the 
spacecraft  into a low altitude circular parking orbit  to facil i tate the sub- 
sequent landing operations, although a moderately elliptic orbi t  tends t o  
reduce the departure propulsion requirements.  
- 7 .  - A 111~ Jeceieration maneuver can be accomplished by aerodynamic 
braking if sufficient lift-to-drag ra t io  is provided in  the design to accom- 
modate uncertainties i n  terminal guidance, and in the propert ies  of the 
atmosphere.  
standpoint because of the relatively low weight of the a e r o  braking system 
compared to that of a r e t r o  braking system; the reductions in overall  system 
weight are especially la rge  fo r  chemical propulsion configurations. 
Aerodynamic b rak ing  is attractive from an  overall mission 
The purpose of this section is to  determine the sensitivity of the aero 
ent ry  system described in Section 4 to  uncertainties in  the Martian a tmos-  
phere,  and to  compare the cor r idors  attainable with a range of lift-to-drag 
ra t ios  with guidance corr idor  requirements.  
considered are: Model 3 ( 1 0  mb),  Model 2 (25 mb),  and the Schilling upper 
l imit  model (132 mb).  The effects of uncertainties i n  atmosphere density, 
scale  height and composition a r e  considered, both for relatively moderate 
uncertainties,  as well as for gross  uncertainties. 
The atmosphere models 
6 .  1 Corr idor  Analysis - - 
F o r  present purposes ,  corr idor  depth is defined as the difference in 
altitude of the vir tual  o r  vacuum periapses  of the overshoot and  undershoot 
t ra jector ies .  
tive L / C  rat io  which allows the vzhicle to exit Iroin ihe atmosphaL*z ?&t L:ij 
desired velocity. 'I he virtual pzr iapsis  of Ais overshoot . ra jzc iory  is .* 
function of the exit velocity. The undershoot t ra jec tory  is flown with a 
given constant positive L / D  ratio.  
altitude fo r  the undershoot case is  a function of exit velocity. 
shoot t ra jec tor ies  found in  this study did not have resultant decelerations 
exceeding 10 g's.  
The overshoot t ra jectory is flown with a Siven coiiscdiit ne ;z--  
As with the overshoot c a s e ,  the per iaps is  
The under- 
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F o r  the purpose of examining the change i n  c o r r i d o r  r equ i r emen t s  
with atmospheric  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  f o r  a n  aerodynamic braking maneuver  i n  
the Mart ian a tmosphere ,  point m a s s  t r a j ec to r i e s  for vehic les  with lifting 
capability were  computed, 
a tmospheres  specified by the Ames Research Center .  
2 and 3 a tmospheres  of the NASA Efig i f ieer iq  M o d e l s  of Reference  6 . 1  and 
the upper l imi t  a tmosphere of the Schilling Model I1 a tmosphere  of Reference  
6. 2. The density var ia t ion with alt i tude fo r  these a t m o s p h e r e s  is g i v e n  
in F igu re  6. 1. 
L / D  ratio.  
of -0. 3 and -0. 1 and  the undershoot type t r a j e c t o r i e s  fo r  L/D values  of 
to. 3 and to. 1. 
at a n  alt i tude of 800,000 ft were  assumed.  
was used f o r  the ball ist ic coefficient. 
a r e  given in  F igu res  6. 2 through 6 .7 .  
vir tual  per iaps is  altitude is given as a function of the velocity of the 
vehicle as i t  l eaves  the a tmosphere  a t  an  alt i tude of 800,000 ft.  
6. 5, 6. 6 ,  and 6 .  7 a re  s i m i l a r ,  but actual  minimum flight alt i tude is given 
instead of v i r tua l  o r  vacuum minimum alt i tude.  
These  t r a j ec to r i e s  w e r e  computed f o r  t h r e e  
T h e s e  are the Model 
The  lifting capability of the vehic les  was given a t  a constant  
The overshoot type t r a j ec to r i e s  were  computed fo r  L/ D va lues  
A non-rotating planet and a n  e n t r y  velocity of 2 7 , 5 0 0  f t / s e c  
2 
Resul ts  of the t r a j ec to ry  calculat ions 
In F i g u r e s  6 . 2 ,  6. 3 ,  and 6 .4 ,  the 
A value of W/C,A = 765 lb / f t  
F i g u r e s  
F i g u r e s  6. 2 through 6. 7 a r e  of in t e re s t  i n  defininz 1, / D requ i remen t s .  
F o r  example,  i f  a given vehicle design must  accommodate  a l l  t h r e e  a t m o s -  
p h e r e s ,  a c o r r i d o r  exis ts  only for  an  L I D  .I 0.3 and then only i f  the 
vehicle is  slowed to  below 14 ,000  f p s ,  
bound on c o r r i d o r  depth s ince ce r t a in  operational p rob lems  will r educe  
the c o r r i d o r s  such as allowing f o r  the abil i ty t o  maneuver  (Reference 6.3). 
It is noted that  th i s  is a n  upper 
According to  F igu re  6. 7 the actual  min imum alt i tude of flight fo r  the 
Thus a higher  L/D capabili ty is not L / D  I 0. 3 is down around 10,000 f t .  
useful for  a vehicle with this bal l is t ic  coefficient. 
coefficient while maintaining the s a m e  L /D probably r e q u i r e s  lowering the 
overal l  density of the vehicle ,  which is  undesirable  when the ini t ia l  
assembly  of the vehicle i n  e a r t h  orb i t  is considered.  
Lowering the bal l is t ic  
Since accommodating a l l  t h ree  a tmosphe re  models  with a given design 
p resen t s  an  a lmost  prohibit ive c o r r i d o r  s i tuat ion,  i t  is of in t e re s t  t o  
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consider  the l e s s  res t r ic t ive  case  where the M a r s  a tmosphere  is bet ter  
known. F o r  this  purpose the NASA a tmosphere  Model 2 was taken as a 
nominal a tmosphere and the e f fec t  on co r r ido r  depth due to  var ia t ions  in  
sur face  density and sca le  height were  investigated. 
F i r s t  a var ia t ion of - t 10% in  sca le  height was  investigated. T o  p e r -  
form th is  analysis ,  Chapman's  approach to  the en t ry  problem (Reference 
6.4) was used. Tra jec tory  solutions which had been computed as discussed 
above a r e  shown in F igu re  6.8,  where the L/D p a r a m e t e r ,  
L/Dj 
is plotted as  a function of the log of the pe r i aps i s  p a r a m e t e r ,  F p .  
pe r i aps i s  pa rame te r  used in  this  f igure applies to  t r a j ec to r i e s  that have 
an exi t  velocity of 12,500 fps.  
a tmosphere  fall  off the curve  because the t r a j ec to r i e s  extend into a non- 
i so thermal  portion of the a tmosphere  below the s t ra tosphere .  
cor re la t ion  of Figure 6. 8 is used f o r  determining c o r r i d o r  depths as 
functions of a tmosphere sca l e  height and density. 
depth of 10 percent  var ia t ions  in  scale  height and density a r e  given by 
F i g u r e s  6.9 and 6. 10. 
alt i tude,  which was obtained by taking a var ia t ion in  the s t ra tosphere  
scale  height of - t 1 0  percent.  F igu re  6. 12 shows the effect on the vir tual  
pe r i aps i s  altitude produced by the - t 10 percent  var ia t ion in  scale  height. 
The 
The computed points for the Model 3 
The 
The effects on co r r ido r  
F igu re  6 .  1 1  shows the var ia t ion of density with 
Next the var ia t ion in per iaps is  altitude due to  a 10 percent  var ia t ion in 
A given co r r ido r  depth for  the Model 2 s e a  level  densi ty  w a s  considered. 
a tmosphere  is decreased  by  9 , 0 0 0  ft  when the flight t akes  place in the 
s t r a tosphe re  due to a s e a  leve l  densi ty  uncertainty of t - 10 percent.  
e f fec t  in  t e r m s  of per iaps is  altitude i s  shown in F igure  6.13. 
This  
In addition to the considerat ion of these 10 percent  var ia t ions in  
a tmospher ic  p rope r t i e s ,  the effects  of g r o s s  var ia t ions  on co r r ido r  depth 
were  also considered. The intermediate  NASA Model 2 was used holding 
sur face  density constant but using the var ia t ion of density with altitude 
given by the NASA Model 3 and the Schilling a tmospheres .  
a tmospheres  a r e  shown in F igu re  6. 14. 
The result ing 
The v i r tua l  pe r i aps i s  alt i tudes 
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for these atmospheres and a vehicle with L / D  capability of 0.3 are shown 
in Figure 6.15. 
remains for this case.  
caused by ihese gross  deviations from the Model 2 atmosphere.  
An L/D value of 0.1 is not shown because no cor r idor  
The figure shows th‘e decrease  in, corr’idor depth 
Similarly, the Model 2 atmosphere was varied by shifting the surface 
.. . 
density but not i t s  variatiibn with alfitude: These atmospheres  a r e  shown in  
Figure 6.15. 
therefore corr idor  depth a r e  shown in Figure 6.17 for L / D  = 0 . 3 .  Here 
again the corr idor  no longer exists for an L/D of 0.1. 
The resulting variations in virtua€ per iapsis  altitude and 
Finally, the net corr idor  depths a r e  shown in,  Figure- 6.18 for the variation 
of the h4odel 2 atmosphere from the Model 3 atmosphere on one side of the 
Schilling atmosphere to the other .  The remaining co r r ido r  for L / D  = 0 . 3  
theoretically exists only for exit velocities below 13,800 f t / s e c .  
kept i n  r i n d  that this corr idor  i s  further reduced by maneuvering require-  
ments such as discussed in Reference 6 . 2 .  
It should be 
A sumrrary of corr idor  depths is  given in Figure 6.19 where the co r r ido r  
depths a re  given a s  a function of exit velocity. 
L / D  = 0.1  without atrrospherie uncertkinties,  and for L / D  = 0.3 with 
variations f rom the Model 2 atmosphere a s  discussed above. 
The co r r ido r s  a r e  given for 
The results of the above analysis as wilkb discussed i n  Section 6 . 2 ,  
indicate that if the worst combination of propert ies  of the three atmospheres  is 
allowed, a lift-to-drag ratio of 0 . 3  provides a marginal braking maneuver entry 
cor r idor .  
has been examined with the following resu l t s .  
In view of this conclusion, a vehicle with a lift-to-drag, ra t io  of 0 .4  
Figures 6 . 2 0  6 . 2 1  and 6 . 2 2  give vir tual  per iapsis  altitude a s  a function of 
exit velocity fo r  L/D = 0 . 4  and a ballistic parameter  W / C  A = 2000 lbs / f t  2 . D 
Figures 6 . 2 3 ,  6 . 2 4  and 6 . 2 5  give minimum flight path altitude as  a function of 
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exit velocity. 
fo r  L / D  = 0 .3  to an L/D of t 0.4 and shifting down to  a lower altitude to 
account fo r  the higher W/ C A .  D 
represent  trajectories which intersect the planet surface.  
the three atmospheres a r e  shown in  Figure 6.26. It is seen that corr idor  depths 
for NASA Model 2 and 3 atmospheres a r e  limited on the positive L/D side by a 
res t r ic t ion on the minimum flight path altitude. In Figure 6 .27  is shown the 
corr idor  depth for a vehicle braking in  an atmosphere whose properties repre-  
sent the worst  combination of the Schilling Model I1 Upper Limit and the NASA 
Model 3 atmospheres. 
These curves were obtained by extrapolating the above resul ts  
- 
The portions of the curves shown as dashed lines 
Corrido? depths for 
As noted above, the corr idor  depths in several  cases  a re  limited by a 
minimum flight path altitude restriction. 
to increase the minimum flight path altitude. 
in  Figure 6.27 would be increased by reducing W/CDA. 
W / C  A requires  a reduction in  vehicle weight o r  an increase in  vehicle drag 
which increases  the difficulty of obtaining a specified L/D. 
The effect of reducing the W/CDA is 
Thus,  the corr idor  depths shown 
However) reducing 
D 
Vehicle layouts were made to verify the L / D  capability of the vehicle, and 
Spacecraft con- CG locations necessary to achieve the necessary t r im  angles. 
figurations satisfying these requirements a r e  discussed in Section 6 . 5 .  
6 .2  Summary of Corridor Capabilities 
A summary of corridor capabilities is  given in Table 6.1 for an exit 
velocity of 11,000 fps ,  which is applicable to braking into a low altitude 
circular orb i t ,  
Estimates of allowances for  rolling maneuvers have been calculated , 
assuming sensors  capable of detecting 0 . 0 3  g deceleration levels ,  and 10 
second rolling t ime.  
negligible. 
maneuver; 4 rol l  engines with thrust  levels of 1,000 lbs a re  required.  
The effect on corr idor  performance was found to be 
Approximately 75 8 lbs of propellant a r e  consumed by this 
As noted in Section 4 ,  the on-board navigation system i s  capable of 
steering to a 5 . 4  km ( 3  u ) corr idor  with state-of-the-art sensor  systems.  
A 6 u corr idor  would be 10.8 km.  Uncertainties in the diurnal variation 
in the atmos phere have not been investigated, but require an additional 10 
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TABLE 6.1 SUMMARY’OF CORRIDOR PERFORMANCE ( L / D  = 0.3)  
Model Once rtaiaty Corridor (km) 
Schilling None 87.2 
2 None 74.5 
3 None 66 .O 
2 10 percent uncertainty in scale height 69.2 
2 10 percent uncertainty in density 71.8 
2 10 percent uncertainty in scale height 
and density 66.4 
Wor a t  combination of Schilling and 2 
Model 3 scale heights 53.7 
2 Worrt  combination of Schilling and 
” Model 3 densities 49.4 
Schilling 
-3 Model 3 atmospheres 21.9 
Worst combinat ion of Schilling and 
Schilling Worat combination of Schilling and 46.4 
-3  Model 3 atmospheres 
( L / D  = 0 . 4 )  
6 -  32 
to 20 k m  for entry into the earthrs atmosphere at parabolic velocities. 
Similar allowances f u r  Mars entry maneuvers should be adequate. Hence, 
total corridor requirements f o r  6 u guidance requirerzer,ts, diurnal 
variations in the atmosphere, and rolling maneuver allowances would 
increase the possible corridor uncertainty to  about 30 km. 
ment could be accommodated by an aero entry system with L/D = 0.3  
except for the gross uncertainty generated by the worst combination of 
Schilling upper limit and Model 3 atmospheres. More probable m e r -  
tainties do not pose as  severe a limitation, 
can accommodate the worst combination of atmosphere properties e 
6 . 3  Heat Shield Analvsis 
Thi5 require- 
A vehlde .?si;;tfi L!D = 9.4 
The fol lowhg section presents the results of analyses to determine 
heat shield weights for the Mars braking vehicle. 
calculated for three model atmospheres. 
dimensions of the vehicle is shown in Figure 6 . 2 8 .  
Heat shield weights are 
A sketch showing the relevant 
Radiant and Convective Heating 
Radiant heat ra tes  were  obtained from charts contained in Reference 
6 .5  which is a study of radiation from a m.odel planetary atmosphere 
composed of 15 percent CO 
of varying COz concentration in a C 0 2  - N2 atmosphere and the effects 
of additions of argon were studied in the reference work, but the resultant 
changes in  the radiation a re  not judged to be of a magnitude to warrant 
inclusion in the present study. 
reported in  this reference, in which it was shown that for a similar braking 
trajectory approximately 50 percent of the radiation is absorbed by the 
radiating gas. This result was applied to the present study, so that the 
radiant heat rates were divided by the factor 2 in the heat shield design 
calculations. 
and 85 percent N, by volume. The effect 2 L. 
The results of an absorption study a r e  also 
It was inferred frorr, results presented in Reference 6 . 6 ,  a study 
concerning entry in a i r ,  that the equilibrium radiant heating distribution 
over the body, normalized relative to the value 
is approxi mated by the distribution of the square of the normalized pressure.  
at the stagnation point, 
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This  p re s su re  scaling was used i n  determining the radiant heating distribution 
around the surface of the nose and forecone sections of the braking vehicle. 
Since the scope of the study did not permi t  the determination of the actual flow 
f i e l d  around the braking vehicle the p re s su re  scaling represents  a reasonable 
assumption that could be made under the circumstances.  
The convective heating on the braking vehicle was determined with the 
STL Aerodynamic Heating Program {Reference 6.71, which is based on 
air, However, considering the conclusions of Hoshizaki (Reference 6.8) 
that the convective heating for  CO is close to that for  a i r  and considering 
the fact that the transport  propert ies  of nitrogen a r e  close to those of air, 
the computed resul ts  should be sufficient!y accurate  ior this analysis. 
heat r a t e s  were  written on magnetic tape and t ransfer red  as input to the 
Ablation-Conduction P rogram (Reference 6 . 9 )  f rom which the thermal  
response was obtained. 
temperatures  in  the range of temperatures  f rom the initial ambient tempera-  
tu re  to the maximum expected surface temperature .  
2 
The 
The heat r a t e s  a r e  computed a t  a number of wall 
Convective and radiant heating r a t e s  a t  the stagnation point, as well 
as the corresponding t ra jector ies ,  a r e  shown in F igures  6.29 through 6.31 
fo r  the three model atmospheres. The t ra jec tor ies  correspond to  a n  entry 
velocity of 27, 500 fps ,  a a ballistic coefficient- of 765 lbift', a n d  lift-to- 
drag rat io  (LID) of -0. l .  
where the convective heat pulse  is g rea t e r  and the necessary heat soak t ime 
longer,  thereby giving the greater  weight when compared to the undershoot 
s i d e  with L/D = +O. 1. 
This is on the overshoot side of the cor r idor  
Heat Protection Design 
The heat shield material chosen fo r  th i s  study was phenolic nylon, 
because of i t5  low thermal  conductivity, low density, and a relatively high 
specific heat which a r e  desirable propert ies  for  this application. 
not be inferred,  however, that phenolic nylon is recommended as the heat 
shield and insulation material .  
candidate mater ia ls 'has  not been determined for  this mission. 
It should 
At the present  t ime the performance of most 
An effective heat of ablation of 4, 000 Btu/tb was assumed. To  keep 
the backface temperature  below 500°F, ra ther  large heat shield thicknesses 
would be required unless the heat shield is jettisoned before the heat  i n  the 
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insulation soaks through to  the backface. 
for this reason. 
jettison near the end of the heat pulse a t  a t ime of approximately 300 seconds. 
However, this operation must be performed when the vehicle is well out of 
2 
the Martian atmosphere,  hence, a jet t ison tiwe cor.responding to 0.5 lb / f t  
f r e e  s t ream dynamic p res su re  was selected. The required thicknesses of 
phenolic nylon to maintain the backface temperature  at o r  below 500°F at 
the jettison t ime and design summar ies  are shown i n  Tabl-e 6.2. In '  the 
case of the spherical  nose and the forecone, the thicknesses include the 
ablated heat shield and 0 .6  inches of insulation. 
for the two cylindrical portions of the vehicle and fo r  the f la re .  
A jet t ison concept was selected 
F r o m  the thermal standpoint i t  would be desirable t o  
N o  ablation is predicted 
The total heat shield weight was platted as a func t ion  of the atmos- 
phere  scale height i n  Figure 6 . 3 2  f o r  L / D  = -0. 1 .  The scale  height 
directly affects the heat soak t ime which is the most influential factor  i n  
these heat shield calculations. 
specified dynamic p res su re  and the exit velocities a r e  approximately equal, 
the three jett ison t imes  occur at roughly the s a m e  atmospheric  density; 
. -  
Since the jettison t ime corresponds to a 
however, it takes  more  time to  t ravel  t o  this given density i n  a n  atmosphere 
having a large scale  height. 
Calculations a l so  w e r e  made for  a lift-to-drag r a t io  of -0.3 for  the 
For this L / D  the heat soak time is increased con- Model 2 atmosphere.  
siderably and the total heat shield weight is 30,880 lbs which is  7 percent 
g rea t e r  than that obtained f o r  the L / D  of -0. 1 .  
corresponding to  a given scale height does not appreciably affect the heat 
shield design, although i t  is recognized that the surface p r e s s u r e  and scale 
height of a planetary atmosphere are closely related.  
The surface p r e s s u r e  
No attempt was made to es tabl ish a mathematical  relationship fo r  
the hea t  shield weight as a function of scale height o r  heat soak time. 
number of pertinent factors ,  al l  of which have a definite bearing on the heat 
shield weight, are l isted in Table 6 . 3 .  In this tabulation heating rates and 
integrals are shown fo r  the stagnation point and STA 360 which is a r e p r e -  
sentative station along the side of the vehicle. 
convective heating and heat soak t ime with increasing scale  height a r e  the 
dominant factors ,  and more  than compensate for the decreasing total radiant 
A 
The inc reases  in  total 
heating and maximum surface temperatures .  
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TABLE 6 . 2  HEAT SHIELD WEIGHTS 
SHIELD THICKNESS (INCHES) 
0.728 0.605 0.577 0.705 0.636 
2.39 0.828 0.685 0.650 0.810 0.727 
2.56- 
2 0 4 8  0.893 0.735 0,705 0.875 0.785 
4.06 
4.04 
4.17 1 
- 
Insulation Weight 
Node and Cone 
First Cylinder 
Flare 
Second Cylinder 
Aft Closure  
TOTAL INSULATION 
Ablated Heat Shield Weight 
Nose  and Cone 
L/D =0.1 
Schilling 
Model 2 
(132 mb) (25 mb) 
Upper Limi t  . ~ 
2,350 lb 2,350 lb  
9,700 91 010 
5,840 5,410 
2,160 I ,  990 
2,560 2,560 
22,610 lb 21,320 lb 
7 880 
_L__ 
7 560 A
TOTAL HEAT SHIELD WEIGHT 30,490 l b  28,880 lb 
Model 3 
(10 mb)  
2,350 lb 
7,950 
4,700 
1,750 
2,560 
19,310 l b  
7,150 
26,460 Ib 
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TABLE 6 .3  
COMPARISON OF HEATING FOR THREE ATMOSPHERES (L/D I -0.1) 
~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ 
stag. P t  T o  a1 Convective Heating 
(Btu/ft  t ) 
(Btu/ft  3 ) 
;tag. Pt T a1 Radiant Heating ?! (Btu/ft  ) 
5TA 360-T tal  Convective Heating 
5TA 360-Max. Heat Rates 
(Btu/ft2 - sec )  
STA 360-Time a t  Max Heat Rate 
(set) 
(set) 
r i m e  a t  Heat Shield Jet t ison 
3TA 360-Difference Between T ime  
b t  Max. Heat and Time a t  Heat 
Shield ( sec )  
STA 360-Max. Surface Tempera ture  
(OF) 
(lb) 
Vehicle Heat Shield Weight 
7- 
Schilling 
.tmosphe r e  
49 , 300 
73,100 
4,010 
31.2 
130 
630 
500 
2 564 
30 490 
Atmosphere 
No. 2 
44,500 
76 000 
3,730 
33.7 
150 
570 
420 
2 ,618  
28,880 
Atmosphere 
No. 3 
38,400 
89,700 
3,480 
41. 0 
160 
464 
3 04 
2,760 
26,460 
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6.4 Effect of Corridor Performance on Vehicle Weight 
The aero entry system shown in Figure 4.1 is capable of generating 
lift-to-drag ratios up to about 0.3 to 0.4.  
in  heat protection weight required to accommodate the higher L/D ratios,  
the vehicle should be given this added protection to provide for uncertainties 
in corridor requirements. 
In view of the moderate increase 
It is possible, however, to develop a trade-off between aero entry 
system weight and corridor requirements through the implied change in  lift- 
to-drag ratio. 
corresponding to a nominal L I D .  
require a higher L / D ,  which in turn requires added heat protection. 
uncertainties in the atmosphere can lead to  added entry system weight. 
trade-off i s  shown i n  Figure 5.33 for the case of a 10 percent uncertainty in  
atmosphere density and scale height. 
less than 500 Ibq. 
considered, such as going from the extremes of the Schilling upper limit to 
the Model 3 atmospheres, the increase.in entry system weight would be 
approximately 4 , 0 0 0  Ibs (assuming an L / D  = 0 . 3 ) .  
For example, assume that a given corridor width is required, 
Uncertainties in the atmosphere will 
Thus, the 
This 
The effect on entry system weight is 
If gross uncertainties in atmosphere properties are 
6 * 5 Vehicle Configuration 
An axially syrnrretric vehicle (without control surfaces) can be tr immed 
However, to a non-zero L i D  only by a 1aierall.y displaced center of gravity. 
vehicle asymmetries can also be employed to vary the t r im  attitude-and LID. 
A symmetric vehicle with a laterally offset centkr of gravity has been 
selected for this study due to the simplicity of its t r i m  mechanism and its  
amenability to analysis. 
The vehicle center of gravity must be located such that the required 
lift-to-drag ratio is obtained at t r im (see Figure 6 .34 ) .  
ment determines the angle between the resultant aerodynam-ic force vector and 
the vehicle velocity vector, @ = tan-’ L / D .  Since at t r im condition the moment 
about the center of gravity must be zero,  the center of gravity must lie along 
the resultant force.  The vehicle attitude relative to the velocity vector for  a 
The L / D  require- 
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given L/D is determined by the vehicle geometry alone, 
the line joining the center of pressure and center of gravity, and the vehicle axis 
is the s u m  of the required trim angle of attack and the tan" L/D. 
vehicle geometry and L/D requirement determine the line of the center of 
gravity offset. 
sufficient aerodynamic stability is guaranteed. 
The angle between 
Thus, 
The center of gravity mwt be 80 placed along thio line that 
A preliminary analysis of the configuration shown in Figure P D  51-29A, 
page 9-5 of Reference 1.1, indicatedthatanL/Dh capability of 0.4  would be 
difficult to achieve. 
a configuration somewhat more slender than the one cited above har been 
examined. 
Thus, in order to provide a higher L/D capability, 
This configuration is shown in Figure 6 35 
A preliminary aerodynamic analysis of the vehicle rhown in Figure 6.35  
Since the vehicle encounters Mach numbers greater than 
The aerodynamic properties a r e  shown in Figures 6 . 3 6  Lurd 6.37. 
has been performed. 
10 in the braking maneuver, only the hypersonic aerodynamic properties have 
been estimated. 
It is seen that a list-to-drag ratio of 0.4 is obtained for an angle of attack 
at 6'. The angle of the center-of-gravity offret line ir then: 
-1 
y = a t p = a t tan L / D  = 6' t ton-' (0.4) = 28O 
The center of prersure is shown to be approximately 500 incher aft of the 
nose. A center of gravity position to t r im the vehicle to an L / D  of 0.4 with 
a rtatic margin of approximately 87' is rhown in Figure 6 .38 .  At an L/D of 
0.4, the drag coefficient is 0.69 and the ballistic coefficient for a vehicle 
weight of 470,000 lbr. io :  
2 W/CDA = 2000 lbr/ft 
=> V 
/ /C.c.\  COP. 
STA 420 500 
Figure 6 . 38 Center of Gravity Position for  ( L/D)Trim = 0 .4  
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Vehicle arrangements that meet the required center of gravity locations 
a r e  shown in P D  51-36 and -37. In P D  51-36,, the fluorine propellant has  
1 been shifted forward to  a position immediately aft of the nose section, which 
houses the Earth re turn  module. 
toroidal tank, is  relatively dense,  and, because it comprises  58 percent of 
the total  vehicle masti at entry into the Mars atmosphere,  causes the center  
of gravity to shift relatively far forward in  the vehicle. The hydrogen is 
stored in  a toroidal tank in  the f lare  of the vehicle. The fluorine must be 
pumped aft about 36 feet t o  the propulsion units. Since the fluorine tanks 
cannot be jettisoned after use ,  the volume used by the propellant could be 
converted for crew use after the departure f rom Mars .  About 400 cu f t  
additional volume could be obtained in this manner for the long-duration 
voyage home (about 8 months). 
The fluorine , which is contained in a 
A second vehicle arrangement that meets the center of gravity require- 
ments is shown in  PD 51-37 * Both propellants have been moved to the 
forward section of the spacecraft ,  providing a very stable configuration 
for aerodynamic entry.  
sk i r t  portion of the vehicle, which serves  a s  a hangar for  the Mars excur- 
sion module as well. 
version, although nose section volume utilization is maximized. 
gravity location is well forward in the version (Station 400).  
The ear th  entry vehicle has been moved into the 
Flare  volume utilization is not as  efficient in this 
Center of 
It is apparent f rom these layouts that difficulties may be experienced 
with hydrogen-nuclear versions using aero braking at Mars .  
L 
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7 .  *MARS LANDER SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
The : 5 i . f a ~ ~  excur sz~r -  module described in Section 4 :e d e s i g n e d  to eifect a landzxg 
02 :he surface 3y aerodyriamic deceleration to subsonic velocities. followed by 
parachute descent t o  the near suriace, and retro hover and descent to the surface 
proper, Return to orbit is accomplished by jettisoning unessential portions of the 
module and launching the return craft into orbit by means of a hydrogen-fluorine 
propulsion system. ,411 phases of this operation are affected by uncertainties in 
the -Martian environment, as indicated in the table b e t ~ w :  
Phase Environmental Factor 
i Fzrac:ltzte depl=>);ment altitude 
2 SlSk velocity 
3. Drift 
4. Visibility for site selection 
5. Retro touchdown 
6. Impact absorption 
Surface c)perations 
7. Thermal protection on surface 
8. Radiation protection 
3. Communications and electrical . 
equipment operation 
Ascent 
10. Orbital altitude 
11. Velocity losses 
12. Launch Dperations 
D e  nsl ty  
f)ensity 
Winds and wind gradienzs 
Dust c louds 
Density, winds 
slope, soil friction, drift 
due t o  winds, obstacles 
Temperature, density, dust 
Density 
Surface ionization 
Density, scale height 
Density, scale height 
Winds, dust 
Not all of the above factors can be treated analytically, although most a re  amenable 
to quantifikation. 
upper and lower limits on the environmental factors. In such cases, parametric 
variations were developed to indicate the sensitivity of the design to the environ- 
mental factor, and comments made as to possible seriousness of the uncertainties. 
In many cases it is difficult i f  not impossible to assign meaningful 
Each phase of the operation is discussed in the following sections. 
5303-6013 -TU-000 
7. 1 Descent Phase 
The landing system envisioned in this study provides for a drogue parachute 
for initial deceleration after re-entry followed by a cluster of three main 
recovery parachutes to reduce the velocity of the Mars  excursion module (MEM) 
to an equilibrium descent velocity. 
surface of Mars through the use of retrograde rockets. 
the best approach concomitant with minimum total wefght for the system. 
Crushable material pads on the landing struts provide impact energy absorption 
fo r  a final touchdown after rocket shutdown. 
additional rocket can be mounted perpendicular to the MEM vertical. 
rocket engines should be throttleable to effectively match descent and trans- 
lational velocities. 
This velocity is then reduced to zero at the 
This combinationis 
To nullify the effects of wind, an 
Both 
Provision can be made for the parachute cluster to glide, enabling (with 
descent and translational rockets) the MEM to home on a chosen landing site. 
Navigation, drift and altitude sensing instrumentation and displays a r e  a 
necessary adjunct to gliding descent for landing site choice and "terrain" 
avoidance. 
The parachute sizing analyses were carried out for the three atmospheres 
cited in Section 3: Schilling upper limit (132  mb), Model 2 (25 mb) and Model 3 
(10 mb). 
Parachute System 
The parachute system design is based on a MEM gross weight of 
50, 000 pounds. The deceleration sequence is as follows (see Figure 7. 1): 
1. 
2, Mach 2.5 Deploy a single FIST ribbon drogue parachute 
Atmospheric entry - initial decleration accomplished by 
aerodynamic drag of the MEM. 
to stabilize and achieve initial parachute 
deceleration. 
Deploy a cluster of three solid canopy main 
recovery parachutes in reefed condition. 
3. Mach 1. 2 
4. Mach 0. 8 bisreef main recovery parachutes. 
5. 
6. 
Decelerate to equilibrium spe ed. 
Fire translation rockets a t  10, 000 ft altitude in conjunction 
with parachute gliding and turning maneuvers to nullify the 
effects of drift. 
Fire descent r e t ro  rockets to achieve zero vertical velocity 
at the Martian surface. 
7. 
Figures 7. 2, 7. 3, and 7. 4 present main recovery parachute nominal diameter 
a s  a function of equilibrium velocity a t  the martian surface for  all three atmospheres 
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considered, 
s u r f a c e  area of a parachute cons-erted to a flat c i rc le .  
weight of the parachute system a s  a function of parachute nom.inal diameter .  
The t e rm nominal diameter  means  a re ference  diameter  based on the 
F igure  7. 5 presents  the 
P a r a  chute R e  tr o-Rocket Combinations 
F r o m  Figures  7. 2, 7. 3 ,  and 7. 4 it is obvious that use of a parachute alone for  
landing would lead to prohibitive parachute s i zes  and weights. 
that above diameters  of 100 feet the weight of the parachute sys t em cl imbs v e r y  
r ap id ly  (heavier risers 
profitable from a weight consideration, to u s e  a re t rograde  rocke t  in conjunction 
with the parachute system. 
reduce the equilibrium velocity to zero  is glotted in F igu re  7. 6. 7 .  7 ,  and 7. 8 
ver sus  eqliilibriilm l-elozit) for 211 f i r e €  atmo5,heres ir,;-es?iga:ed. 
a r e  the parachute system weight and rhe s u m  of the parachute system F l u s  AW 
Frogellant. 
landing system. 
atmospheres  the minimum weight equilibrium velocity is high, however a re l iab le  
re t ro- rocket  system is capable of reducing this velocity to z e r o  with relatively 
smal l  weight penalty. 
F igu re  7. 5 shows 
fittings. and l ine a r e  requi red)  and it becomes m o r e  
The amount of propellant (AM' propellant) necessa ry  to  
P resen ted  also 
Minimum points on these l a s t  c u r v e s  indicate the minimum weight 
I s p  a s sumed  for the descent  rocke t  is 300 seconds.  In all three 
I*'- 
V Y  l r l d  fviudels 
'vi-inds have been pos tda ted  for the hfartir, a tmosFhere,  based generally on 
the movement, or aF;Fare:it moi-emen:. oi dcst  c l o ~ d s .  i n e s e  cloi.ids have been 
observed io move az a r a t e  of about 25 me te r s  F e r  second ( 6 2  f p s ) .  
-. 
Other values of wind magnitudes have been postulated b y  the theory fo r  
generation of dust  s to rms .  These  values a r e  a s  follcws: 
Atmosphere Wind Velocity ( f p s )  
Schilling upper ( 1 3 2  mb) 59 
Model 3 (10 mb) 200 
Model 2 (25  mb)  13 1 
The value fo r  the Model 3 atmosphere is an ex t r eme  u p p e r  l imi t  for  all theories.  
An additional es t imate  is based on the circulation of the a tmosphere  requi red  
to shift e lements  f rom one polar region to the other  within a half-year  Feriod. in 
keeping with the observed shift of the polar caps. This theory suggests a wind 
velocity, which is f a r  l e s s  than the value suggested for  the 25  m b  model atmosphere.  
The values suggested b y  the dust generation model will be used. 
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0 
Wind gradients extending to the upper atmosphere a r e  difficult to predict, 
However, gradients of 4 f p s  per 1000 f t  of altitude have been observed in the ea r th ' s  
atmosphere up to 30, 000 ft, and might be assumed for themart ian atmosphere. 
Figure 7. 9 gives the wind models a s s u m  d €or the following analysis. 
Effects of Winds 
It is of interest  to compute the drift range and dr i f t  velocity due to the wind 
models given in Figure 7. 9 ,  Because of the low densities of the atmospheres,  the 
Mars  excursion module (MEM) with main parachute deployed requi res  appreciable 
t ime to come into equilibrium with the wind, such that the dr i f t  velocity equals the 
wind velocity. Hence it is necessary to integrate the drift  velocity and range from 
the time of parachute deployment, which is assumed to be 50, 000 f t ,  although a 
lower altitude could be selected if necessary  to reduce the effects of winds. 
dr i f t  p a t h s  were integrated out for  the wind models given in F igure  7. 9 and the 
parachute diameters,  given in Figure 7. 2,  7. 3, and 7. 4, conservatively assuming 
that 50 percent of the parachute planform a r e a  was exposed to the f u l l  side wind. 
The resulting drift range and dr i f t  velocities attained at ground impact a r e  
summarized in the table below: 
The 
TABLE 7 .1  DRWT VELOCITIES AND RANGES AT IMPACT 
(Refer to F igure  7. 9 f w  Wind  Models) 
Atmosphere 
D r i f t  at Impact Drift Range 
No  Gradient W i t h  Gradient No Gradient W i t h  Gradient 
Schilling Upper (132 mb) 36 f p s  114 f p s  5, 900 ft  27, 000 
Model 2 (25 mb) 63 f p s  129 f p s  4, 900 f t  12,600 
Model 3 (10 mb) 76 f p s  130 f p s  3, 700 f t  7, 700 
It is noted that in all cases the MEM with main parachute deployed does not come 
into f u l l  equilibrium with the wind, particularly in the case  of the low density 
atmospheres. D r i f t  ranges a r e  appreciable for the Schilling atmosphere with 
strong wind gradients. 
giiding the parachute, which has  ample lift-to-drag ra t io  capability for this purpose. 
Alternatively, drift  range can be cancelled by translational rockets,  firing at 
10, 000 f t  altitude (a lower altitude requi res  a high translational velocity, with 
attendant penalties in propellant weight; reacceleration due to the wind below this 
altitude is small., less  than 8 f p s ) .  Propellant weights to cancel drift  velocity 
and drift  rangearegiven in Figure 7.  10. The penalties are smal l  except for the 
Schilling upper l imit  atmosphere with maximum wind gradients. 
As mentioned previously, drift  range can be nullified by 
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It must be pointed out that the effects of winds outlined above represent 
extreme situations. It is u n l i k e l y  that landings wodd be atterrpted in maximum 
wind conditions, which would likely generate d u s t  s torms, clearly visible to the 
orbiting spacecraft. However, properly equipped with d r i f t  meters  and trans- 
lation rockets or steerable parachutes, landing could be effected under severe 
wind conditions. 
Effect of Uncertainty in  Density on Descent System Weight 
z?z ad&+;r?rr trr the effects of winds on descent system design, u n c e r t a i n ~ e s  in 
the density of the atmosphere will require performance margins in the parachute 
and retrorocket systems. An indication of these margins is given below. 
T A 3 L E  7 . 2  EFSECX'C O F  U N C E ' I T A I N f f E S  I?; DENSITY O N  P A f i h C H ~ T E  
PLUS S E T R O R O C K E T  SYSTEM 
Weight of Pa ra -  
chute  f Retro 
Effect of 1070 Un- 
certainty in Density 
Atmosphere Im pact Velocity (70 of Gross) (70 of Gross)  
Schilling U p p e r  (132  mb) 200 f p s  2. 0% 0. 10% 
Model 2 (25 m b )  325  4. 6 0. 17 
Model 3 (10 mb) 390 5. 5 0. 20 
In the extreme case, an allowance of 5. 5 - 2.  8 = L. I percent oi the  g ross  weighi 
would be required to aicomodate boL5 the Sckilling SFper limit and Model 3 
atmospheres. 
penalties in g r o s s  weight. 
A 10 percect uncertaint; in  a g i ~ e n  model w o d c l  result  ir, riegligible 
7. 2 Landing Dynamics 
After re t ro  f i r ing ,  the MEM impacts the surface with relatively small  
residual sink and drift velocities. 
absorb the impact energy, and prevent overturn. 
the effects of terrain conditions and impact velocities on landing gear system design. 
A shock absorbing landing gear is provided to 
The following analyses illustrate 
Computational Technique 
The spacecraft system must be designed to accomplish the landing maneuver 
with the utmost reliability despite environmental ucknowns, uncertainties in 
landing velocities, and uncertainties in vehicle orientation. Becacise of the present 
lack of adequate data and the range of uncertainty in the values of these para- 
meters  at this time, it becomes necessary to provide a landing system whose 
performance is predictable and satisfactory over a very wide range of conditions. 
7-15 
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The computational technique involves several  assumptions. Of prime 
importance is the assumption that an  orientation with the vehicle's touchdown 
velocity vector in the place of the maximum surface slope represents  a 
cri t ical  condition from a s tab i l i ty  standpoint. 
by a limited amount of experimental work during the STL Surveyor study effort. 
This assumption has  been verified 
The investigations described in this section are as follows(nornina1s to  left): 
TABLE 7.3 LANDING DYNAMICS VARIABLES 
Number of legs 
Vertical Velocity, f p s  
Drift velocity, f p s  
Slope angle, degrees 
C oe f f i  c ien t of f r ic  t i  on 
Deceleration 
Obstacle 
19. 7 9. 8 
3. 3 6. 6 
30 
No Yes 
The variables were  investigated individually, holding the nominal values of the 
remaining variables. 
low friction coefficient ( CI = 0. 5) and high slope angle ( e  = 30") was assumed. 
The only exception was the case wherein a combination of 
Description of Analysis 
The a n a l y s i s  technique to be described has evolved from previous work 
performed on the Surveyor (Reference 7. 1) Prospector and Apollo Direct Flight 
(Reference 7. 2) study contracts, and has  been slightly extended from work done 
on the LLS study (Reference 7. 3). These studies showed that the spacecraft 
orientation most  likely to cause an overturning is a landing during which the 
spacecraft  is constrained to motion in a vertical  plane. 
analysis technique to be described considers the rigid body planar motion of a 
vehicle with an elastic system for the support of the attenuators. 
Accordingly, the 
The vehicle is idealized as  a rigid body of mass ,  m,  and m a s s  moment of 
inertia about it5 center of gravity. 
represented a s  a s i n g l e  spring with spring constant, Ki. 
defines the elastic deflection normal to the surface caused by a force applied 
normal to the surface. The s p r i n g  constant is maintained at a fixed value a s  
the vehicle rotates,  though there will be slight variations in the flexibility of 
the leg system relative to a force applied normal to the surface for  various 
orientations of the vehicle relative to the surface. 
Each individual tripod leg system is 
This spring constant 
7 -16 
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The energy absorbers are attached to the l e g  ends and assumed to possess a 
perfect-@as tic -force -deflection characteristic. The attenuation system, which 
is a Combination of the flexible l e g s  and perfect-plastic energy absorbers, 
possesses therefore a bilinear load-deflection characteristic (Figure 7. 11). 
The normal force required to crush the energy absorber is assumed 
constant. Crushing is assumed to occur normal to the surface, although the 
program computes and prints out the amount of crush (stroke} parallel to the 
vehicle reference line. 
deflection of the attenuation system normal to the surface only. 
the contact point parallel to the surface is due to  rigid body motion of the vehicle. 
The analysis accounts for the elastic and plastic 
Any motion of 
The \ - d u e  of the  normal i o r c e  required to c r u s h  the exerg)- absorbers is s e t  
The friction either b y  allawable deceleration forces or stability considerations. 
force is equal to cr times the normal force when the vehicle is sliding. 
sliding ceases, the friction force at  each contact point is that value required to 
prevent sliding and must be computed from the equations of motion. A maximum 
value for ?he friction force is specified for each attenuation system, generally 
taken as i.t times the normal force. 
When 
The landing surface is assumed to be a rigid included p lane  with co- 
efficient of friction Lt between the pad and the surface. 
Farticular l eg  striking a n  obstacle, the coefficient of friction between that leg 
and the surface is iccreased io approximately ten. 
this has the effect of immediately transforming a n y  kinetic energy due to sliding 
into angular kinetic energy. 
well the phenomena being modeled. 
To account for any 
F o r  all cases  investigated. 
The transfer is impulsive, and represexts quite 
Details of the! computational procedures are given in Reference 7.4. 
Vehicle Design 
The vehicle design shown in F i g u r e  7. 12 was assumed for the analyses. The 
shock absorbers for the main landing gear a r e  located inside the f lare  of the 
vehicle. 
to absorb the impact energy, and limit the deceleration to its nominal value. 
These s t ruts  a r e  tubular in shape and filled with crushable honeycomb 
Results of Stability Studies 
A summary of the basic design studies performed a r e  presented in  Figures 
7.13 through 7.15. 
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In an effort to obtain an accurate estimate without undue computational 
expense, the following method of plotting was adopted: the abscissa is the 
circular diameter of the landing leg system, and the ordinate is divided, repre-  
senting two functions of vehicle attitude. 
x axis represents the angular speed a t  which the vehicle passes the angle of 
neutral stability. 
The portion of the ordinate above the x axis represents the stability margin of 
the vehicle. Remembering that a vehicle is considered stable if + changes sign 
before + = + max, a t  the instant that + = 0 and the angular acceleration is  
opposing the rotation of the vehicle, the difference +max 
margin on stability. 
neutral stability. The diameter assocated with this condition is the minimum 
diameter required for stability. The results a r e  summarized in the following 
table. 
The portion of the ordinate below the 
This portion of the curve represents the degree of instability. 
represents the - + i t 0  
= 0 ,  the vehicle i s  in - + +=+max When +, - +GI 
TABLE 7.4 SUMMARY OF LANDING STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Vertical Horizontal 
Velocity Velocity Slope Deceleration Coefficient Leg Diam. 
Condition ( f p s )  ( f p 4  ( d e d  (e g )  of Friction (ft) 
1 (Nom. ) 19. 7 3. 3 10 6 1. 0 43 
2 19. 7 3. 3 20 6 1. 0 54 
3 19. 7 3. 3 30 6 1. 0 65 
4 19. 7 6. 6 10 6 1. 0 46 
5 9. 8 3. 3 10 6 1. 0 33 
6 19. 7 3. 3 10 6 0. 5 35 
7 19. 7 6. 6 10 6 0. 5 35 
8 9. 8 3. 3 30 6 0. 5 37 
9* 19. 7 3. 3 10 6 1. 0 43 
*Downhill leg strikes obstacle 
The results indicate that slope angle has a strong influence on leg diameter 
Leg diameter is increased from 43 
An increase in drift velocity does 
if  the coefficient of friction is high ( p  = 1. 0). 
to 65 ft  if the slope increases from 10 to 30'. 
not have a large effect on gear design. 
Reducing sink velocity has a pronounced effect, and should be achieved i f  
possible in the final design. 
rocket shut-off altitude of 4 ft.  
The impact velocity of 9. 8 f p s  correeponds to a 
7 -22 
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Reducing the coefficient of friction has  a pronounced effect on stability, 
par t icular ly  for large slope angles, 
natural  t e r r a i n  may not be known, a n  ar t i f ic ia l  coefficient of friction can be 
provided by proper  selection of crushable mater ia l s  in the pads. 
are available 2nd a r e  designed lo  yield under relatively low shear  loads,  but 
r ema in  stiff t o  normal  loads. 
Although the coef€iicient 0f  fr iction of the 
Such materials 
It is necessary  to  provide suificient s t roke i n  each attenuator t o  accommodate 
up to  80 percent of the kinetic energy possessed  by the vehicle at touchdown. 
This s t e m s  f r o m  the fact that very l i t t le energy is absorbed a t  initial contact - -  
the bulk of the absorption occurs when the vehicle s l a m s  its downhill leg o r  legs  
into the surface F o r  ttie iocg base Orientation ( three impact) of a four-legged 
reh:cle .  p rzc t ica i ly  a l i  the e n e r g y  at tJxchdown is still ax-arianle in the form oi 
-\-ekA,cle -, e:?<-:.;  ken :ke s?r .g le  v d2.ii-+:ll ;eg c ~ r t a r t s  :he! s.-Jrfzce. This  leg  
,a\? the  ca?aCit)  t 3  arjsarb this energy, and sirice it IS not pG§§ibie :o "-- .  ._ 
spec i fy  whrch oi the legs of the vehicle will rzcounter  such a candition, all must 
be  desigr,ed to  cope with i t ,  
Rocket Study 
A l imited investigation of the effect of rockets  on stabil i ty was performed,  
using the basic  6 g ,  30 degree ,  four-legged sys t em as a reference case.  
Individual rockets  were  located at the p e r i m e t e r  of the l egs ,  one above the elast ic  
portion of each leg 
landing maneilver. 
The vehicle w a s  oriented for a tu-o-impact ( shor t  Sase)  
The ana1ys:s assumed each rocket f i r e s  w h e n  the l e g  t o  which 11. 1s 2ttack;ec;l 
contacts the su r face ,  and will contlnue to  f i re  throaghout the maneuver. 
inary  investigations indicated that the downhill rockets  hindered the effect of the 
uphill rockets  in rotating the vehicle back uphill. 
P r e l i m -  
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Subsequent investigations were performed with the rocket thrust on the down- 
hill legs reduced to zero. These indicate that: 
a) 5000 pounds of thrust (total) on the uphill legs acting for about 
5 seconds provides sufficient impulse to turn the vehicle back 
uphill and significantly reduce the three components of vehicle 
velocity. 
If the rocket is not c u t  off at this time, the vehicle will 
tumble uphill. 
b) 
The implications of these results a r e  twofold. 
a) For vehicles required to land on steep slopes, a large 
reduction in leg diameter can be realized by the implementation 
of rockets, having a total system weight of less than 200 pounds. 
Unless the vehicle's orientation relative to the slope can be 
sensed and a favored1 orientation at  touchdown achieved, a 
fairly complex system of logic may be required to control the 
firing of the leg rockets and assure that they do, in fact, produce 
stability. 
b) 
These conclusions a r e  indeed based upon a limited number of investigations. 
The concept of stability augmentation rockets, however, appears so promising 
as  to meri t  considerable study in the future. 
C onclu s ion s 
It is  concluded that a reasonably wide range of uncertainties in the martian 
terrain can be accomodated with small increases in landing gear diameter (af 
the order of a few feet), resulting in small  increases in vehicle gross weight 
(approximately 400 lbs., or 1 percent of the gross weight). Obstacles up  to one 
meter in height can be accommodated. It is assumed that soil bearing strength i s  
adequate to support the landing. Soft soils will act like the downhill obstacle 
cases summarized in Table 7. 3 ,  which is not critical from a stability standpoint. 
Vehicle sinkage would be excessive, however. 
7 .3  Ascent Phase 
Surface operations a r e  considered in Section 8. The ascent of the MEM to 
orbit for rendezvous with the main spacecraft is discussed in the following section. 
Ascent trajectories were computed to determine the effects of three different 
models of the Mars atmosphere. The models a r e  defined in Section 4, and are:  
NASA Model 3 ( 10 mb) 
NASA Model 2 (25  mb) 
Schilling Upper Limit ( 1 3 2  mb) 
7 -24 
Estimates were made of the effects of a 10 percent uficertainty in the density 
and scale height €or fhe NASA Model 2 atmosphere. 
uncertainties in the Model 2 atmosphere were also examined, by using the 
extreme scale height aad density variations of the Model 3 and Schilling Upper 
Limit atmospheres, 
The effects of gross 
Vehicle and Flight Profile 
To give a proper Comparison of the effects of the three atmospheres, a 
standard vehicle, mode of ascent, and restriction on final orbit life were assumed 
for all three atmosphere models. The vehicle was a single stage rocket with the 
following character is t i c s :  
Lift off weight, JV = 50,  000 8 l b s  
W/CDA = 760  8 Ibs/sq.ft. 
Thrust to weight ratio = 1.25 at lift off (Mars weight} 
0 
= 450 seconds (vacuum) 
Is P 
Because of the high orbit altitudes required a dual burn ascent was employed 
The first burn was terminated at  an altitude where drag effects had dropped 
appreciably, after which the vehicle coasted to orbital altitude where an impulsive 
h:~rn_ addbd SII..~!~ 2.1A;+;Cn& -,relcc-ty =e-,ck,-erf tc a&ie-.-e &=c:lp= =r$it. * 
The coast phase was essentially a Hobmano trazsfer from first injection to f ina l  
injection into orbit;. 
according to Helgostam (Reference 7. 5) the m o d e  of ascent used here will approach 
very closely maximum payload performance. 
N o  other optimization of the ascent was attempted, However, 
* For a rendezvous at injection into circular orbit a low-thrust long burn 
injection will probably be preferable for terminal maneuvering. 
should not affect payload on orbit appreciably. 
However, this 
7 -25 
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The above sketch describes the ascent maneuver: 
1. Vertical lift-off 
2. Small "kick" angle 
3. 
4. Thrust cut off 
5. Coast 
6. Impulsive burn, AVz. 
7. Circular orbit 
Gravity turn followed by appropriate program of thrust turn rate 
to achieve proper cu t  off conditions 
The orbttal aIti€.ude was selected for each Atmosphere to give a minimum life on 
orbit of 100 days (using the method of Reference 7. 6 ) ,  which leads to a 
relatively higb orbit altitude, and reduces payload on orbit considerably. 
requiremept may be .unnecessary when actual missions a r e  planned. 
for the present comparative study this requirement tended to emphasize t$e 
difference in effects of the three model atmospheres. 
This 
However, 
The results of this analysis a r e  summarized in Table 7. 5, which presents 
the effects of the atrriospheres on required orbit altitude and final orbit weight. 
The intermediate effects of the various losses a r e  a lso shown for comparison. 
. , ,  
TABLE 7 . 5  COMPARISON OF MARS ASCENT TO ORBIT FOR 
VARIOUS ATMOSPHERE MODELS 
. - '  (Wo = 50, 000 Q 16s) 
bV2 
v: 'd 'T ' eec ft I 
Losses (ft /sec) A 'tot a1 
Atmosphe ie  . (km) 1b) ( ft / ec c) 
Orbit wo 
'F 
Altitude (Earth 
NASA Model 3 (10 mb) 141 45,400 15,170 23  3478 24 3525 41 
NASA Model 2 ( 25 mb) 375 50,000 16,020 153 3690 113 3956 195 
NASA Model i! (27. 5 mb) 49 0 50,900 16, 520 178 3710 260  4148 276 
Schilling Max (132. 6 mb) 610 58,700 17,810 242 4269 853 5365 332 
Hybrid (CO at 500,000 ft) 454 54 ,700  239 4235 478 4952 227 
Hybrid ( C O  at 600, 000 f t )  454 56,600 382 4527 451 5361 203 
t 10% uncert. 
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__ 
where the losses are  as follows: 
= Thrust losses vF 
V = Gravity losses 
g 
vd = Drag losses 
= Total losses vT 
Figures 7.16 to 7.31 give a more detailed comparison of the losses and 
f?f.fier effects of the atZ?-Es$lETt? mcdcls * 
The results emphasize that the denser atmosphere models require higher 
orbi t  altitudes and greater expenditures of fuel to overcome the higher drag 
forces  and reach orbit. 
effect OR payload in orbit than the drag losses. 
V 
cornparing V 
altitude on the losses and, therefore, payload in orbit. 
been held constant for all the atmosphere wmdefs, the gravity losses would 
have been essentially the same f o r  all the models, and the only appreciable 
difference would have been the drag losses,  which are a small part of the total 
l s s ~ e ~ ,  5ut irary significantly with atmosphere density level. 
7.4  Communications Blackout During Entry 
It can be seen tha t  orbital  altitude has a r-ucfi greater 
This is apparent by corn-paring 
(the losses in gaining altitude and speed) to Vd (the losses in drag). Also 
among the various models indicates the direct effect of orbit 
g 
I f  orbit altitude had 
in order to analyze the worst possible effect of the Martian atmosphere 
on S-band radio transmission, it was assumed that the entry module maintained 
the entry velocity (11,000 fps)  down to impact. 
generation, the maximum would therefore be realized just before impact. In 
analyzing the problem of plasma attenuation, all calculations were conducted 
at surface level equilibrium conditions. 
From the standpoint of electron 
It W ~ S  assumed that no attenuation was present when the plasma frequency 
was belaw the transmission frequency. 
occurred when the plasma frequency equaled or was greater than the trans- 
mission frequency. 
of lo1’ electrons per cubic centimeter. 
However, total loss of transmission 
For an S-band radio, this corresponds to a critical. density 
At sea level the Martian atmosphere is assumed to consist of 15 percent 
and 85 percent N2 by golume. CO This assumed atmosphere was used since 2 
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a complete Mollier diagram and equilibrium gas properties are available for i t .  
Differences in composition will introduce minor changes in electron 
generation. 
Inviscid Ele c t r on Gene r ati on 
For the initial set of calculations it was assumed that the Mars Lander had 
a 10-inchdiameter nose cap. This cap produces a strong shock, which in turn creates 
a significant amount of electrons at the stagnation point (- 2 x 1013 electrons/cc). 
On expansion to free-stream pressure, the inviscid electron concentration on 
the cylindrical portion of the lander, where the antenna window is located, is 
reduced to approximately 2 x 10 electrons/cc . Thus, no attenuation over the 
antenna is expected from the inviscid plasma at zero angle of attack. 
6 
At angles of attack, it was assumed that the pressure of the antenna window 
was equal to that experienced by an equivalent cone, which i s  defined as a cone 
with half angle equal to the angle of attack of the lander. 
give rise to higher electron densities since expansion from the stagnation con- 
dition is less. Thus, at an angle of attack of 15O, the expansion process is 
limited, such that 1.5 x 10 electrons/cc are present at the antenna window. 
Blackout is assumed to occur at an angle of attack of 13'. 
' 
The higher pressures 
11 
For the second set of calculations the Mars Lander was assumed to consist 
of a 30° cone, followed by the cylindrical section, where the antenna window is 
located. 
reduced. 
is reduced to less than 10 
nose, the maximum angle of attack can be increased to 21° before any attenua- 
tion due to inviscid electron generated is experienced. 
For this configuration, the electron concentration is significantly 
For example, at zero angle of attack the density at the antenna window 
With a 30' cone instead of a spherical 4 electrons/cc, 
Boundary Layer Electron Generation 
Although the Reynolds number (based on free atream condition6 and 
the distance from the forward stagnation point to the location of the antenna 
window) i o  4 x lo', a turbulent boundary layer wae sroumsd to exist at the 
window. 
ratio of peak to edge static enthalpy i s  2 f o r  turbulent boundary layers, while 
for a laminar boundary layer this ratio i s  1 .4 .  
electron generation is not significant f o r  present purposes 
This assumption i e  conservative, However, for a cold wall the 
Hence, the difference in  
7-44 
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For a Mars Lander with a 10-inch spherical nose cap, the maximum 
angle of attack before the critical electron density is realized is reduced 
from 1 3 O  to 5 112". 
blackout is 15O. 
limited from the standpoint of maneuvering, while the IS0 limit is more 
representative I 
With the 30° conical nose, the angle of attack at 
The 5 1/2O rnaximum angle of attack is believed to be too 
Electron Generation Due to Ablation Products 
Since the Mars Lander is not a s s u r e d  to decelerate during entry,  i t  is expected 
0 that little ablation will OCCQF with  a 30 conical nose. Therefore, no atternat was 
made to account for the increase in peak boundary layer electron concentration due 
to contaminants, and the rraximum tolerable angle of attack i s  taken f rom the 
uncontaminated calculation . 
However, even with ablation, i f  the low ionization potential contaminants 
( e . g . ,  sodium, potassium, and calcium) are  kept to a minimum, the increase 
in electron concentration due to ablation products will be small. 
Cnnrliisinnn 
With  the assuzp t ion  that blackout is  attained a s  soon a s  any part 
of the  p l ~ ~ s r ; i 1  s f  the znter,r,a -.vrndziv reackc,-=s the c r i t i c a l  electrcr, density, it 
i s  concluded that: 
1. A spherical nose limits the maxiI-r.uni tolerable angle of attack to 
5 1 / 2 O ,  which is not acceptable €or maneuvering. 
0 0 2. A 30 conical nose increases the maximum of 15 , which i s  more than 
adequate. 
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7 . 5  Power Breakdown of Antennas in Martian Atmosphere 
Section 5 establishes a theoretical model Martian atmosphere and anticipated 
electrical C W  breakdown power densities for the Martian surface pressure of 
10 millibars and a theoretical electron density of 10 
centimeter. The power densities are:  
6 electrons per cubic 
Breakdown 
Frequency, mc Power Density (w/cm ) 
10,000 500 
3,000 40 
1,000 6 
Estimates have been made concerning the likelihood of power breakdown in 
an antenna system consisting of a 3-fOOt parabolic reflector which is trans- 
mitting 20 watts C W  at 2300 mc,  and is located on the Martian surface. 
The breakdown power density values listed above have been plotted in 
Figure 7.32 to allow interpolation to the 2300 mc frequency. The breakdown 
2 power density obtained through this technique is approximately 19 watts/cm . 
In a 3-foot diameter parabola antenna system, the feed device will con- 
tain the highest density of r . f .  power. 
been assumed that it will consist of a pyramidal horn which is fed by wave- 
guide, which, in turn, is energized through a coaxial-to-waveguide transition. 
The waveguide-to-coaxial transition will essentially consist of a monopole 
Since the feed is not specified, it has 
configuration, which has been treated by Scharfman and Morita ( 7 . 7 ) .  
The electric field at the tip of a monopole may be determined from: 
where I(0) = the current at the input terminal of the 
P = 20 watts, Z = 50 ohms. ?E- monopole = 
a the radius of the monopole, cm. 
#$ = monopole height, in wavelengths. 
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For the case of @h = T , P = 20 watts, Z = 50 ohms, a = 0.0625 in.  
in 90 x2 .54  S 
91 
0 
Et = 3.62 V/cm 
If this voltage density occurs inside a rectangular waveguide, WR 430, 
in which the characteristic impedance: 
K =  754 b g = 754x1 .246x0 .5  = 470 ohms 
a L O  
where - = 0.5 
a 
h- = 1.246 at 2300 mc 
A 0  
the corresponding power density is 
2 2 P = E2 = ('36.2)- 
R 470 = 2.79 watte/cm 
Thir is  nearly an order of magnitude less than that power density required 
to initiate breakdown. This will be the region of maximum power density 
in the feed rystem. It i s  concluded that there is little likelihood of antenna 
breakdown due to the presence of an ionization layer near the surface of 
Mar 8 
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8. SLXFACE MOBILITY 
8.1 Typical Surface Rover Design 
The early manned Mars mission can be expected to  have at least limited 
While it is difficult at the pre- surface mobility about the MEM landing site, 
sent time to establish traverse range requirements for surface rovers, the 
gross surface features of Mars indicate that traverse ranges of a few hundred 
kilometers would provide opportunities for worthwhile junkets about the main 
landing site, More practically, the limited duration of the landing operation, 
which will not exceed one to two weeks for the initial missions because of over- 
all mission trajectory constraints, will prevent extensive traverses about the 
main base.. Traverse speed probably will be limited to  5 or 6 mph because of 
surface terrain condrtions, and considerable time will be devoted to  scientific 
examinations of surface phenomena, 
kilometers traverse range seems reasonable. 
Hence, an upper limit of several hundred 
Many surface rover designs have been proposed f o r  lunar explorations, and 
representative designs can be selected for application to the Mars landings. 
Assuming that a 3-man crew will be landed on the surface, a 2-man rover, 
capable of sustaining a 2-3 day traverse, should be provided, including 
modest experiment equiprnente, life support, cslmmnications, and navigation 
subsystems, 
required to ref.arn s c ~ e n f i f ~ c  samples to the maxn base. 
It may he expected that a limited payload capacity will be 
A design meeting the above requirements is shown in Figure 8.1, A 
The weight statement and pert:nent design details a r e  given in Table 8.1. 
vehicle is designed for a nominal traverse speed of 5 mph. 
supply is significantly superior to competitive systems , and is incorporated 
in the selected design. 
A fuel cell power 
8. 2 Environmental Factors 
The design described in Figure 8.1 will be examined for its sensitivity to 
the environmental factors on the Martian surface, The environmental factors 
of interest to the design and performance of the surface rover are: 
Soil properties 
Frictional 
Cohesive 
Sinkage (or  Learing) 
8-1 
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HYDROGEN TA 
I irr BATTER I E S 
WATER 
\ 
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\ I 
N K  
i u u L  STOWAGE 
PORTABLE WINCH, 
DRILL, CRANE, ETC. 
/JACK 
BUCKET PUL L V V  L LI\ BLADF 
OXYGEN TANK TV CAMERA 
HEADLIGHT 
/WALKWAY / 
\ SPARE FUEL CELL 
/ 
COMMAND MODULE 
SEARCH L IG HT 
\ EMERGENCY SH E LT ER 
R E M ~ T E  CONTROL AND EMERGENCY 
EQUIPMENT STOWAGE 
ANTENNA 
CAR GO CO MPARTME NT 
I N D IV I D U AL LY POWER 
METALASTI C WHEEL 
F i g u r e  8 .1  Sur face  R o v e r  
,ED 
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TABLE 8 . 1  SURFACE ROVER CHARACTERISTICS 
(Reference 8.1) 
DESlGN FEATURES SUMMARY 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .  
7 .  
Power supplied by one -kw hydrogen-oxygen fuel-cell sys tem,  
tankage designed for one-year s torage 
Locomotion results from four individirally pmvered metalast ic 
wheels having an effective d iameter  of 150 in. 
Chass i s  consists of a stiffened aluminum shell  structure designed 
to  support all fanding loacls in  the stowed position and the  dynamic 
laads of a 150r3-3b payload ciuring lunar operation 
No deployment aids (assuming a 30-in. bus height), pallet or 
support s turc ture  a r e  requi red  of the bus 
Vehicle is controlled remote ly  from MEM, and d i rec t ly  by man 
on vehicle {with and without a shelter) 
Navigation and guidance system is capable of defining the vehicle 's  
position to  -k 1000 ft - 
Vehicle is capable of night and day operation 
WEIGHT SUMMARY (MAIWED VERSION) 
Communications and instrumentation 
Power supply ( iner t  weight of one-kw fuel cell)  
Structure  
Wheels, motors and t r ansmiss ions  
Guidance and control 
Hold-down s t ruc ture  to  bus 
Life support  equipment 
Fixed 50 lb  
Variables  78 
Two back packs 50 
Fue l  and tankage (135 kw-hr, 120-fb r eac t an t s )  
TOTAL 
8 -3  
200 lb  
150 
2 40 
360 
80 
20 
178 
272 
1500 lb 
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Fea tures  
Crevices  
Bumps 
Obstacles 
Slope 
Solar Cosmic Radiation 
Atmosphere 
Ternper a tur  e 
Density 
Meteorology 
Wind s 
Dust 
Several  environmental fac tors  can be a s s e s s e d  quantitatively by 
determining their effects on sys t em design and weight. In par t icular ,  soil  
propert ies  and t e r r a in  features  can  be evaluated readi ly ,  but the effects 
of general  meteorological fac tors  such as dust can be discussed only in 
qualitative t e rms .  Other interactions such as the effect of a tmospheric  
p re s su re  on the life support sys t em a r e  tedious to  analyze in  detail ,  and 
have a predictably small effect on overal l  sys t em design. These  in t e r -  
actions will not be t rea ted  in detail ,  although comments  a r e  made as to  
their  general  significance. 
8. 3 General  Mobility Analysis1 
A surface rover  of the general  type descr ibed in F igure  8.1 must  be 
designed so that it has  sufficient t ract ion power to  overcome surface 
res i s tance ,  including obstacles ,  s lopes,  c rev ices ,  e t c . ,  and the soil  can 
support i t s  weight. 
Tract ion Force  
The general  t ract ion load car ry ing  capacity of the soil is usually 
descr ibed in t e r m s  of i t s  cohesion and friction cha rac t e r i s t i c s ,  as i l lus -  
t ra ted in the following sketch. 
1. The analyses  in this section a r e  based on References 8. 2 and 8. 3. 
F igures  8. 2 - 8. 8 and 8.12 - 8.14 a r e  taken f r o m  these texts. 
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T h e  t r a c k  o r  ;\heel develo?s a f o r c e ,  14, when loaded  with a weight ,  W ,  
due  t o  the  s h e a r i n g  s t r e n e t h  of t h e  so i l .  T h i s  f o r c e ,  H, is t h e  g r o s s  
t r a c t i v e  e f f o r t  of t h e  device .  
e s s e n t i a l l y  independent  of the  weight ,  w h e r e a s  i n  p u r e l y  frictional soils, 
t h e  t r a c t i v e  f o r c e  is d i r e c t l y  propor t iona l  to t h e  weight.  
soil exh ib i t s  a combina t ion  of c o h ~ s i v e  and f r i c t i o n a l  p r o p e r t i e s ,  as  shown in  
p a r t  j c f  of t h e  f iga re .  
In p l a s t i c  soils the  t r a c t i v e  force H is 
G e n e r a l l y ,  a 
The total  t r a c t i v e  f o r c e  ava i l ab le  is: 
w h e r e  
the  va!.~es of c and  f o r  va r io i s  soils is \vel1 e s t a b l i s h e d ,  and suf f ice  t o  
ana lyze  soil s t ab i l i t y  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ,  and t r a c t i o n  c a p a b i l i t i e s  of v e h i c l e s  
ope ra t ing  over t h e s e  s o i l s .  
1s t h e  s o - c a l l e d  angie of f r i c t i o n .  T e s t  tec ' rnrques  f o r  d e t e r m i n i n g  
F lo t a t ion  (Weight  B e a r i n g  Capac i ty )  
W h e r e a s  t h e  p a r a m e t e r s  c and U d e t e r m i n e  the  t r a c t i o n  c a p a c i t y  of a 
soil, addi t iona l  p a r a m e t e r s  are  r e q u i r e d  to d e t e r m i n e  t h e  i l o t a t ion ,  or 
weight  b e a r i n g  capac i ty ,  of t h e  so i l .  The addi t iona l  p a r a m e t e r s  are  Y , 
t he  d e n s i t y  of t he  soil ,  and  b ,  t h e  widrh of t he  t r a c k  o r  t i r e  of the  v e h i c l e s .  
The  equat ion  giviiig t h e  s a f e  load t h a t  c a n  be s u p p o r t e d  b y  soil  is: 
i Iff' = A ( c X c  + ^I Z N q +  - '4 bN ) 
S 2 Y 
w h e r e  A is the  total  foo t -p r in t  a r e a ,  z is t h e  in i t ia l  s inkage ,  and  Nc, N 
and N,, a r e  c o n s t a n t s  which depend uponr?,  t he  f r i c t i o n  angle .  Va lues  for 
t h e s e  c o n s t a n t s  a r e  given in  F i g u r e  3 . 3 .  
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Figure  8. 3 Soil Bearing 
If sinkage is r e s t r i c t ed  to  small values ,  
Capacity 
so that the vehicle is prevented 
f r o m  breaking through the sur face ,  the equation f o r  safe loads becomes:  
1 
Ws = Z A b Y  N y  
genera l  conditions W = A c N  t x A b y N  
S C Y 
1 cohesionless  soi l  ( C  = 0) 
fr ic t ion less  soil  ( (D = 0) W = A c N c  
S 
and the corresponding safe ground p r e s s u r e s  for  gene ra l  conditions: 
p = c N c  + Y bNy 
The l a t t e r  equation can be modified slightly to  account fo r  non-rectangular  
plan forms .  
It is important  t o  note that the safe  loads or  ground p r e s s u r e s  a re  not 
solely functions of soil  p roper t ies .  
important  effect on the total  weight o r  ground p r e s s u r e  tha t  can  be supported 
by a soil. 
planform. 
The shape of the t r a c k  o r  t i r e  has  an  
Only in  a s t r i c t ly  f r ic t ion less  soi l  is the safe load independent of 
The above equations define the nature  of flotation, which is a function of 
soil  p rope r t i e s  c ,  (0, and y, and p lanform p rope r t i e s  A and b. If the safe  
loads as de termined  by the above re la t ions  a r e  exceeded, the vehicle b reaks  
through to  subsur face  leve ls ,  and another  s e t  of soi l  values is requi red  to 
de te rmine  the amount of sinkage, and the r e s i s t ance  of the soil t o  the move-  
ment of the vehicle. 
the problem of appreciable s inkage,  and must  be designed t o  overcome soi l  
r e s i s t ances  encountered under these  conditions. In this c a s e ,  the concept of 
"flotation" is  not well defined, and safe  load must  be defined in  t e r m s  of allowable 
-
General ly  speaking, off-road vehicles a r e  faced  with 
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s inkage .  
paraeraphs. 
T5e c a s e  Lvith appreciable sinkage is a n a l y z e d  i n  t h e  folloxving 
Safe  Loads with Sinkage 
If a t r ack  o r  tire is forced i n t o  t h e  g round ,  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  
ground p r e s s u r e ,  p ,  and  sinkage d e p t h ,  2 ,  take t h e  following form 
n p =  k z  
where k is funct ion  of so i l  p r o p e r t i e s  __ and p l a n f o r m ,  a n d  n is a coe f f i c i en t  
of d e f o r m a t i o n .  The  f a c t o r  k h a s  b e e n  shown  to t a k e t h e  f o r m  
k =  3 / b +  C 
F i g u r e  8. 4 L o a d  Sinkage  C u r v e s  
r-ie ex;;ression for t h e  g round  p r e s s u r e  becomes: 
This enud t ion  c a n  br d s e d  to  d e t e r m i n e  ca fe  gruunc? p r e s s u T e s  o r  l o a d s  b>- 
spec i fy ing  t h P  allo\q.able s inkage ,  whic5 i:? t ,rn is limited b y  t h e  traction 
available t o  overcor rAe r e s i s t a n c e ,  and bb- c‘nasis c l e a r a n c e .  
W e  a re  t h u s  led  to the  concep t  of g e n e r a l  t r a f f i c a b i l i t y ,  w h i c h  allows the  
d e s i g n e r  t o  achieve a p r o p e r  b a l a n c e  b e t w e e n  t r a c t i o n  c a p a b i l i t y  a n d  r e s i s t a n c e .  
8 -7 
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If we subtract  the rolling res i s tance  f r o m  the t rac t ion  f o r c e ,  the net drawbar  
pull capabili ty can be derived. The net drawbar  pull capability is an indication 
of the excess  power the vehicle posses ses  f o r  acce lera t ion ,  and fo r  negotiating 
bumps,  s lopes and crevices .  
Before presenting the  relat ions for net drawbar  pull, a suitable express ion  
for  roll ing r e s i s t ance  is required.  Consider the following sketch: 
F igu re  8. 5 Relations for Rolling Res is tance  
The work spent in compress ing  the soi l  under the wheel t o  a depth zo is: 
n t  1 z 
0 rkn  
If the dis tance ro l led  is 4, and the width of the wheel is b, the  work of com- 
p res s ion  ie  Lb4,  and the work of t rac t ion  is R 4,. Equating these gives 
R = L b  n + l  
= k b *  
z 
whe r e  k =  kc/b t k* 
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The  \ \ -heel  dimensions can be in t rodaced  into the above e: press ions  by 
a n a l y z i x r  the f r e e  bor?s diacrzrr:  of Figdre 8.5 1x1 t e rms  of load N and 
diameter  D. 
-0 
I n t e g r a t i n g  t h e  above expressions and  s o l v l n g  for the  load gives 
0 11 
b k O z  
z ( 3 - n )  
2 
2n-t  1 
3 0 
w = 
-
1 -3 w % =  - 3 - 2  5 k -  D 
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The value of n = 1 / 2  is applicable to  sandy type soils. 
t r ack ,  the appropriate expression is 
For a r i g i d  plate or 
1 
( n + l )  (k + b k a )  
C 
0.667 
Net Drawbar Pul l  
The expression for net drawbar pull can now be set down as  follows for 
a wheel: 
D P = H - R  
= A c t  W tan 1 
2 n +  2 1 
m ( 3  - n) ( n  t 1) ( k c t  b k  +) 
2 n t  2 
13w 
F o r  a cleated t rack ,  the above expression becomes 
D P = 2 b t c ( l t P )  t ( W  t a n @ )  I t  0 , 6 4 ( h / b ) C o t - ’ ( h / b ) ]  
where a factor of 2 ha5 been included to  account for the two t racks.  The t e r m  
h,  is the height of the spud or cleat. 
The bulldozing resis tance is not included in the above exprcseione. This  
factor can be important i n  cer ta in  types of soi ls ,  and can be approximated by 
the following expression: 
0 
0 
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The drasxhar  p l l  p e r f o r m a n c e  3 f  t h e  1-ehicle shown in F i g o r e  6.  1 wil l  be 
exp lo red  parametrical!y i n  Sect ion 8. o ,  however ,  t h e  g e n e r a l  d e t e r i o r a t i o n  
of the vehicle t r a f f i cab i l i t y  in soft soi ls  is shown i n  F i g u r e s  8. 6 and 8. 7. 
F i g u r e  8. 6  show^ t h e  c o m p a r a t i v e  p e r f o r m a n c e  of v a r i o u s  t y p e s  of v e h i c l e s  
s 
!! 
P 
1: V U E 1  
VEUY W W  YEDfUW 
F i g u r e  8 .6  C o m p a r a t i v e  P e r f o r m a n c e  of V a r i o u s  
Types of V e h i c l e s  Within G i v e n  Soil S p e c t r u m  
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This  point is fur ther  i l lustrated in F i g u r e  8. 7 ,  which shows the effect of 
Again, l ack  of knowledge of the soi l  conditions t r a c k  width on drawbar  pull. 
will fo rce  the designer  t o  provide fo r  weak soi l  capability. 
DRY FRICTIONAL SOlL WET CoHEslvE SolL 
Figure  8. 7 The Effect of T r a c k  Width on Pe r fo rmance  
Genera l  approaches to vehicle design for  var ious  types of soil  are shown 
in F igure  8. 8. 
8. 4 Typical Soil P rope r t i e s  
Typical soi l  p roper t ies  a re  given in Table 8. 2. 
TABLE 8 . 2  TYPICAL SOIL PROPERTIES 
cp (degrees) 
c (ps i )  
k# 
kc 
n 
y ( l b s / c u i n )  
Dry  
Sand 
31 
0 
3. 3 
0 
1. 0 
0. 06 
Natur a1 
Sandy 
L o a m  
30 
1.1 
1. 5 
1. 4 
0. 3 
Sandy F i r m l y  
Heavy Loam Settled 
Clay  19% Moisture  Silt Snow 
20 36 10 18 
1. 5 0. 6 6. 5 0.1 
32. 0 9.0 0. 3 
13 .  5 20. 0 3. 6 
0. 5 0.16 1 . 0  
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, 
u ECHn N ICAL I VEHICLE TYPE I FEATURES OF SOtt 
f OFSOIL MASS SURFACE I 
I 
WALL 4WD DITCH 
TIP€ OBSTACLES 
FLIT SURFACf 
-. Igu re  8. 8 Approaches  to  Vehic le  D e s i g n  for Varioils 
Soif and T e r r a i n  Condi t ions  
8.  5 Vehic le  P e r f o r m a n c e  
R a n g e  Sens i t i v i ty  
The r a n g e  p e r f o r m a n c e  of t h e  L-ekicle shown i n  F i g u r e  8.1 will be a n a l y z e d  
and its sensit ix-i ty t o  soi l  a n d  p l a n f o r m  p r o p e r t i e s  e s t a b l i s h e d .  
T h e  range  of t h e  vehic le  is g iven  b y  the  fol lowing equation, assuming that 
t he  weight  of t h e  vehic le  remains constant  ( t h e  w a t e r  g e n e r a t e d  by the  fuel c e l l  
is kept on b o a r d  for life suppor t  p u r p o s e s ) :  
8-13 
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= Weight of fuel, lbs  wf where 
SFC = kw - hr per l b  of fuel 
rl = Mechanical and t ract ion efficiency 
R = Resistance 
V = Vehicle velocity, f p s  
kwe = Elec t r ic  power for non-propulsion purposes 
The res i s tance  t e r m  includes that due to  compression of the soil ,  bull- 
dozing, negotiation of slopes,  and negotiation of bumps. 
compression and bulldozing res i s tance  have been given; that due to negotiation 
of slopes and bumps is: 
The expressions for  
= W Sin 8 (elopes) 
S 
R 
where 6 is the slope angle, h is the height of the bump and N is the bumps per 
kilometer of range. 
gravity field of the planet. 
It is noted that W i s ’ in  pounds as measured within the 
The range performance of the vehicle of F igure  8.1 is given in Figure 
8. Safor  various values of k = kc/b  t k a ,  elope angle, and bump height. 
assumed that one-half the range is t r ave r sed  at  the slope angle, and the other 
half on flat  t e r ra in .  
percent of the potential energy  is recovered. 
wheels is assumed equal t o  that of the front  wheels; 200 bumpr per kilometer 
a r e  assumed.  Other values a re :  
It is 
One half the bump res i s tance  i a  used, assuming that 50 
The res i s tance  of the back 
8 -14 
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V 
SFC 
wf 
kwe 
rl 
n 
0 
b 
4 fps  
0.875 kw - h r  /lb 
155 lb s  ( ea r th )  
0. 350 
0. 50 
1. 0 
150 inches (effect ive)  
18 inches 
The sensi t ivi ty  to the various factors can be seen  in  F igure  8. 9. 
has  a relat ively l a r g e  effect, as does the soi l  fac tor ,  Sinkage is giv6ninFigul-e 8. 9b, 
Surface slope 
Drawbar  Sensitivitv to  Soil and Vehicle Design F a c t o r s  
The vehicle design presented in F igure  8.1 was analyzed fo r  i t s  sensi t ivi ty  
to  soil f ac to r s  and design pa rame te r s .u s ing  the equations given in  the foregoing 
section. 
t u rn ,  while holding all other  f ac to r s  constant at the design value. 
of soil f ac to r s  and design fac tors  investigated cove r s  the upper l imi t s  of 
probable values  ( s e e  Table 8. 2).  
r e s i s t ance ,  which was  found to  have a predominant effect on cohesive type 
so i l s ,  even on sandy so i l s  with low cohesive propert ies .  
is as follows. 
The  pa rame t r i c  analyses  were  conducted by varying each factor  in 
The ranges  
The  pa rame t r i c  ana lys i s  included bulldozing 
The range  of fac tors  
Soil F a c t o r s  
@ ( p  = t an  cp) loo 2 5' 
c ( P s i )  
k9 0. 5 
kc 
y ( l b s  / cu  in) 
n 0 
0. 04 
0. 5 
30' 
0 
1. 0 
0 
0. 06 
1. 0 
0. 5 
10 
15 
0.10 
1. 0 
30 
Design F a c t o r s  
b (in.) 5 10 
D (in. ) 10 100 
W ( @  lbs)  1000 500 3000 
In addition, a se t  of soil fac tors  representa t ive  of the lunar  sur face  was 
inve s t ig a t  ed . 
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The r e su l t s  of the pa rame t r i c  ana lyses  a r e  shown in F igure  8.10 and 
I 
8.11. 
to the var ious  so i l  factors .  
effect except at low values (snow has  a p 2 0.10). Soil density,  on the other 
hand, m z y  have a significant effect i f  densi ty  values inc rease  to  0, 008 - 0.10. 
Low values of k a ,  which are typical of v e r y  weak soi ls ,  has  a d i sa s t rous  
effect on drawbar  pull. 
reduce  t raff icabi l i ty  to zero.  The factor n, also has  a significant influence. 
Drawbar  pull for proposed models of the lunar  sur face  are  given in the 
F igu re  8.10 (a) (b )  show the sensit ivity of the drawbar  pull of the vehicle 
The coefficient of f r ic t ion does  not have a l a r g e  
~ 
1 
I 
Likewise,  a v e r y  small degree  of cohesiveness  would 
following table, 
TABLE 8 . 4  DRAWBAR PULL FOR VARIOUS MODELS 
OF THE LUNAR SURFACE 
Model 
1 
2 
I 3 
, 
Drawbar 
n z ( in. ) Pul l  -1bs c r k c  ka 
32' 0 0. 5 0. 50 6.15 -3840 
32 0 1. 0 0 .75 2. 67 - 740 
32 0 1. 5 1 . 0 0  0 .74  t 184 
Models 1 and 2 a re  indicative of v e r y  weak so i l s ,  which would completely 
immobilize the proposed vehicle. 
Senaitivity to  vehicle design p a r a m e t e r s  is shown in F igu re  8.11. Wheel 
d iameter  (effective) has a significant influence, but the weight of the vehicle 
and the wheel width a r e  not cr i t ical .  
If cohesive type so i l s  are  anticipated,  indeed so i l s  with any degree  of 
cohesiveness ,  a t r a c k  type vehicle should be considered ( s e e  F igure  8.12). 
8 -18 
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F i g u r e  8. 19 b D r a w b a r  P u l l  - S e n s i t i v i t y  t o  Soi l  
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RATIONAL FORM AND WEIGHT OF TRACKED VEHICLES 
COMPACT, HEAVY I NTERYEDIATE BULKY, L I W T  
C . 0  
CR I CTIO3AL 
C S O , b 4 0  
SOIL TYPE 
INTERMEDIATE 
6.0 
COHESIVE 
- 
F i g u r e  8.12 Use of T r a c k e d  Vehicles 
T h e  u s e  of c l e a t s  is a l s o  v e r y  effective f o r  vehicle applications in cohesive 
type s o i l s ,  as shown in  F i g u r e  8.13. 
\a f RlGTlONAL SOIL (01 0 )  
I h/6 mh'o 
Figure  8.13 Use of Spuds 
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Vehicle  Seas i t i v i ty  to T e r r a i n  
T h e  vehic le  mdst have suff ic ient  t r a c t i o n  to  negotiate b a m ~ s  and cre.;ices, 
and  at least  moderate slopes. 
An a n a l y s i s  of the  bump-c l imbing  ab i l i t y  of the vehicle is g iven  by  t h e  
following equat ion  for a 4-wheel veh ic l e  d r i v e n  by t he  rear w h e e l s  (bump 
c r o s s e d  by  the f r o n t  wheels): 
h 
I t  can be s e e n  t%at t h e  h e i g h t  of the  b:m? tha t  cail b e  cego t i a t ed ,  h, is 2 func t ion  
of f r i c t i o n  caeff ic iem a d  center  of Crax-1:v location. I i  t he  bump is e n c o u c t e r e d  
b y  the  rear whee l s  the  above equat ion b e c o m e s :  
h 1 
-- 1 D + p -  - =  J l i  p2  
Ditch  c r o s s i n g  c a p a b i l i t y  c a n  be ana lyzed  i n  a similar m a n n e r .  T h e  r e s u l t i n g  
equa t ions  a r e  t h e  s a m e  a s  t h o s e  n i ~ e r !  zhc- .~ ,  i f  tf;c c?itch -~ - ld t :~ ,  t  is idken as: 
For a 4-wheel  d r i v e  veh ic l e ,  the a p p r o p r i a t e  equat ion  is a5 fo l loxvs  ( b i n ?  
c r  os sed  by f r o n t  whee l s )  : 
1 1 D 
c o s 3  - ( I - -  p S i n r - -  p - - E O  - 1  l + b 2  1 D  i?i- U 2 2 S 
-t = Sin -1 (1 -2hfD) .  
w h e r e  
If t h e  rear  whee l s  encoun te r  a barnp, t he  a p p r o p r i a t e  express ion  is 
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(S  - S1) Cos  @ t h Sin B = 0 1 
The above express ions  are graphed in  F igu re  8.14 for  typical values of 
The conversion t o  give the ditch c ross ing  capabili ty i s  a l s o  given. S1/S. 
DITCH WIDTH 
&ld' WEEL UA. 
COEFFICIENT OF ADHESION, fla 
(REAR WHEEL PERFORMANCE I3 LIMITING) 
Figure  8.14 Bump and Crevice  Cross ing  Capability 
An additional factor of i n t e re s t  i s  that of maximum slope climbing ability. 
This  i s  de te rmined  b y  the following 
max c t an  -1 e e 
8 -24 
V a l u e s  for t h i s  e x p r e s s i o n  a r e  gii-er,  below: 
9.1 5. 7 
9.2 1 1 .  3 
9. 3 16. 7 
9.4 21. 8 
$9. 5 28. 7 
0 .  7 3 5 .  r3 
1 . 9  15. cl 
S o l l i n g  r e s i s t ance .  : n c i . ~ d i n c  x.-,at t t ~ e  to corn?ressior  and  b J l d o z ~ r , g  t e r d  to 
i n d i c a t e  t h e  m a x i m u m  dowthill  slope that can b e  nego t i a t ed  withoilt s l i p p a g e .  
V a l u e s  of s lope angle  v e r s u s  so i l  m o d u l u s  a re  g i v e n  beloxv for the n o m i n a l  
case ( c  = k = 0): 
C 
5 
kQ1 
9. 5 54O 
1. 9 23*  
13. c 3 .  3 7 - 0  
In  The h a r d  s o i f s  (k 
of allowable slope versus f r i c t i o n  coe f f i c i en t .  
> 10) brak ing  co.ilc1 be appl ied ,  a s  ind ica t ed  b y  the table rp  
8. 6 qocket Boost Gl ide  Veh ic l e s  for  S u r f a c e  E x p l o r a t i o n  
T h e  surface r o v e r  v e h i c l e  d e s c r i b e d  p r e v i o u s l y  has a r a n g e  limited to 
about 5'39 km, which m a y  be i n a d e q u a t e  for surface e x p l o r a t i o n s  s u b s e q u e n t  to  
the in i t ia l  l and ings .  In  add i t ion ,  s u r f a c e  r o v e r s  m a y  e n c o u n t e r  soil c o n d i t i o n s  
or terrain f e a t u r e s  t h a t  would l i m i t  t h e i r  u s e f u l n e s s .  
An a t t r a c t i v e  vehic3e for emended r a n g e  o p e r a t i o n s  on M a r s  is t h e  h y p e r -  
s o n i c  boost g l i d e r ,  which  is  a c c e l e r a t e d  b y  r o c k e t s  t o  a velocity and a l t i t ude  
suf f ic ien t  for t h e  c r a f t  to  g l i d e  t o  a t a r g e t  location. T h e  w i n g s  serve a two- 
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fold purpose i n  that they efficiently convert  kinetic energy  into useful range ,  
and they reduce  the te rmina l  velocity to  minimal  values  for  final r e t r o  rocket  
touchdown. 
boost glider within reasonable weight l imitations.  
gl ider  is to equip the expedition with two or m o r e  M a r s  excursion modules 
(MEMs). 
Ranges of s eve ra l  thousand k i lome te r s  c a n  be achieved by the 
The al ternat ive to  the boost 
A brief discussion of the boost glider is given belo&. 
Anal y s i s 
The range  capability of a rocket-boosted hypersonic glide vehicle is 
given by Reference  8.4. 
where  
v =  
L/D = 
'M - 
gM - 
P 
- 
- 
boost velocity a t  end of powered flight, fps. 
lift t o  d r a g  r a t io  
rad ius  of M a r s  
M a r s  accelerat ion due to  gravi ty  
This  equation cons iders  only the conversion of the kinetic energy  of the 
g l ider ' s  velocity a t  the end of the powered phase into range:  the potential 
ene rgy  of alt i tude and the contribution to  range of the powered flight a re  
neglected. 
Reference  8. 5 indicates that  t r i m m e d  L/D values of the o r d e r  of 5 can  
be expected for high-performance hypersonic  g l iders .  
appropr ia te  values  into Equation 1, the range  as a function of requi red  boost 
velocity was derived. 
It is noted that a glide vehicle launched at the equator r e q u i r e s  a boost 
velocity of 8000 fps  in o r d e r  t o  r each  the pole. 
Substituting the 
A graph  of the function is given in F igu re  8.15. 
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2 4 6 % TO 12 14 0 
RANGE (ONE WAY) -c 1000 KM 
F i g u r e  8.15 Mzrs Boost Gl ide  Vehicle  
Boost Veloc i ty  TIS Range  L / D  = 5 .  0 
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Q 
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Base Station J 
The mass r a t io  for the boost phases is given by Reference 8. 4 as: 
where the thrus t  is assumed to be very large compared to the retarding a e r o -  
dynamic and gravity forces.  Assuming liquid H2 and liquid F2 a s  the propellants, 
= 450 sec) ,  the rocket exhaust velocity i s  14, 500 fps.  
%p 
As the vehicle progresses  along the glide t ra jectory,  the velocity continues 
However, there  will be a minimum velocity, Vmin, for which the to  decrease.  
vehicle is no longer capable of developing 'lift equal to i ts  weight. 
vehicle r eaches  its minimum level  flight velocity, it  will'be decelerated to  
essent ia l ly  z e r o  forward velocity and will be designed for the capability of 
hovering for one minute before landing. 
accomplished by means of rocket thrust .  
After the 
Both of these maneuvers will be 
The mass of fuel consumed during the deceleration maneuver for the out- 
bound and the r e tu rn  phase wi l l  be: 
\\Iic.re Vmin L: 500 fps  h a s  been assumed as a preliminary estirnate. 
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The mass of fuel expended r?uring t h e  one m i n u t e  h o v e r i r ,  rnar,euvver 
€or e a c h  p h a s e  wil l  be: 
= .05 rnZ (12. 3 )  ( 6 0 )  
a t  
m -   m2 c = m2 14,500 
gM 
2h 
T h e  r a t i o  of i n i t i a l  t o  f ina l  m a s s  f o r  t h e  c o m p l e t e  f l i gh t  is g i v e n  by: 
-/.- --- -' z ._ -\-- , > - / +  \---  
boost g l ide  d e c e l e r a t e  41 hover b o o s t  g l ide  d e l e r a t e  & h o v e r  
\ 
- mi E 1 , 500 f p s ' ( 1 )  (1.085) (A) (1) (1.085) mf e ;  e 
W e i g h t  Es t imate  
A tyPii3: \\ ,eight e s t i m a t e  f o r  t h e  g l i d e r  i n  i t s  f i na l  l anded  c o n f i g d r a i i o n  
is as follow-s: 
2 - m e n  c r e w  + life s u p p o r t  e q u i p m e n t  599 e a r t h  lbs. 
s c i e n t i f i c  pay load ,  cameras,  etc. 230 e a r t h  lbs. 
nav iga t ion  a n d  ~ o ~ n m u n i c a t i o n  gear 150 e a r t h  lbs. 
s t r u c t u r e  1 7 0 0  e a r t h  lbs .  
final weight  2559 e a r t h  l b s .  
K n o w i n g  t h e  iinaf weight ,  t h e  i n i t i a l  weight  of t h e  c o m p l e t e  l a u n c h  
v e h i c l e  c a n  be  c a l c u l a t e d  f r o m  E q u a t i o n  (5 ) .  
func t ion  of t o t a l  r a n g e  ( o u t  a n d  r e t u r n )  i n  F i g i l r e  8.16. T h e  i n i t i a l  l a u n c h  
weight  of t h e  g l i d e r  is 9050 CB l b s  for a n  e q u a t o r - t o - p o l e  a n d  r e t u r n  f l i gh t  
(10,680 km). 
T h e  r e s u l t  is p lo t t ed  a5 a 
'z 39 
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I 
G l i d e r  Design 
3 y  scaling Model  If of Referemze 8. 5 to  an  appropr ia te  s i ze  t o  accommodate 
the des i r ed  2-man crew and payload, the resul t ing gl ider  is approximately 35 
feet long, has a 22. 5-foot span, and a wing area of 375 squa re  feet .  The wing 
loading is 6. 8 B )  lbslsq f t ,  or 2. 6 CfIbs/sq f t .  
Assuming a C = 1.0, the min imum leve l  flight speed near the end of 
the re tc r r ,  glide fsr t he  ? & d e l  2 ( 2 5  rrlbj a tmosphere  is: 
and for  the Model 3 (10 xmb) a tmosphere ,  368 f p s .  
During the (L /D)  max portion of the glide,  Reference  8. 6 indicates  that  
the t r immed  aerodynamic coefficients of the  gl ider  will be: 
-4 t y p i c a l  g l i d e r  conf igara t ion  and  t h e  associated l aunch  vehilc configuration 
is  shown in  Figi l re  8.17. 
Sensit ivity to Environmental  F a c t o r s  
The  boost glide vehicle is sensi t ive p r i m a r i l y  to uncer ta in t ies  in the 
a tmosphere ,  and secondari ly  to uncertaint ies  in  t e r r a i n  and soi l  conditions,  
which affect  the touchdown maneuver.  
Section 7 in  connection with the  landing dynamics  of the M a r s  excursion 
module. 
The l a t t e r  e f fec ts  a re  d i scussed  in  
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Uzcerta;rities ir, t h e  d e n s i t y  of t h e  a tmosphere  will affect t?-e s~ai! ing 
speed of t h e  vehicle and, hence,  the magnitude of the  r e t ro rocke t  requi red  
b r  final toilchdown. 
s e e n  to v a r y  as kq 
following change in retro mass rat io .  
From the above ana lys i s ,  the r e t r o  impulse  r equ i r ed  is 
. Hence, an  uncertainty in  dens i ty  will lead to  the 
Conserr-atixre1y, the i x a s s  required for  t e r m i c a l  dece lera t ion  is 7 percent  
a i  t5e rota: lzlass f o r  t k e  Model  2 atrrlos?here. 
was er-codntered, t he  redllction in density t o  59 percent  of zominal  x o d d  cause 
a 30 percent  i nc rease  in r e t r o  propellant requi rements .  
vehicle would inc rease  by 2. 7 per r e t r o ,  o r  5 .  4 for  the round t r ip .  
on overall s y s t e m  weight in e a r t h  orb i t  i s  d i scussed  in  Section 10. 
If ;=stead the  Model 3 a tmosphere  
The g r o s s  weight of the 
The effect 
8. 7 Surface Range Requi rements  
The question is r a i s e d  as  to s u r f a c e  t r a v e r s e  r ange  r equ i r emen t s ,  which . 
~ - ~ "  be h,t..-r...c' t i -  - - - - L : l : L : -  
Y y - . L u  L i i L  L a p ~ v ~ i i L ~ ~ ~  s f  i : ~ r  s u r i d c e  r o v c r  ana iyzed  in Sections 8.i - 
8. 5. Sagan ( R e f e r e n c e  8.  
init ial  s x r f a c e  l azd ings .  
d u r i n g  the  c o z r s e  of the  seasons ,  as  indicated i n  Figilre 8.18 ( f rom Reference  
8. ). Soiis Laczs (1 )  and S y r t i s  Major ( 2 )  a r e  a r e a s  of i n t e re s t ,  based upon 
p resen t  knowledge. 
in  Figure 8.19. 
) has pointed o u t  possible a r e a s  of ir,:erest for 
TiAe S P  a r e a s  sf;c3-~ m a r k e d  i'i--ani=c 5 i r ,  c u l m  p a t t e r n  
Other  a r e a s  to  be cons idered  for explorat ion a re  noted 
It is evident that  a su r face  r o v e r  cannot cover more than  one of these 
sites, although be landing n e a r  the junc tures  of several areas displaying different  
surface c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ,  a var ie ty  of topographical  f e a t u r e s  could be explored. 
The r ange  of the su r face  r o v e r  vehicle desc r ibed  h e r e i n  i s  approximate ly  503- 
600 km, depending o n  soi l  conditions. 
lmg i tude  along t h e  rn-artian equator.  
Th i s  range  c o v e r s  about 10 d e g r e e s  of 
I 
T r i p s  such as  '1  ' 6 '  1 o r  2 ,3 8, ,z r e q u i r e  r a n g e s  of 8370 
and 10, 700 krn, respect ively,  and a r e  c l e a r l y  beyond init ial  r ange  capabrli t ies.  
T r i p s  t o  the polar caps  from the  equator  r e q u i r e  a r a n g e  of about 9, 500 km. 
.- 
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Figure  8.18 Seasonal  Changes in  Surface F e a t u r e s  
(Sagan, Reference  ) 
Figure  8.19 Surface F e a t u r e s  
( d e  Vaucouleur s ,  Reference  5.12) 
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9 .  NUCLEAR AND METEOROID RADLATION EFFECTS 
I 
I i 9 . 1  Nuclear  Radiation 
9.1.1 Uncertainties in Radiation Dosages  
The space radiation data now available indicate that the radiation hazard 
of a manned Mars missipn. appears to be tolerable, i. e . ,  about 172 rads for 
the 14-month mission. However, there are a number of uncertainties 
a ~ s ~ ~ i ~ t . t , p c l  With $Eat r c s ~ f t .  T~512 9 . i  s ~ ~ r r ; ~ r i z t s  tfie ieau'L'is iii 
Section 5 ,  together with an  uncertainty associated with each major contri- 
bution to the dose. 
I Table 9 = 1 EXPECTED DOSAGES 
Events 
Integrated 
Source Calculation Dose Plus  
Integrated Dose Uncertainty Uncertaintx Uncertainties 
Dose on Mars Surface 
, Galactic cosmic rays per week 0.17 rad - - - 
Solar Cosmic rays  per week 0 . 2 5  rad - - - 
One relativistic flare 40.0 rad - - 
+ 40 rad + 24 rad 104.4 r ad  
~ 0 Tdal weekly t r ip  dose 40.4 rad - 
I Dose in transit 
GCR 
K R  
9 rad per  yr - + 5 rad 14 rad 
i04 rad per yr + 15 rad + 60rad 179 rad - 
TOTAL Pearly Dose (Rad) 153 + - 55 + 89 297 
TOTAL Trip Dose (Tiadf 172 
I 
1 
A once per week "average" solar f lare  was assumed during the transit  phase 
of the Mars xi~ission. 
spectrum of 60hr flare protons the concept of an  "average" or  "typical" f lare  
is not very meaningful for calculating a radiation doee due to  a single event. 
However, for a year 's  mission ( 5 2  evente), the use of an  average flare is justified 
and the associated statietical uncertainty in the number of f la res  would be + 7 or 
approximately 15 percent uncertainty in the dose (+ 15 rads). 
Since there is a wide variation in the intensity and energy 
- 
- 
One relativistic flare of the February 1956 type was assumed during the mission; 
this is also a potential source of e r r o r  because f lares  of this nature are r a r e  and 
unpredictable. However, it is extremely unlikely that there  would be more  than two 
9-1 
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such f l a r e s  during the mission, leading to an uncertainty of 40 r a d s  in  the 
accumulated dose due to this source.  
2 Finally, an average of 22 gm/cm2 of spacecraf t  shielding and a 30 g m / c m  
(11 mb) of Mars  atmosphere shielding was assumed in  making the dose calcula-  
tions. Accumulated dose calculations behind shields yield questionable r e s u l t s  
because of uncertainty in the secondary radiation generated due to interact ions 
of the p r imary  in the shielding. 
interactions of space radiation is approximately 70 gm/cm2,  the 22 g m / c m 2  and 
30 g m / c m  shields used here  are a small fraction of the nuclear mean free path. 
Consequently, the resulting dose calculation behind these thin shields  is quite 
accurate  even if the secondary radiation is ignored. 
to  one third of the incident radiation to  interact  in  the shield (or atmosphcre)  and 
the average number of secondary par t ic les  (protons and neutrons) produced of energy 
However, s ince the mean  f r e e  path for nuclear 
2 
One would expect one quar te r  
grea te r  than 20 MeV, var ies  f r o m  about 1 to  4 as the incident proton energy  v a r i e s  
from 100 Mev to  1 Bev. 
energy loss) the dose can be calculated precisely for a given source  input. 
in the thin rhield configuration (considered he re ) ,  even i f  the  secondary radiation 
is ignored completely and each interaction produced on the average  of two secondary 
particlee traveling in the forward direction and passing through the  shield ( th i s  is 
unlikely), this  would amount to about 60 percent i nc rease  in the dose. 
of uncertainty in the dose behind the shield is in reasonable agreement  with 
References 9.1 and9.2 ,  which quote an  Uncertainty of 100 percent in dose. 
a l so  noted from various sou rces  (c.  f. , Reference 9 .3 )  that  e s t ima tes  of shield 
effectiveners va ry  by about a factor of 2. Hence, the uncertainties given in 
Table 9.1 appear reasonsable.  
In the absence of interactions,  (i. e. , only ionization 
Hence, 
This  degree  
It is 
The total  uncertainty in dose behind a 22 gm/cm'  shield i e  158 r a d s ,  o r  a 
Obvioualy the additional shielding requi red  t o  attenuate the dose  factor  of 1.92. 
f r o m  330 r a d r  to the original 172 r a d s  consti tutes a significant weight penalty. 
9 - 2  
In fact, the dose due to the relativistic flares would be nearly impossible to 
reduce to  half levels a s  indicated by the following table for the 23 February 1956 
flare: 
10 20 30 35 2 Shield (gm/cm ) 
Dose (rads) 35-100 25-50 25-60 20-35 
An optimization would indicate that a lesser shield weight penalty would result by 
reducing the &ose prificipally by reducing the contributions from the soiar 
radiation sources. 
attenuate Bailey's model event ( see  Reference 9 .4  
in shield thickness from 22 to 35 gmlcrn' is indicated. 
in earth orbit would increase by 3.5 percent as a result. 
cosmic 
Using the above table and estimates of shielding required to  
F i g u r e  3.1 - 3.5). an increase 
Spacecraft gross weight 
The total uncertainty in  solar shielding requirements due to the above 
factors, and to possible uncertainties i n  the recovery factor concept (it is estimated 
that only 10 percent of the damage due to radiation is irreparable, see  N C R P  
Report No. 29, 1962) can amount to the following penaltieis in spacecraft gross 
weight : Weight Penalty 
.I 
Shield 
1. Nominal dose, 90% recovery 10 gmfcmL 0% 
2. Nominal dose, no recovery 22 4. 8 
3. Maximum dose, no recovery 35 8. 3 
The uncertainties in recovery factors a r e  discussed i n  a following section. 
9.1.2 Allowable Doses 
a 
A review of several analyses indicates that restrictions on radiation dosages 
t o  the blood forming organs tend to set the overall shielding requirements. Assum- 
ing that these organa can tolerate doses of 150 rem8 the dosimeter values inside the 
shield a r e  188 rads,  assuming that the dose received by the organs is reduced by 
a factor of 2 with respect to that emanating from the shield, and RBE = 1. 6. 
value is slightly in excess of that estimated for the 22 gm/cm2 shield. 
This 
The "design" dose established for  Apollo is 54  rads,  which corresponde to a 
skin dose of 108 rads if  the body attenuation i s  2.  
factor vary from 2 to 4. 
allowable dose behind the shield to 216 rads. ) 
(Estimates of the body attenuation 
Assuming a body attenuation factor of 4 increases  the 
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9.1.3 Recovery Factor  
which is a recent  review of space environmental  pa rame te r s  in manned space 
flight. 
associated with space radiation shielding design. 
The following comments on recovery  fac tors  were  made in Reference 9 .5  , 
The review is a n  excellent and up-to-date analysis  of the problems 
"Enthusiasm for the extremely pract ical  fea tures  of the equivalent 
residual dose concept must be moderated for a number of reasons .  
It should be noted that the assumptions on which it is based and the constants  
employed have not been validated in man and a r e  somewhat in  conflict with a 
considerable body of present day radiobiological data. 
observations of fractionated exposure of man have indicated a disproport ionately 
sensitive response of the hematopoietic sys t em to a second acute  exposure as long 
as 2 t o  3 months after the f i r s t .  Also, below normal  per ipheral  blood counts have 
pers is ted in radiation accident victims for many months post exposure.  
present s ta te ,  the equivalent res idual  dose concept is applicable only to  general ized 
acute manifestations of radiation injury (as evidenced by hematopoietic end points 
and lethality in experimental an imals ) ,  and lack of specific human data  sugges ts  
prudent res t r ic t ion  of its use. . . 
Fur the rmore ,  l imited 
In i t s  
"Prediction of man's  response is difficult enough when a regular  pat tern of 
protracted o r  fractionated exposure obtains, but when the e r r a t i c  pat tern of 
exposure likely to  occur under most  projected flight profiles is considered,  the 
situation becomes virtually impossible on the bas i s  of present  knowledge. 
prodromal symptons and acute  skin response  will cer ta inly benefit f r o m  dose  
protraction. 
is: To what extent will the hematopoietic sys t em benefit and what are the s ignif i -  
cant t ime f ac to r s?  The answer to  this  question is l a rge ly  unknown at present .  
Nevertheless,  equivalent res idua l  dose calculations m a y  be useful i f  l imited t o  
dose levels which a r e  sufficiently small t o  have a low probabili ty of significantly 
damaging the body's repair  mechanisms.  
small  fractionated doses of l e s s  than 2 5  t o  50 rems m a y  be evaluated by allowing 
for recovery  during exposure-free or  ve ry  low-level ( l e s s  than 2 r eme /day)  
continuouo exposure intervals of a t  l ea s t  s eve ra l  weeks to s e v e r a l  months duration. 
The 
The practical  question re la ted  to  progress ive  radiat ion debilitation 
It is felt that  potential response  to  
e 
a 
N u  particular recovery constant is recommended for the ERD calculations except 
that is should be no greater than 2.5 percent per day and perhaps lower if it is to 
integrate all recovery processes acting over the first severdl months to a year. 
For higher daily doses and fractionated exposures, evaluation on the basis of 
simple unweighted dose accumulation would seem prudent. It is suggested, 
therefore, that a straight dose accumulation be used to  evaluate potential acute 
9 - 1.4 Recommendations for Experimental Programs 
Reference 9.5 makes the following recommendations for research in the 
subject fields: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .  
Continuation of efforts ta define and to predict the space radiation 
environment and, where possible, in te rms  amenable to assessment of 
radiation effects on l iving systems. 
Collection and organization of all available data on human response to 
acute and chronic whole -body radiation exposure in  a manner amenable 
to  analysis for space Operations needs. 
investigation of the dose-time -intensity dependency of the prodromal 
response of rcan, especially in  the dose-rate range of about 0.1 to 100 
rads /?m. 
Investigation of the dynamics of progressive degeneration and repa i r  of 
the hematopoietic system under acute and semi-acute radiation exposure 
conditions and establishment of the significant time factors  for man. 
Only with such information will it be possible to  establish a dependable 
equivalent residual. dose concept for evaluation of net injury reeulting 
from chronic and randomly fractionated acute exposure. 
Continuation of investigations of the biological effects of high-energy 
charged particles and determination experimentally of the dynamics of 
early skin response to protons and alpha particles of sufficient energy to 
penetrate the epidermis. 
Further investigation of the influence of nonhomogeneity of dose dis t r i  - 
bution (both topical and depth) on ear ly  and la te  response to  acute and 
semi -acute radiation exposure. 
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7. 
8 .  
9 .  
10. 
Investigation of the effects of combined s t ress ,  especially 
the possible interface between weightlessness and early 
response to acute radiation exposure. 
Continuation of the development of more sophisticated 
dosimetry directed toward producing measurements 
amenable to correlation with biological effects and 
expressed in units useful for prediction of specific 
radiation response. 
In anticipation of the future of long-range mis sions, 
investigation of the cumulative effects of heavy charged 
particle interactions with biological systems and the 
significance of neural and behavioral response to 
acute and chronic radiation exposure. 
Continuation of the search for drugs that are  of practical 
prophylactic and therapeutic value against early and 
delayed radiation sequelae. 'I 
9 .2  Meteoroid Flux 
Status 
An analysis of meteroid flux models was given in Section 5.3. It was 
concluded that satellite data, which generally falls within the mass range 
below 10 -6 grams, may be influenced by the dust cloud, believed to surround 
the Earth. 
indicate a much lower flux rate in this mass range. 
The few data obtained from interplanetary space probes tend to 
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TLF - - -  ,1>i.af - - hfiiid iaikir meterma data ob:amed iz the Zeaz-earOh environ-  
ment have established the flux rate in t3e 10-3  - i o - 3  gram rr,ass range  to a 
reascxa51e degree ui arcoracy  (within ar, crder  of rnzgnittcie]. These data 
are reFresenta:i-*-e of the flux rates to be expected in interplanetary sl;ace at: 
1 A U  because ail but a small percent of the particles have been determTJled 
with good accuracy to have hyFerbolic velocities with respect  to the Earth. 
These data a r e  in the mass range of interest to the spacecraft designer, and 
provide a reasonable basis for shielding requirements. 
uncertainty remaining in the €lux-mass models based on these data a r e  the 
conversions from .c-isual magnitudes, or radar energy data, to actual particle 
mass  a l though recent experlz-nents have aided in reducing these Lincertainties 
TF-e radar data in Farticillar have contributed mach to the better understazding 
of meterc:d FEenomena 
The greatest  
- i h e  attempts to predict asteroid flax-mass mcldels in the cismartian 
space a r e  co t  well established, and cannot form the basis for any reasonable 
predictions at this time. 
of magnitude in flux rate. 
problem essentially m u s t  be approached on a parametric basis until satellite 
data a r e  obtained. 
it might be noted that research nn p ~ r t i c l e  6ctcctois and zuldljLers is much 
Reeded. More soFhisticated detectors.  cagable of clistirAgi;ishhg between mass 
and s-efacity to a better degree are r-qs.:i:ed 
The two attempts made to date vary by several orders 
The higher prediction is very questionable. The 
Missions to this purpose a r e  badly needed. In this regard,  
Shielding Anal y sis 
Shielding arialyses a r e  In a n  e3uall3- uncertain state because of lack of 
test data a t  x-elocities applicable to meteroids in the 10-3 - 100 gram mass  
range (which can extend to 30 km/sec and above). 
shielding configurations at given velocity levels is currently the subject of 
considerable study, but many uncertainties remain. 
Effectiveness of various 
To determine the particle mass for  which the shielding is  to b e  des igned ,  
assurnp:ions must  be made abotit the probabi l i ty  of encounter. If the 
~roba511:t> F, of t ' rcosnter  is sma l l  i l l  compar ison  to Lr:ti;, t h e  fallo\7irAg 
NAT p 
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. .  . .  
where A i s  the area in sq. meters ,  T is the time in seconds, and N is  the 
flux in hits per m'-sec. 
aero entry system and Mars depart propellant tanks, a time of 200 days and 
an a rea  of 5000 sq ft can be assumed for T and A in the above equation. The 
return to Earth will require an inner shield of about 2120 sq ft, exposed to 
the meteroid environment for about 250 days. 
ment is determining. 
If the vehicle has an outer shield to encase the 
The outbound shield require- 
Assuming a probability of encounter of 0.01, a f lux  of 1 x 10-11- 9 hits per 
m2-sec. is obtained. 
- _  
to be protected against. 
as indicated below. 
A flux-m ass model is  now required to determine the m a s s  of particle 
Various models will be assumed for this purpose, 
Shield thickness determinations require assumptions a s  to particle 
velocity and the thickness variation with mass  and velocity. 
effectiveness proposed shield configurations also must be assumed. 
present purposes, it will be assumed that the following shielding model pertains: 
The relative 
For  
Vm 2/3 1 
t = 1. 67 m1i3 b 1 I 3 (  ) rn
This model indicates that for a given velocity and shield effectiveness, R, 
shield thickness varies a s  the cube root of particle mass.  
from the assumption that the particle c ra te rs  out a volume of material  
proportional to i ts  kinetic energy. 
by particle mass  uncertainty to the one-third power. 
for various flux models a r e  given below, based on the above scaling relations. 
This relation stems 
The nominal shield weight is thus ,affected 
Relative shield weights 
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MSC ASTEROID 
NASA OR1 GINA1 
12.65 NM = $0- 
NM = 10 -12.15 
-13.07 
14.33 
NM = IO 
NMi*3d= 1 6  
1.54 
2.36 
1.28 
0.82 
Essentially, the range of weights can b e  Sounded by  the assumption of an 
order  of magnitude uncertainty in flux ra te .  
and as te ro id  flux in the cismartian space will increase the above uncertainty 
in shield weight. Fur ther  amlyses  of t h e  effect of observed velocity spectra  
on shield requirement (as related by the abox-e equation) will be made during 
Phase Ii of the s tudy .  
Uncertainties in velocity spectra  
In conclusion, it is emphasized that of all the environmentai factors of 
concern to-the designer of interplanetary mar-ned spacecraf t ,  the bncertairities 
i n  the nuclear and meteroid ra6lation design requiremer,ts may lead. to the 
greatest system weight penaities. Data leading  to a : m o r e  accLrclte d d l n i t i o n  
of the environment, and mear s  for p z ~ t e c : - : ~ g  agd;c-t tkc t x i ;  -rd:x:;e,-.t m ~ c h  
nee de d. 
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10. POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION HAZARD (Goldner) 
10.1 Introduction 
The assumption that some form of microscopic life exists on Mars raises 
the distinct possibility that the first manned mission could inadvertently bring 
back living organisms to Earth unless certain precautions a re  followed to pre- 
vent such an occurrence. It is also possible that Martian organisms could be 
harmful, either directly, by producing disease in man, animals or plants, o r  
indirectly, by competing with the established biota of the Earth. 
epidemics of plague and smallpox during the Middle Ages serve as  an example 
of the disasters which can result from the uncontrolled spread of disease 
organisms. The decimation of the American Indian by syphilis and tuberculosis ' 
is evidence of the destructive effects resulting from the lack of natural immunity 
to a particular pathogen. 
that extra-terrestrial organisms might exert a similar influence cannot be 
ignored, particularly in view of the adaptability and mutation rate of lower 
organisms. 
The great 
Although these a re  extreme examples, the possibility 
Because of the inherent difficulty in reliabily assessing the potential hazards 
of Martian organisms by unmanned probes, a protocol designed not only to protect 
the crew of the first manned mission to Mars but to  prevent back contamination 
from Mars must be developed to adequately deal with this problem. 
In the following sections various aspects of the technical problems are  
discussed with a presentation of the procedures required for minimizing the 
probability of transferring living organisms from Mars to Earth. 
10.2 The Possibility of Life on Mars 
The question of whether life exists on Mars has been the object of specula- 
tion for almost a century. 
resolved until Mars is investigated by automated probes instrumented with life 
detection devices o r  failing this, by a manned mission. 
examine why life might be expected to exist on Mars, and from certain tentative 
theories o r  hypotheses based on our limited observations of the Martian atmosphere 
and terrain and our knowledge of the origin of life on our own planet. 
Obviously, this problem will not be unequivocally 
We can, however, 
0 
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The evidence for the existence of life on Mars has been collected from many 
None of these pieces of evidence actually proves that life is present on sources. 
Mars,  but they do increase the probability that some form of life may exist. 
The changing colors of Mars - the greens, reds and browns which vary with the 
seasons - have been the subject of considerable speculation and could be 
attributed to the activities of living organisms. 
shown that the dark a reas ,  in contrast to the bright a reas ,  consist of small  
particles which are subject to seasonal variation. 
areas  a re  composed of microorganisms or  vegetation, they change from an 
active form to  a dormant form (perhaps spores) in response to the amount of 
moisture available. 
Polarization studies (10.1) have 
This suggests that i f  these 
The most compelling evidence to support the theory of living organisms is 
the reflected infrared light experiments of Sinton, who found that the dark regions 
show spectroscopic absorption bands at 3 . 4 3  microns which is the carbon- 
hydrogen stretching frequency of most organic molecules (10 .Z). 
however, i s  open to interpretation. 
Even this data, 
Several proposals have been made to explain the dark o r  colored regions as 
a non-biological phenomena. 
and particularly the white polar caps consist of nitrogen tetroxide inoctead of 
frozen water or carbon dioxide (10.3). The fact that spectroscopic studies have 
not detected oxides of nitrogen (10.4) and the inability of this theory to satisfy 
certain thermodynamic considerations tends to discount this explanation (10.5). 
The first  of these is that the Martian atmosphere 
Secondly, it has been suggested that certain minerals might change color 
when they hydrate o r  dehydrate (10.6), but no known compounds on Earth undergo 
such wide variations in color as exhibited by the observed Martian regions. 
Because of the lack of information regarding the Martian environment, 
investigators have approached the problem of the existance of life by indirect 
means 
microorganisms a re  capable of surviving when subjected to what i s  believed to 
be a simulated Martian environment, with respect to temperature, atmosphere, 
soil composition, water,  atmospheric pressure and freeze-thaw cycle conditions. 
The presence of terrestr ia l  microorganisms in extreme environments such as 
A great deal of study has been designed to determine whether terrestr ia l  
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hot spr ings,  arid deserts, brine and a rc t i c  regions stroogly suggest that even 
the harsh environment of Mars could support some form of life. The results of 
experiments with these hypothetical models have demonstrated that bacteria are 
able to survive and even multiply in simulated Martian environments. For 
example, it was shown that spores of Clostridium botulinum survived d 
vegetative cells of Bacillus subtilis grew in various model environments (10.7). 
in another study, fungi and lichens collected from desert regions sunrived a 
siiiiiilaid Martian environment (iU.8). 
be made that if unidapted terrestrial  species can survive the rdgorous Martian 
environment, even through the process of natural selection, occurring over 
perhaps several billion years, indigenous Martian organisms, i f  present 
occur in large numbers. 
Mars especially favorable to life where significant amounts of moisture and 
warmth are  available through localized geothemal activity (10.9). 
From these studies, the assumption can 
probably 
Furthermore, there m a y  be local microenvironments on 
Another major line of investigation designed to explore thegosiibility of 
Life on Mare is devoted to tbe manner in which life arose on Earth. if we 
assume that the theory of panspermia is invalid; i.e., that life was transported 
to Earth from another planet, then we must conclude that life arose on the 
prizmhve Earth independently. 
s a m e  cosmic dust cfsud as the Earth, then conditions on Mars may have been 
at one time in its history similar to Earth and it is quite possible &at life arose 
independently there as well. Oparin (10.10) proposed that life may have evolved 
in the oceans where large amounts of organic compounds were available. 
Accordingly, experiments have been made by many investigators to  determine 
whether organic compounds can be evolved from the chemical compounds which 
a re  assumed to have been present on the primitive Earth. It is believed that tha 
atmosphere of the primitive Earth, several billion years ago, was a reducing 
atmosphere consisting largely of methane, ammonia, water vapor, and hydrogen 
gas and that energy was available as heat from volcanic activity, ultraviolet 
radiation from the sun and electrical discharges originating from lightning. 
Experiments have, therefore, subjected synthetic reducing atmospheres to 
electrical discharges, and have shown that high energy phosphate molecules, 
amino acids, organic acids, pyrroles, purines, pyrimidines and various other 
Since Mars was apparently created from the 
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organic compounds can be formed. Recently, Ponnomperuma (IO. 11) reported 
that the five nucleotides of DNA and RNA have been synthesized by applying an 
electrical discharge to water , ammonia, and methane at a comparatively low 
temperature (180OF). 
nucleotides combined to begin building towards DNA or RNA. 
continued to search for catalysts or enzymes which might lead to more complex 
molecules , and eventually to a primitive form of organized living material. 
These investigations , while still incomplete, have answered many questions per- 
taining to the processes leading to the origin of life and offer some encourage- 
ment that some form of life exists on Mars. 
Some preliminary evidence was available that two or three 
The study i s  being 
Assuming that life does exist on Mars , we must now consider the nature 
of such life. It is more realistic to  postulate that Martian life resembles 
terrestrial  life at least with respect to basic physiology. 
Martian life and even its molecular structure might differ markedly from 
terrestrial  life forms , but considering the proposed mechanisms for the origin 
of life, it is probable that its metabolism is based on water and carbon: 
The morphology of 
Water has many properties which make it almost indispensable for our con- 
cept of life. 
bonds which Pauling views as critical to the development of nucleic acids and 
porteins (10.12). Ammonia, in the liquid state, is the only other molecule known 
which approaches the characteristics of water , but several of i ts  properties 
are  not quite as suitable for the support of life as water. The high solubility of 
carbon dioxide in water and the ability of carbon dioxide to act as a buffer make 
it particularly suitable for life. The Martian atmosphere is believed to contain 
a high concentration of carbon dioxide ( 5  to 30% by volume) and small amounts 
of water. 
For example , water has the important capacity to form hydrogen 
Although silicon has been suggested as an alternative to carbon, silicon 
rarely forms multiple bonds and the Si-Si and Si-H links that do form are  
relatively unstable (10.13). 
that resembles the properties of carbon dioxide. 
to minimize the probability of a silicon-based life, but it is not possible to 
eliminate this type of life chemistry at this time. 
Furthermore, there is no silicon compound known 
These and other reasons tend 
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3ec;huse the domAnant living o r g e s r n s  on Earth are  m i c r o o r g ~ s r n s ,  it is 
reasunable to predict that this would a150 be true of Mars. 
of life a re  present, it is difficult to envision a planet devoid of microorganisms 
because of their primary role in regulating the ecology of their environment and 
because of the evolutionary developmental sequence of living organisms. 
considceing 3lcihst the physiologicd properties of Martian microorganisms might 
Even if Egher forms 
Ln 
- 
be, Cll2Bf =g& ==r “,c?wleige d terrestrial Ofg3.zliSICP =s = Btsis - Msra 
probably contains only trace amounts of oxygen, but is rlch in carbon dioxide 
relative to Earth and receives a great deal of light energy from the sun. 
suggests that photosynthesis 
bacteria, m a y  be one type of microorganism adapted to Martian conditions. 
These bacteria use light energy to reduce carbon dioxide and oxidize such 
substrates as  reduced sulfur compounds. This type of photosynthesis does not 
evolve oxygen and is not dependent upon organic substrates. In addition to the 
photoautotrophic mode of nutrition, chemoautotrophic bacteria are capable of 
utilizing the oxygen from such compounds as carbon dioxide, nitrates and sui- 
fates and oxidizing inorganic hydrogen. 
heterotrophs that metabolize organic compounds both as a source of energ and 
of carbon. Other ecological schemes, not known on Earth, but theoretically 
Dossibfe, may exist on Mars, Photosynthetic organisms on Mars could con- 
ceivably oxidize ammonia * for example. 
This 
of the type carried out by anaerobic photosynthetic 
Finally, there are the anaerobic 
10.3 The Possibility of Potentiallv Harmful O r n d s m s  on Mars  
ht the event Mars does contain a microflora, it is necessary to  consider 
whether such organisms might be potentially harmful to either the lander 
CTeW8 exploring the surface of Mare o r  to life on Earth. Although thare are 
thousands of microbial species on Earth, only a small minority of these are 
pathogenic to man, animals and plants.  
free-living and completely innocuous to higher forms of life (saprophytes) or 
live Ln certain regions in plants and animals without producing desease 
{commensals o r  indigenous microorganisms). 
infect the host, but only under special circumstances. 
Most microbial species are either 
Occasionally commensals will 
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Pathogenic organisms are  those species whichbhrough a long period of 
evolution and adaption have adopted a parasitic mode of existence which causes 
disease in the host. Pathogens must have the ability to gain access and to 
multiply in the tissues (invasiveness). 
defense mechanisms of the host, they then produce chemical substances 
deleterious to the physiology cf the host, such a s  powerful toxins. 
the invading organism may secrete certain substances other than toxins, and 
enzymes that have the capacity to induce or retard the coagulation of plasma 
or  lymph , to destroy red and white blood cells, increase the permeability of 
tissue spaces or produce hyperallergic and other harmful immunochemical 
reactions. 
in a viable state outside the host for various periods of time, though often with 
a loss in virulence. Others lose their virulence when cultured in an artificial 
media, illustrating the dependency of pathogens on a suitable host. 
Once the pathogens have overcome the 
In addition , 
Many pathogenic organisms , exclusive of the viruses , can exist 
Considering the specialized physiological requirements of pathogens and the 
characteristics such organisms must possess to produce disease, the probability 
of Martian microorganisms being pathogenic to man o r  terrestr ia l  animals and 
plants is rather remote. 
that a r e  pathogenic even though the Earth is inhabited by thousands of different 
species of higher forms of life indicates that pathogenicity is a highly specialized 
mode of existence, Accordingly, in the probable absence of higher organisms 
on Mars that resemble terrestr ia l  life, the process of natural selection which 
resulted in the evolutionary development of pathogens i s  non-existent . 
' 
The very small proportion of terrestr ia l  organisms 
In order for a Martian microorganism to be pathogenic , it  would have to 
possess those characteristics necessary to overcome the normal defense 
mechanisms of a higher organism and produce a substance such as a toxin which 
is deleterious to the host without the advantage afforded by evolutionary processes. 
It should be mentioned that there exists a special type of pathogen which although 
not actually invasive, produces disease. The bacteria that produces tetanus and 
gas gangrene remain dormant in the soil as sporess and normally do not proliferate 
until they lodge in deep wounds where conditions are favorable to  their growth. 
There they produce a toxin which is extremely lethal. 
certain Martian microorganisms could similarly produce chemicals deleterious 
The possibility exists that 
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to higher terrestrial  forms of life. 
be a prerequisite for pathogenicity in this case. 
Thus, invasiveness would not necessarily 
The problem, then, resolves itself more into determining whether Martian 
organisms are  potent idy pathogenic rather than pathogenic in their present state. 
Owing to the extremely high reproductive rate of m i c r o o r g d s m s .  the mutation 
rate is accordingly higher than any other form of life. Moreover, microorganisms 
have several adaptive mechanisms that enable them to rapidly adjust to  new and 
even unfavorable environments. A familiar example is the development of 
resistant pathogenic strains to antibiotics such as penicillin in a relatively 
short period of time. 
rate, o d y  a small percentage of mutations are  beneficial to an organism. 
Nevertheless, it is possible that the mutant form, i f  better adopted to its new 
environment will, d e r  the influence of natural selection, replace its parent 
strain and establish an ecological niche which may be harmful or  pathogenic to  
terrestrial  life. 
Wewever, even if Martian organisms have a high mutation 
Aside from whatever purely pathogenic effects Martian microorganisms may 
exert, the introduction of these organisms into the terrestrial  environment may 
result in a serious imbaiance in  the ecology of Earth, provided that they can com- 
Pete successfully with established terrestrial  microorganisn-s . 
could be potentially more harmful to  man than possible pathogens. 
organisms are  responsible for  most of the turnover of organic and inorganic 
matter on Earth and all forms of higher life are dependent upon the role of 
microorganisms. For example, microorganisms produce 80% of all the oxygen 
and 90% of all the carbon dioxide in our atmosphere. 
microorganisme govern most of the chemical and physical properties of soil 
and live in a highly complex ecology with other species of organisms. If, through 
the processes of mutation or adaption, Martian microorganisms manage to  
establish an ecological niche, this could result in a change, perhaps deleterious, 
in the basic ecology of Earth, or at least in certain environments. A s  an example, 
since Mars is a colder planet and considerably more arid than Earth, it is possible 
that Martian microorganisms might be more competitive than terrestr ia l  organisms 
with respect to these aspects of their physiology provided that all other functions 
are  equal. Or Martian organisms could utilize as a nutrient a substance not 
This occurrence 
Micro- 
Moreover, activities of 
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ordinarily attacked by terrestrial  organisms, and thus compete effectively by 
virtue of their nutritional capabilities. However, even when large populations 
of alien bacteria a re  added to soil, the new organisms rarely become established 
and die within a short period of time. 
complex ecology of the stil for foreign organisms to establish a niche. There 
a re ,  however, areas of Earth where the microbial population is sparse ,  such 
a s  desert regions, and Martian organisms might have an opportunity to become 
established provided conditions are  suitable for their survival. 
Competition is usually too keen in the 
10.4 The Study of Martian Organisms by Unmanned Probes 
The manned mission to Mars will be preceded by the Voyager program con- 
sisting of a series of unmanned lander probes designed to determine the presenke 
of life. 
assumption that the biochemistry of Martian life is similar to ours.  
payload limitations, the early experiments must be relatively simple, compact 
and light-weight, and wil l  attempt to establish the existence or non-existence of 
life without providing a great deal of information regarding the nature of this life. 
Later, as payload capacity i s  increased through advances in rocket power, more 
sophisticated experiments a re  planned which can deal with the problems of defining 
and inveetigating new and perhaps exotic forms of extraterrestrial  life. 
types of experiments that a r e  being planned are  both varied and extensive and, 
if successful, 
life with respect to its morphology, physiology, biochemistry, and ecology. 
Although these stuaies will immensely increase our knowledge of Martian life, 
many limitations a re  inherent and it wil l  not be until samples of Martian life 
are  actually brought back to laboratories on Earth for prolonged and extensive 
analysis that comprehensive information wil l  be provided The problems involved 
in ascertaining the pathogenicity or particularly the potential pathogenicity of an 
organism by remote instrumentation a re  formidable and it is doubtful that meaning- 
ful experiments could be designed which would rule out the existence of harmful 
organisms within an acceptable level of confidence, To gain information regarding 
the pathogenicity of Martian organisms to higher terrestr ia l  forms of life, living 
small mammals , or intact plants should preferably serve as  indicators, rather 
than parts of organisms such as  red blood cells or tissue cultures. 
Most of the life-detection experiments planned are  based on the 
Because of 
The 
tiou1.d. be able to preliminarily identify and characterize Martian 
Even soil 
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saphophytes can attack tissue cultures, but these o r g d ~ r n s  are innocuous to 2 
l iving animal because the defense mechanisms of the animal are intact. 
vided that the maintenance of a living animal is feasible in ae unmanned experi- 
ment and that infection by Martian organisms could be determined and properly 
interpreted, this type of experimentation would still not provide an assessment 
of the ability of such organisms to adapt and mutate to pathogenic strain*. 
Furthermore, ne living system other than man himself cam S C T ~  a8 a reliable 
While there are a large variety of diagnostic procedures used to identify 
pathogenic organisms, these are quite specific 
and probably would not nerve aa reliable indicators of the pathogenicity of 
extraterrestrial organisms, 
readily be designed which might ascertain the ability of Martian microorganisms 
to compete aad interact with terrestrial microorganisms, but even t h i s  approach 
is likely to be inconclueive and difficult to interpret due to the complexity of 
ecological relationships. 
Pro- 
indication of pathogenicity as few animal pathogens can be trmam3ttrcl to -as. ..  
dependent upon known syetems, 
Conceivably, ecological experiments could more 
Thus, while it is poaeible to perform unmanned experiments that may give 
some indications of the nature of Martian life, the inherent technical difficulties 
and unreliability associated with & P L ~  ~ t z z k g f i i ?  i~~~ri;i.iaiic;m 'by remote 
telemetry from unknown forms of life, dictate that defensive measures be under- 
taken to prevent the back contamination .from early Martia missions until such 
o r g z i s r n s  can be comprehensively examined and all potential hazards eliminated. 
Unmanned Decontamination Studies 
The ultimate success of any decontamination procedure depends upon a 
knowiedge of the resistance of microorganisms to the particular method of 
sterilitation. Without such information, the choice of decontaminaots for the 
manned Martian mission w i l l  be selected on results obtained with terrestrial 
organisms, and these methods may not be effective againet Martian organisms. 
It is conceivable, for example, that Martian organisms might be coneiderably 
more resistant to ultraviolet radiation due to the probable lack of atmospheric 
shielding on Mars. 
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It i s  imperative, therefore, that experiments be conducted with unmanned 
probes to evaluate the resistance oi. tolerance of Martian microorganisms to 
such well-known decontaminants as heat, ionizing radiations, chemical agents, 
etc. These studies could be conducted without necessarily identifying or 
determining the potential pathogenicity of Martian organisms. Several of the 
life detection experiments planned for the Voyager program could readily be 
modified to include sterilization studies. 
10.5 Prevention of Back Contamination 
By thoroughly understanding the sources of contamination, it is possible to 
recommend procedures which wiil control back contamination from Mars. 
life does exist on Mars it must be assumed that it is widespread throughout the 
environment, as it is  on Earth, rather than confined to limited areas. There- 
If 
fore, four possible sources of contamination must be considered: 
1. 
2 .  Space suits, equipment, etc. 
3. Crew members 
4 ,  Martian Excursion Module (MEM) 
Samples collected for scientific investigation 
It should be recognized that it is virtually impossible to ascertain whether a 
complex piece of hardware is sterile because the actual item cannot be, tested for 
sterility in a nondestructive manner. Such items as  listed above can only be 
considered sterile in the sense that there is a certain low probability of viable 
contamination. 
capabilities of the prescribed procedures. 
10.5.1 Entry Airlock System 
That probability can be made as low as desired within the 
A means of access and exit for the crew to and from the MEM must be 
provided which will not admit contaminants to  the command station of the MEM 
and wil l  provide for decontamination of necessary personnel and support equip- 
ment. 
the transitional interface between members of the landing party and the command 
This can be accomplished with an airlock system which would serve as 
station. Not only is i t  mandatory that back contamination be minimized, but it 
10 - 10 
is equally important that the contamination of Mars with terrestr ia l  organisms 
be prevented. 
destroy a unique opportunity for the exploration aad study of extraterrestrial 
life. 
Cootamhatian of Mars with terrestrial microorganisms would 
Thus ai entry-exit a h l o c k  system would serve a dual function. 
The probability of airborne contaminants from the Martian environment 
entering the airlock can be reduced by maintaining a higher than ambient static: 
pressure in the airlock. Similarly, contaminatinn of the c o n u n d  station can 
be minimized by maintaining the command statinn zt a higher pressure tha *e 
airlock. A constant flow of decontaminated air (which flows counter to the m v e -  
meat of the personnel entering the command station) can be accomplished by 
providing a supply of decon tdna ted  air to the c o n u n d  station and airlock and 
by providing various means of venting at bath inner and outer portals, To 
admit personnel into the airlock and command station, and to rrJnimize fluctua- 
tions in the pressure differeatid between the contaminated and uncontaminated 
areas,  various portal devices can be used. AU should be designed to open arod 
shut rapidly while providing the minimum aperture necessary to pass a 11180's 
body, 
10.5.2 Decontamination of Crew Members 
Decontamination *thin the airlock should involve removing, deactivating, 
or destroying contaminants from exposed personnel to such a degree that the 
probability that contaminants will be introduced into the command station is 
very remote, perhaps as low as 10 . -4 
Members of the landing exploratory party could be protected from alf physical 
contact with the Mart ian environment by means of a self-contained life support 
suit. There should be little chance of contamination of the skin or  inhalation of 
contarninants provided that the suit conSrtine an adequate atmosphere filtration 
system. 
fined to decontamination of the surface aad subsurface areas of the suit. It is 
possible that membars of the landing party will remain in the suits for the dura- 
tion of the mission without entering the command station, If this protocol is 
followed, decontamination procedures would only have to be followed once just 
prior to the return flight. Ln the event crew members re-entry the excursion 
The problem of decontamination of persoanel will then be largely con- 
I. 
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module intermittently for  purposes of rest ,  eating, and other functions, the 
same procedures must be followed each time. 
information pertaining to decontamination under special situations which can 
be directly applied to this problem. 
protection of personnel who work with pathogenic organisms, and removal of 
particulate contamination from persorael and equipment entering clean rooms. 
There is a substantial body of 
These include BW agent decontamination, 
Three sequential types of procedures for the decontamination of exposed 
personnel appear to be pertinent: 
I 
-Destruction of contaminants without removal from space suit 
-Removal from space suit with subsequent destruction of 
-Removal from surface of the body 
contaminants 
Destruction of Contaminants 
Clearly, destruction without need for physical removal from the space 
suit would be the safest, most reliabile, and simplest procedure. 
it is important to insure that adequate destruction of the microorganisms does 
not materially damage or  reduce the reliability of the suit. 
methods require a considerable time of exposure to the disinfectant for a high 
percent kill, often of the order of many hours or more. 
However, 
Furthermore, known 
Examples of such treatment are: a) exposure to volatile toxicants such 
as ethylene oxide or betapropiolactone; b) saturation with solutions of strong 
oxidizing agents (permanganate, chlorine and other halogens) or  biocides 
(phenols , formaldehyde , etc. ); and, 
and soft X-rays). 
decontaminate cracks or crevices which are  shadowed by portions of the surface 
area. 
of the suit which could render the suit self- sterilizing 
c) exposure of radiation (ultraviolet light 
The last methods will sterilize surface areas,  but will not 
Another approach is to incorporate biocides directly into the material 
Heat i s  an effective method of killing microorganisms, particularly spores , 
which are  resistant to many chemical biocides. 
that limited surface areas can be heated to temperatures required for sterilization 
The suit might be designed so 
~ 
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A useful approach to reducing the numbers of organisms present on the 
surface of the suit would be to help p+otect the suit from contarnination by means 
of a non-porous protective shield which could be discarded prior to entrance of 
personnel into the airlock. Any method that reduces the number of organisms on 
the surface of the suit will reduce the probability of viable organisms remaining 
after the sterilization procedure, 
In spite of the limitations of presently known methods of decontamination 
without prior remw.4 d t%z agest, the cllirectness of t'he approach and the margin 
of safety afforded to the crew members is so advantageous a s  to warrant further 
investigation into new methods that a r e  rapid and effective. 
Rerr,ovaf of Contaminants From Suit 
Guntaminants could be rernctved from the surface of the suit fa i r ly  rapidly, 
without immediate destruction. 
any one of the methods previously discussed without the hazard of damaging the 
suit. This approach offers the advantage of permitting personnel to remove the 
suit and enter the command station without long delays. 
important if crew members must frequently enter the command station. 
The contarninants could then be destroyed by 
Rapid entry is particularly 
Removal of contaminants cni i?d be zrcr?zzp!fsk;zc! 53- the iisc w i  a high speed 
shower or  scrubber containing a mixture of a disinfectant and a detergent t o  
expedite the washing p~ocedure .  
the cmtaninant from the suit back to the outside environzxent 3y means of a high- 
efficiency low-volume flow vacuum cleaning device. Thus, upon entering the air- 
lock, personnel would be able to remove many of the loosely adherent organisms 
from the surface of the suit by proper use of this method as  a pretreatment prior 
to other chemical or physical disinfecting agents. 
A further rrethor! x i g h t  fcvolve the transfer of 
Removal from Body Surface 
Even though rigid precautions must be taken to prevent contamination of the 
skin and other areas of the body, the possibility of accidental contamination must 
be considered and appropriate precautions taken. 
cedure might be used as a first cleansing step immediately after the crew member 
discards the suit, regardless of previous processing. 
Therefore, a showering pro- 
Multistage showers with a 
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decontaminant o r  detergent contained in the first stage followed by possibly a 
mechanical flushing system and then a clear rinse should be considered. 
shower could be followed by hot air drying in conjunction with ultraviolet 
ir r adiation . 
The 
Techniques which greatly reduce the quantity of water required to 
accomplish decontamination a re  very desirable. 
however, will probably always be required. 
taminated water, therefore, deserves consideration. 
Certain quantities of water, 
The possibility of reclaiming con- 
10.5.3 Decontamination of Equipment 
Non-expendable equipment will be required to undergo decontamination 
before it i s  permitted into the command station of the MEM. 
0e placed in impermeable bags or enclosures and treated with germicidal 
vapors or solutions. 
solutions. 
patible with heat. 
(gaskets, seals, etc. ) should be discarded instead of assuming the risk of 
ina,deo_uate decontamination. 
in perfectly sealed containers for later decontamination. 
Small items could 
Large items could be sprayed or immersed in germicidal 
Heat treatment would be applicable provided the materials are  com- 
Equipment which i s  porous and difficult to decontaminate 
If this is  not practical, the items must be placed 
10.5.4 Decontamination of Samples 
Samples of the Martian soil, subsoil, rocks, etc. ,  will be collected and 
brought back to Earth for investigation and represent a prime source of con- 
tamination. 
sealed against leaks. 
csmrnaxd s ta t im,  the surlzces should be decontaminated in the airlock by 
applying germicidal solutions or vapors. 
pqssible destruction of the contents unless the container i s  thermally insulated 
to protect the conteults f r a m  the effects of heat. 
Samples should be collected in containers that can be perfectly 
Before the sample containers are  permitted into the 
Heat would be precluded due to 
If  it i s  necessary to examine the samples during the return voyage, this 
should be carried out in sterile glove boxes and hoods under the most rigid 
cocdatirans of isclation. 
rrzch Ezrtkq. 
The szme precautions should apply once the samples 
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15.5.5 Sterilization of Ai r  and Surfaces Within Airlock 
~ ~~ 
A means of sterilizing the air within the airlock is essential, as particles 
with diameters of less than 10 microns can remain suspended in the air. 
useful and effective technique of air disinfection is direct ultraviolet irradiation 
of both room air and room surfaces. 
violet lamns have a disinfectant effect with sprayed bacteria equivalent to 23 
A 
h'ospital studies have shown that ultra- 
tr ,  lh? ~T chmges per I;a.sr. 
Sterilization of surfaces could be accomplished by washing or spraying with 
germicidal solutions or vapors. All surfaces should be constructed of tough, dust 
resistant, non-yorous, easilv washec! w-aterials. 
airlock contain no cracks or crevices that might Drotect contair,inants from 
sterilization procedures. 
It is also essential that the 
The maintenance of the proper flow of air in the airlock is essential for 
reducing the probability of the spread of contaminants to the cornwand station 
and requires sensitive methods to  monitor the flow of air. The use of a higher 
air pressure in "clean" areas and a lower air pressure in contaminated areas 
is also an effective m e a n s  of reducing the spread of airborne particles. 
10.5.6 Decontamination of MEM 
The exterior of the MEM will be heavily contaminated and represents a 
potential source of Contamination to  the orbiting Main Mission Module during 
the rendezvous and docking operation. 
minimized, however, by designing the spacecraft in such a manner that the MEM 
is completely isolated from the Main Mission Module except at the airlock wSere 
the transfer of decontaminated crew members and equipment can be made. 
Earth entry and landing will be made in the Earth Entry Module precluding the 
need to sterilize the surface of the MEM which will remain in Earth orbit with 
the Main Mission Module. Any subsequent attempt to return the excursion 
module to Earth will require that it be received in a strict isolation environment 
and decontamination procedures applied. 
10.5.7 Isolation of Exposed Personnel 
Transfer of contaminants can be 
Because it is impossible to predict the nature and epidemiology of potential 
Martians pathogens, those personnel who have been exposed to the Martian 
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environment should be placed in strict quarantine from each other and the 
remainder of the crew. 
of a disease can act as carriers of pathogens. 
disseminated from the respiratory tracts of exposed individuals without they 
themselves being infected in the sense that they show symptoms of the disease. 
Droplets of body fluids laden with rnicrcmrganisms emanate from the mouth and 
nose during talking, coughing, and sneesing. These droplets may be trans- 
mitted directly to other personnel, or more commonly, will fall to the floor 
where they a re  dehydrated and thereby transformed into very small 'Idroplet 
nuclei. " These nuclei later may become resuspepded in the air and inhaled 
by others. 
Even healthy individuals who do not show symptoms 
Micro-organisms can be 
Because exhaled droplets are  relatively large particles, the:spread of 
contaminants from the respiratory tract could be diminished by wearing face 
masks or dust respirators which cover the mouth and nose. 
Human faces are a potential source of many pathogens even in the absence 
of clinical symptoms. 
toilets, are likely to  aerosolize inherent microorganisms; therefore, special 
methods of collection and disposal will  be necessary. The use of germicidal 
chemicals or heat are efficient methods for sterilizing human wastes. 
Normal methods of waste disposal, such as flush 
Quarantine measures should be put into effect immediately upon return 
from Mars and extended for a lengthy period of time, perhaps four or five 
weeks. If no disease symptoms appear during this period, isolation may be 
relaxed but exposed crew members should continue to wear face masks and 
wastes should be isolated and sterilized as an added precaution bgainst the 
0 '  
spread of infection. 
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11. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
11.1 rvljrs~i~n Uodes 
A s  stated in Section 3 ,  several mission rn~des were studied to determine 
the sensitivity of these missions to uncertainties in the Martian and Cis- 
martian environmente. 
flyby, and direct lander modes, with aerodynamic or retro capture at Mars, 
and with chemical or nuclear propulsion 
give= i= “&?e I L L  
studied, to illustrate the change in sensitivities over the cycle of favorable 
to unfavorable opportunities. 
Aerodynamic braking at Earth was assumed in all cases. 
The missions analyzed included Mars orbit rendezvous, 
The matrix of mission cases is 
E ir noted that a range oi mission opportunities was 
1982 was chosen as the nominal mieaion. 
Table If ,  1 MISSION MODES 
MARS FLY BY 
MARS DiRECT LANDING 
1 .  
MODE I CREW 
C-As;4’*2 1 7 
N-A-C-A 
CC-C-A 
“-A 
C-A 
N-A 
7 i 7 C-A<-A N-A-N-A 
DEPART EARTH - CHEMICAL ( N K L ~ R )  
ARRfVf MARS - AERO - 
WPARTMARS - CHEMtCAL 
AitRNEfMTiI - AERO. 
IO-DAY STUPOVER 
(GRO) - 
- 
- 
MISSIONS 
2. 
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11. 2 Miss ion  Sensi t ivi ty  F a c t o r s  
Approach  
The  sens i t iv i ty  a n a l y s i s  w a s  p e r f o r m e d  b y  f i r s t  d e t e r m i n i n g  the  s e n s i t i v i t y  
of the  manned M a r s  s y s t e m ,  as d e s c r i b e d  in  Sec t ion  4, to changes  i n  t h o s e  
s y s t e m  des ign  p a r a m e t e r s  t ha t  a r e  sens i t i ve  to e n v i r o n m e n t a l  f a c t o r s .  
s t e p  i n  the  o v e r a l l  ana lys i s  yields  "sens i t iv i ty  f a c t o r s ,  
r e l a t e  changes  i n  the  env i ronmen t  t o  changes  in  s y s t e m  weight  ( o r  cos t ) :  
T h i s  
t ha t  c a n  be u s e d  to  
7'0 Change  i n  e n v i r o n m e n t  
70 Change in s y s t e m  weight ,  W 
Change i n  env i ronmen t  Change i n  s y s t e m  weight = 
= S F  x 70 Change  in  env i ronmen t  
Where  poss ib l e ,  changes  in  the  env i ronmen t  w e r e  r e l a t e d  t o  c h a n g e s  in  
system component  weights:  
pa rachu te  and r e t r o  s y s t e m  weight  for  the  MEM, and  c h a n g e s  in  MEM weight  c a n  
be r e l a t e d  t o  changes  in  o v e r a l l  sys t em weight  t h rough  the  s e n s i t i v i t y  f a c t o r s .  
A s  shown in Table 11. 2,  i n t e rac t ions  be tween e n v i r o n m e n t a l  f a c t o r s  and  the  o v e r a l l  
s y s t e m  weight c a n  be r e l a t e d  through four  s y s t e m  e l e m e n t s :  
weight ( o r  m i c r o m e t e o r o i d  sh ie ld ing  weight) ,  m a i n  s p a c e c r a f t  weight  (wh ich  i n -  
c ludes  s o l a r  r ad ia t ion  sh ie ld ing) ,  a e r o  e n t r y  s y s t e m  weight ,  and  M E M  weight.  
Hence ,  s ens i t i v i ty  f a c t o r s  a r e  r e q u i r e d  t o  l i nk  t h e s e  fou r  s y s t e m  e l e m e n t s  t o  t h e  
o v e r a l l  s p a c e c r a f t  weight in E a r t h  o rb i t .  
f o r  example ,  a t m o s p h e r e  d e n s i t y  c a n  b e  r e l a t e d  t o  
p rope l l an t  t ank  
70 Change in  W A  
v - -  U - 
SF1 - 70 Change in  S t r u c t u r e  F a c t o r ,  0 A u 
A w O  70 Change in  W o  - 5 - 
SF2 70 Change in  M i s s i o n  Module Wt, WMMM A W~~~ 
0 
70 Change in Wo A w  - I 
AWAerO - 70 Change in A e r o  E n t r y  S y s t e m  Wt, W A e r o  
70 Change in  W n  A w n  " 
P -  v - 
A W~~~ SF4 - ?% Change in  MEM Wt, WMEM 
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TABLE 11.2 MANNED MARS MISSION SENSITIVITY FACTORS 
Determine  Change in E a r t h  Orbi t  Weight due to Change in: 
A s  
(Tank  Struc)  LL MMA4 WAero  A Wh4EM 
Atmosphere  
A e r o  Corridors 
A e r o  Heating 
MEM Descent  
MEM Ascent 
ParkiEg Orbit 
Meteorology 
Winds 
Dust 
Observat ion 
X 
x 
X 
X 
Surface 
MEM Impact  
Surface Rover  
X Soiar  Radiation 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x x PI-I i c r o r L  et o r  o id Fl sx 
Scaling Laws 
Se ts  of scal ing laws were  developed during r ecen t  s tudies  of the manned 
Mars mission (Refe rences  1.1 and 11.11, which a r e  d i r e c t l y  applicable for 
der iving the four gene ra l  sensi t ivi ty  factors outlined above. 
l aws  are presented in  Appendix C.  
scaling laws are given in Table 11. 3. 
7094 machines ,  and take into account grav i ty  l o s s e s  for major propuls ion m a n -  
T h e s e  scal ing 
The  gene ra l  design c r i t e r i a  followed in  the 
The  computat ions are per formed on 
e u v e r s ,  engine size optimization based on gravi ty  loss - engine weight re la t ions ,  
propellant boiloff, jet t isoning operat ions,  navigation and att i tude control  Dro- 
pellant r equ i r emen t s ,  var ia t ion in so l a r  rad ia t ion  shielding with mis s ion  yea r  
and dis tance of approach  to the sun ,  and parking orb i t  c i rcu lar iza t ion  allowances. 
A complete d iscuss ion  of the  calculation p rocedures  is given in  the ci ted 
r e fe rences .  
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TABLE 11. 3 MISSION DESIGN CRITERIA 
EARTH RECOVERED PAYLOAD 
MISSION MODULE (7-MEN) 
MARS EXCURSION MODULE 
LIFE SUPPORT EXPENDABLES 
STOPOVER TIME 
PROPULSION 
NUCLEAR Isp 
H 2 - F  I 2 SP 
STORABLE Isp 
MI DCOURSE CORRECT1 ON 
ATTITUDE CONTROL 
MICROMETEOROID PROTECTION 
OPTIMUM PROPELLANT INSULATION 
Mission Optimization 
- 10,000 LBS 
- 85,000 LBS AT 1 AU- 65,000 LBS (FLY BY) 
- 50,000 LBS 
- 39 LBS/DAY 
- 10DAYS 
- 800 SEC 
- 450 SEC 
- 330 SEC 
- 100 M/SEC EACH LEG 
- 1% EACH LEG; 0.2% CAPTURE 
Spacecraf t  performing M a r s  stopover mis s ions  have a wide choice of paths 
and calendar da tes  available t o  them. Each  combination of calendar  da te  of 
depar ture  and t r i p  duration (both inbound and outbound) r e q u i r e s  a different 
t r ans fe r  t r a j ec to ry ,  which has  unique values of depa r tu re  and a r r i v a l  velocit ies.  
These  combination of velocit ies de t e rmine  the spacecraf t  aerodynamic  and p r o -  
pulsion s y s t e m  per formance  r equ i r emen t s .  To se lec t  a n  opt imum miss ion  p r o -  
fi le for  any given mode, it is n e c e s s a r y  t o  trade-off the effects  of changes in 
miss ion  charac te r i s t ic  velocit ies,  o r  t r a j e c t o r i e s ,  t o  de te rmine  those  combina-  
t ions that minimize overa l l  s y s t e m  weight ( o r  cost) .  
It is mandatory that this  optimization be per formed for  each  and eve ry  
mission.  F o r  example,  i f  the spacecraf t  design is a l t e r ed  f r o m  the nominal to  
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accommodate an uncertainty in the environment (e. g. , heavier meteoroid 
shielding), the trajectory paths and calendar dates must be reoptimized for 
the now heavier spacecraft. 
design in some way, it is necessary to select a new trajectory profile if the 
spacecraft is to perform the mission i n  the most efficient manner. Failure 
to do so can completely obscure the effects of the design change, and give 
erroneous sensitivity factors. 
In other words, having altered the spacecraft 
e 
STL has developed an analytical method for optimizing trajectory profiles 
for any given set  of vehicle scaling laws and mission mode (see Reference 1. 1). 
U s e  is made of differential equations, which contain vehicle weight - velocity 
exchange ratios and derivatives oi mission characteristic velocities with 
respect l o  launch date and t r ip  duration. 
t r ip  duration constraints {although these can be introduced if desired) and has 
been generalized to include launch hold allowances, arbi t rary ae ro l r e t ro  
braking modes and dwell time at h,lars. 
be selected to minimize engine weight, and secondary propulsion maneuvers 
can be inserted (such a s  midcourse corrections and parking orbit circulariza- 
tion a1 lowances). 
The process does not require total 
Variable thrust-to-weight ratios can 
The sensitivity factors summarized in the following section have been 
minimized by the foregoing optimization procedures. 
Sensitivitv Factors 
1 
3 
! 
I 
i 
i 
~ 
i 
i 
i 
The resuits of the sensitilyity i a r ro r  analysis a re  presented in Tabies 11. 4 
and 11. 5, and in Figures 11. 1 and 11. 2. 
Tables 11. 4 and 11. 5 summarize vehicle gross weights for the combinations 
of mission modes listed in Table 11. 1, and design parameter  variations given 
in Table 11. 2. I t  is noted that allowances for Earth launch delays a re  not 
included in the performance computations; this does not affect the sensitivity 
factor s s ignifi t ant 1 y, 
The nominal mission performance is given in the top rows of Table 11. 4 
and 11. 5 for the various missions. 
weights and sensitivity factors for a 100 percent increase in meteoroid shielding, 
that is, 
The second row gives the spacecraft g ross  
!Y M ~ n o r n  O M =  2 (  
As a n  example, the sensitivity factor fo r  the 1982 mission is computed as follows 
(Table 11. 4): 
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70 Change in sys tem weight, W 
yo Change in meteoroid shielding weight SF = 
r: 0. 042 
The remaining values a r e  calculated i n  a s imi la r  manner .  
The third row gives the g ross  weights and sensit ivity factors  for  a 60 percent 
increzse in MEM weight, f rom 50, 000 lbs  to 80, 000 lbs.  In the fourth row a 66. 7 
percent increase in M a r s  a e r o  entry sys tem weight ( f r o m  a scaling factor K = 0. 3 
to K = 0. 5) is analyzed: the l a s t  row shows the effect of increasing the main 
mission module f rom a nominal 85, 090 lbs  to 100, 000 lbs .  
’ 
It is  noted that the  values of the increases  in sys tem component weights 
assumed a s  a means for computing the sensit ivity fac tors ,  a r e  a rb i t r a ry .  
sensitivity fac tors  must be multiplied by actual changes i n  sys tem design brought 
about by the uncertainties in the environment to  determine the system-environment  
interactions. 
The 
1 
I 
I The sensitivity factors given i n  Tables  11. 4 and 11. 5 a r e  valid ( r ema in  con- 
I 
stant) for the range of design changes given above. 
not exceeded during the evaluation of the possible environmental  changes. 
general ,  the sensitivity factors  remain  constant over fa i r ly  wide ranges of design 
changes, as demonstrated in  Figure 11. 3 ( f rom Reference 11.1). 
This range of changes was 
In 
The spacecraft  g ross  weights are summar ized  in F igures  11. 1 and 11. 2. 
Figure 11. 1 shows the variation in vehicle weight over the range of mission 
opportunities f rom 1975 to 1990, which covers  a cycle of favorable to unfavorable 
opportunities. The weights range f rom 1. 19 to  1. 70  million pounds. It is noted 
, that 1982 is an opportune time to  commence the manned Mare landings because of 
reduced sys tem requirements ,  which pe r s i s t  throughout the remainder  of the 
decade. Nuclear systems (at  leaet  fo r  ea r th  depart)  could be introduced into the 
program toward the late 1980s to  make the unfavorable opportunities of the 1990s 
l e s s  difficult. 
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Figure  11. 2 shows the var ia t ion in  g r o s s  weight with mis s ion  mode f o r  
A nuclear-hydrogen s y s t e m  reduces  g r o s s  weight by the 1982 opportunity. 
25 percent fo r  the a e r o  braking mode ( f r o m  1. 34 to  1. 00 mil l ion l b s ) ,  and by 
45 percent for the r e t r o  braking mode. 
doubles g r o s s  weight; a nuclear r e t r o  braking mode is 28 percent  heavier  
than a chemical  a e r o  braking mode ( f r o m  1. 34 to  1. 71 mil l ion lbs). 
landers  a re  ex t remely  heavy. 
11. 3 System Weight Sensitivity 
The  r e t r o  braking mode m o r e  than 
The  d i r ec t  
The r e su l t s  of the ana lyses  of mission-environment  in te rac t ions  are  
summar ized  in this section, and combined with the sensi t ivi ty  f ac to r s  to 
obtain the effects  on spacecraf t  g r o s s  weight. 
Atmosphere Uncertainties 
Uncertainties in the a tmosphere  of the o rde r  of 10 percent  will cause  
smal l  changes in the design weight of the main spacecraf t  a e r o  en t ry  sys tem.  
The vehicle must  have a sl ightly g r e a t e r  l i f t - to-drag r a t io  capabili ty ( f r o m  0. 20 
t o  0. 24), and some  increase  in heat protection (about 420 lb s )  t o  the nominal shield 
weight of 28, 880 lbs .  Hence, a 10 percent  uncertainty in the a tmosphe re  i n c r e a s e s  
a e r o  en t ry  sys t em weight by 1. 45 percent ,  which r e s u l t s  in  a n  inc rease  in  s p a c e -  
c r a f t  g r o s s  weight in ea r th  orb i t ,  Wo, of (1982 CACA mission):  
SF = 0.120 
Change in  W = 1. 46 x 0.120 
0 
= 0. 1870 
Under the worst  possible conditions, the a e r o  en t ry  s y s t e m  would be r equ i r ed  
to  accommodate both the Schilling I1 Upper Limi t  a tmosphe re  and the Model 3 
(10 mb) atmosphere.  In this  c a s e  the L / D  requ i r emen t s  would i n c r e a s e  f r o m  
0 .1  to  0. 3 ,  and heat shielding would i n c r e a s e  by 4 ,000  lbs .  
in  spacecraf t  g r o s s  weight is 1. 81 percent.  
-
The  resu l t ing  inc rease  
The MEM is a l so  sens i t i ve  to  the a tmosphe re ,  pa r t i cu la r ly  t o  s u r f a c e  
density. A change of 10 percent  in su r face  densi ty  will i n c r e a s e  parachute  weights 
by 10 percent,  which inc reases  the MEM weight by 0.15 percent .  
change in spacecraf t  g r o s s  weight, Wo, is 0.15 x SF = 0.15 x 0.133 = 0. 02 percent .  
If the dece lera tor  sys t em is designed for the nominal,  Model 2 ( 2 5  mb)  a t m o s -  
phere,  but is modified to  accommodate  the Model 3 (10 mb) a tmosphere ,  the 
result ing inc reases  in MEM and spacecraf t  g r o s s  weights a re  1.1. and 0.14 percent ,  
The resul t ing 
11-12 
respectively.  
accc.rr:modate the higher drag i u s s e s .  
( 2 5  mb) Eorninal a tmosphere reslltts in a 1. 8 percent increase  in MEM weight, 
whereas  allowance €or the Schilling I1 Upper l imit  a tmosphere  results in a 17. 4 
percent  increase.  
and 2. 37 percent ,  respectively.  
In addition, t h e  AMEM ascent propulsion sys t em must  be s i z e d  to 
A 10 percent  ckange from the  Model. 2 
Corresponding inc reases  in spacecraf t  gross weight a r e  0 .24 
Combined effects of the atmosphere on the spacecraf t  aero capture  sys tem,  
LMEM dece lera tor .  and MEM ascent  p r ~ p u l s i c r ,  systcm, r e s i i l t  in  iiicrrases in  
spacecraf t  gross weight in e a r t h  orbit  of 0. 42 percent  for  a 10 percent  uncertainty 
in the atmosphere,  and 4.18 percent €or the worst  combination of a tmospheres  
considered. 
The c o r r e s p o n d i n g  interactions for a13 mission modes a re  summarized 
in Table  11. 6 .  
uncertaint ies ,  a s  might be expected. 
sensit ive.  
The di rec t  l anders  are  affected strongly by atmosphere 
The r e t r o  l ande r s  a r e  only slightly less 
Winds 
The  effects of winds on MEM weights were  given in  F igure  7.19, and the 
corresponding effects on spacecraft  g r o s s  weight in Table  11. 6. 
Meteoroid Protect ion 
The effects OE a l t e r i n g  the meteoroid protection an the spacecraf t  gross 
weigkt a r e  complicated b y  t k e  r n d r i p l e  s k i e l d s  required for  t h e  aero en t ry  
system: 
out t o  M a r s ;  this  outer shield is jettisoned p r io r  t o  en t ry  a t  Mars .  The a e r o -  
dynamic heat protection shield is jettisoned immediately a f te r  cap ture ;  hence,  
a second meteoroid sh i i l d  is required to protect  the spacecraf t  during the r e t u r n  
passage. 
module and a e r o  entry sys t em are handled l ike changes in module weight and 
a e r o  en t ry  sys t em weight, respectively.  
are handled d i rec t ly  by the appropriate  sensit ivity f a c t o r s  ( s e e  Tables  11. 4 and 
a meteoroid shield must  be placed aroand the sh ie ld  d u r i n g  the t r ans i t  
Allowances for changes in meteoroid shielding for  the main miss ion  
Allowances fo r  propellant tank shielding 
11. 5 ) .  
A s  an example,  an analysis  is given of the  effects of meteoroid s i i ie ld ino  on 
the 1982 CA CA mission. 
sq ft. 
The total a r e a  of the spacecraf t  at  M a r s  en t ry  is 4280 
The nominal meteoroid shield weighs about 1 lb/sq ft ,  so  that t:le outer 
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a shield weighs 4,  280 !bs. 
ar.6 not t h e  f l a r e ,  ar-d m'eighs 2326 Ibs. 
al lowances must  be made: 
The  inner shield cove r s  only the ma in  mis s ion  module 
If t h e  sfiie!d -%eight is do;i%!ed, ;he fo!?owir,g 
4 s  ) = 1. 68% 4 ,280  Outer  shield:  (SF) = (0- 120 30,490 Aero WAero) 
nom 
l09% = (0. 0.12) I D 3  = 4.20DJD (SF'met Tanks: 
The  total  effect  on spacecraf t  gross weight i s  7. 54 percent.  
o ther  mis s ion  modes are summar ized  in  Table 11. 6. 
of the var ious  models  are given in  Section 9. 2. 
however ,  tha t  uncertaint ies  i n  the meteoroid models  should not exceed one o r d e r  
of magnitude. 
S imi la r  ana lyses  f o r  
Discuss ions  of the assumpt ions  
It seems reasonable  to  a s s u m e ,  
Solar  Cosmic  Padiat ion 
Fffortc cf - - ce r t z in r i es  ifi fs l=r c ~ 5 m - i ~  rzdizt:cr. 2" s n a s - ~ r r a f t  u r i ~ i n h t  a r e  
r--- - -  - - C J - - -  -- - * * -  - ..- 
evaluated d i rec t lv  iz t e r m s  of c f i aqes  in main m-ission rnodsfe weight. 
n o m i n a l  s h e l t e r  h a s  a 2 2  g m / s q  c m  s h i e l d :  if  rn .~x?~. t im~ recover!- f ac to r s  a r e  
assilmed, the shield tlhickness c o ~ i d  be redaced ,  poss ib l> -  t s  10 g r n / s q  c m ,  or  
to  about half the original value.  
11. 5 
The 
System Weight Sensit ivity Summary 
It can  be concluded tha t ,  f r o m  a n  overa l l  s y s t e m  weight standpoint,  the  t h r e e  
m o s t  significant environmental  f ac to r s  are a tmosphere ,  meteoro id  flux and veloci ty  
spec t r a ,  and solar radiation flux, although the significance of the  latter effect  is 
due in  l a r g e  pa r t  to the  l ack  of design information n e c e s s a r y  to protect  aga ins t  
a s sumed  radiat ion fluxes. 
Spacecraf t  weight alone m a y  not be  the mos t  significant effect  on s y s t e m  design. 
Of equal  impor tance  a r e :  
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Requirements for aero entry system lift-to-drag ratio. 
Navigation accuracies (including allowances for seasonal and diurnal 
effects). 
Knowledge of surface features for landing site selection. 
Knowledge of soil conditions and local terrain,  which have an 
interaction on MEM impact attenuator design and surface rover 
design (and feasibility). 
Knowledge of surface ionization, which could have a strong effect on 
equipment design and development, as well as the validity of unmanned 
probe flyby measurements of the atmosphere by means of rf attenua- 
tion experiments. 
The above factors are  discussed in the following sections, and qualitative 
assessments of experiment priorities made 
11-16 
12. PRIORITY RATINGS 
The foregoing analyses established the sensitivities of the manned Mars 
mission system to uncertainties in the Martian and Cismartian environment. 
The interactions between the environment and the manned Mars mission system 
were established by gathering and analyzing available data mn the martian and 
interplanetary environments. Upper and lower bounds were placed upon the 
environment data i n  an effort to  establish limits on the uncertainties i? each 
environmental factor. It was not possible to establish meaningful bounds on 
all environmental factors, and in some cases a parametric approach was used, 
that i s ,  ranges of uncertainries in environmental factors were assumed and 
examined for the effect on mission system- design. 
The designs were analyzed to determine the effects of uncertainties in 
the environmental factors on the system design, particularly in terms of the 
gross weight of the system. 
analysis were given in Table 11. 6. 
The results of the mission weight sensitivity 
12. 1 Evaluation Factors 
As noted previously, factors other than system weight can influence the 
manned mission. 
1) Design Feasibility 
Mission systems or subsystems can fail because they a re  based on 
inaccurate design criteria. 
factors. Examples are: inadequate shielding against solar radiation 
environment, and, of lesser importance, surface rovers designed for 
surface properties considerably different than the actual surface properties 
The possible existence of a surface ionization layer can lead to electrical 
system breakdown if  adequate equipment design and testing is not provided 
for.  
represent vitally needed design criteria, must be given a high priority. 
Mission success can be jeopardized by these 
Items such as these which involve questions of fea6ibility, o r  which 
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However, it is difficult to assign numerical ratings within such a category 
because all items relate to mission success,  although some items could 
lead to catastrophic failures whereas others would compromise the accom- 
plishment of some scientific objective. 
2) System Weight 
This category of interactions can be related to increases in  spacecraft 
gross weight depending upon the uncertainty in the environmental factors. 
The uncertainty in the Martian atmosphere falls within this category. The 
properties of the Martian atmosphere affect many elements of the mission, 
including the lift-to-drag ratio of the main spacecraft, the altitude of the 
parking orbit, the lander impact velocity, and the amount of propulsion 
required to return the manned lander to orbit. 
can be placed on the possible variations in the atmosphere making i t  possible 
to adjust the design of the spacecraft to accommodate the uncertainties. 
Hence, the uncertainties i n  the atmosphere can be converted into system weight 
penalties. 
in te rms  of overall mission weight penalties include allowances for uncertainties 
in the winds, which generally require an increased propulsion capability in the 
Mars excursi,on module to negate drift range and velocity at impact. 
Fortunately, reasonable bounds 
Additional examples of environmental factors that can be assessed 
In general, the difference between factors in Categories (1) and ( 2 )  lies 
in the fact that the uncertainties in the environmental factors in Category (1) 
cannot be bounded. As a result ,  it i s  not known whether the spacecraft can 
be altered sufficiently to accommodate the uncertainties. Items in  Category ( 2 )  
can be bounded with reasonable confidence and the spacecraft design altered 
to accommodate the uncertainties. 
12-2 
3 )  Nlis sion Operations 
Environmental factors in Category (3) affect the operation of the spacecraft. 
For  example, the uncertainty in the density and scale height of the atmosphere 
affect the parking orbit altitude of the main spacecraft. 
de t e rdned  to a reasonable degree of certainty to assure proper lifetime in the 
orbit, etc. 
variations in the atmosphere. 
operation of the lander craft, which might be scheduled to avoid dust storms 
over desirable landing sites, etc. 
This factor must be 
I 
I 
1 
1 
i Additional items in this category a re  the diurnal and seasonal 
The meteorology of Mars also can affect the 
4)  Xission SJ-sterr. Development 
The final category of environmental factors includes those which influence 
the development of the mission system. 
uncovered during the sensitivity analysis is the possible existence of an 
ionization layer near the surface of Mars, which could create problems in the 
operation of the electrical apparatus aboard the Mars excursion module 
electrical breakdown and possible difficulties in communication. 
c d t i e a  t z z z  be rtvciclecl If the existe~re 2nd n z t u r e  of surh  a n  ionization belt is 
verified arrd steps are taken during the development program to prevent inter- 
ference from such ionization environrreents. 
storms on the Martian surface will also necessitate development tests to 
assure satisfactory operation of surface equipments in the dus t  environment. 
An important factor in this category 
causing 
Such diffi- 
The existence and n a h r e  of dust 
12. 2 Experiment Priorities 
A numerical rating system was used to aid in establishing priorities for 
the measurements of the Martian and Cismartian environment factors. 
environmental factor was rated in each of the four categories discussed above: 
Each 
o Design feasibility 
o System weight 
o Mission operations 
o System development 
12-3 
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The results of the analysis a r e  given in Table 12.1. The most important 
factor was assigned a priority value of 3 and the lowest a value of 1. 
four factors discussed above, that of design feasibility is the most important 
and cannot be compared on a numerical basis with the other four categories; 
hence, the ratings a re  not summed "horizontally. I '  It i s  essential that 
environmental factors which affect the design feasibility of the manned systems 
be measured by the unmanned precursors.  Items which affect the gross  weight 
of the manned spacecraft system must be taken into account in the ordering of 
experiment priorities, but failure to make these measurements accurately 
should not result in catastrophic failure of the manned system. 
Of the 
12. 2. 1 Solar Cosmic Radiation Environment 
The results indicate that most important factor affecting the design of the 
manned spacecraft system is  the solar cosmic radiation environment. 
Solar cosmic radiation i s  important, not only because it has a large 
influence on the weight of the manned system, but because it i s  very difficult 
with the present state of knowledge of the radiation environment and effective- 
ness of manned shields to establish design cr i ter ia  for protection against the 
radiation environment that will assure mission success.  
entering into the establishment of meaningful design cr i ter ia  for the solar 
radiation shielding a re :  the radiation environment to which the manned system 
will be exposed, the effectiveness and behavior of the shield in attenuating the 
radiation, and the physiological reaction of the crew to the radiation environ- 
ment. 
Although measurements of the environment a re  being made on the present 
Mariner 4 Spacecraft, additional measurements must be given a high priority on 
Voyager and other unmanned precursor spacecraft. Sufficient experiments must 
be conducted to establieh a statistically meaningful model of solar events includ- 
ing the large relativistic f lare.  
The three factors 
Large uncertainties exist in the definition of the radiation environment. 
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Table 12. 1 ENVIRONMENT PRIORITIES 
c 
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A lower degree of uncertainty is associated with the effectiveness of 
radiation shielding; however, even here ,  additional experimental work must be 
carried out in ground-based laboratories to establish the effectiveness of 
shields. An uncertainty of about 100 percent in  shielding effectiveness exists 
at present for high energy solar events. 
Many unknowns exist in our knowledge of the response of the crew to high 
energy radiations. 
the manned Mars mission to assume that crews exposed to large doses of 
radiation over the course of the t r ip  tend to recover from the effects of the 
radiations according to recovery models proposed by Blair and others. 
These recovery models presume that irreparable damage from typical 
radiations is of the order of 10 percent, and is characterized by recovery half 
lives of the order 3 to 4 weeks. The amount of irreparable damage assumed 
by these typical recovery models i s  based upon animal experiments in which 
the subjects were exposed primarily to x-rays and fast neutrons. These 
recovery models have not been tested for radiation doses typical of those 
that might be experienced during the long duration planetary missions. 
Additional experiments must be carried out in this area.  
It has been the practice during the course of studies of 
In summary, many uncertainties exist in our knowledge of the solar 
cosmic radiation environment, the effectiveness of shields, and in man's 
response to the probable radiation environment to which he will be exposed. 
Experiment programs must be designed and carried out to reduce these 
Uncertainties, and to establish better and more precise design cr i ter ia .  
Ratings : Design Feasibility 3 
Sys tern Weight 3 
Mission Operations 3 
System Development 3 
Meteoroid Environment 
The second priority environmental factor is that of the meteoroid hazard, 
The environment-mior ion syotem interaction analyoio oummariaed in Table 11.6 
indicates that the uncertaintieo in the meteoroid environment can have a large 
effect upon system weight. Problems aeoociated with measurementr of this 
environmental factor are  given below. A more complete dircuroion of this 
effect is given in  Volume II. 
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A!thoi;gfi there a r e  fa:r!y large uncer tan t ies  In th s  meteoroid envirocment. 
the  environment &&I? be bounded w-rthin reasonable lim-its. Fzrtherm-ore I 
part; c l e  velocities tend 
to decrease m t h  increasing distznze from the center of the solar system, so 
that the m-eteoroid environment wi l l  be less  hostile even though the flux rates 
&re predicted to be those of the near-Earth environment. 
uncertainties in the envfronme nt, particularly as the inner reaches of the 
asternirt, belt t l r e  enrcuz!ercd 5 3  tha -~iciiSty of Mars, zttempts should be made 
t~ reduce the uncertakties as m-uch ;is possible, particularly with respezt to 
t h e  ve?sz:ty spectra of the meteoroid f lux .  
which have a darninant effect upon shielding design 
Because of the large 
The ' r e s t  s?d m:st r . ~ ; a n ~ n g i u l  data ~ v K i a b l z  a re  those kased u p c ~  V I S U ~ ~  
2-d - T E ~ Z T  z ~ : s ~ = . v ~ ~ ' , G R s  iron: ground based st-;tt;ons at the Ezrth. 
pzst 15 yezrs j v e r y  1;rge ?umber of measurements have been made, of the 
order of 15 000 to 20 ,000 ,  giving memmgful data on the velocities I the masses  
the visual mzgnitudes znd the characteristics of the interplanetary orbits of the 
pa r t i rk s .  
particles c m  be chtained, and because the range of masses  of the particles 
observed exrend dow? to the s.zes that c a n  be expected to be encountered during 
ii-t: ~ ~ - p  
Over the 
The data a re  especially useful because the velocity spectra of the 
-* * L .  L , I I  1vtzrs.  ne estimaxes o i  f j w c  made ircrn thpse rne;surements are 
z te  to  w,tfiin i to  2 s rde r s  ci r,qp..:-~c!e~ 
Experiments must be designed not oniy to measure the flux in the regrons 
of interest 3ut also the velocity spectra as wel l .  
~ L L :  b e  tsken t~ the measirernent of the meteoroid environment. The cuxrent 
attempts to  maire these meassrement s with Pegasus-type satellites are 
Ir?ade?uate becauise they grve falaeioss readings when operated an the presence 
of trapped ~zci :~t :cz k e l t s  irr th- vscinit>- cf the planets, and a re  not able to  
sbtain inr-ormztf-on abcu: the velocities oi the partlcles.  
be placed onbcard the Vcyager spacecraft using conventional sensor techniques 
a re  likewise not mranmgful far  applicaticn to the design of the manned planetary 
A complete new approach 
Experiments that can 
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system because the sizes of particles likely to be encountered with the small 
sensor areas are not applicable to the design of the manned system. 
has recently proposed a new approach to the measurement of the meteoroid 
environment wliich 'is capable of measuring velocities to a reasonably high 
degree of accuracy, and of sensing particles in large numbers, in the sizes 
of interest to the design of the manned system. 
TRW 
It is recommended that additional analytical research be carried out in 
the field of meteoroid flux analyses in an attempt to predict more accurately 
the velocity spectra of the interplanetary particles and particles which may be 
trapped near the target planets. Possible approaches a re  described in 
Appendix A to Volume II . 
Ratings : Design Feasibility 2 
System Weight 3 
Mission Operations 1 
System Development 1 
Martian Atmo sphere 
Uncertainties in the Martian atmosphere have not been given a top priority 
rating because although the atmosphere has a significant influence on many 
facets of the design of the manned system, the degree of interaction can be 
estimated reasonably well from the extreme upper and lower boundr establirhed 
for the atmosphere and accommodated with system design changes. The most 
significant interaction with the design of the manned system is the increare in 
the lift-to-drag ratio on the atmospheric braking versions of the manned ryrtem. 
The lift-to-drag ratio requirement is dictated by the navigation corridor which 
is not particularly stringent for the entry velocities expected for the Marr aero- 
dynamic capture mode. The lift-to-drag ratio affectr heat protection provirionr 
and the location of the center of gravity, which may have a pronounced effect on 
the general layout of equipmentr within the rpacecraft . The equipment location 
problem i r  not difficult for low valuer of lift-to-drag ratio, but can become 
difficult if lift-to-drag ratior in excera of 0.4  are required, A more complete 
dircurrion of there problemr i r  given in Section 6 .  
1 
, 
l 
a 
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e In summary, the atmosphere has a significant influence on the design of the 
spacecraft, but reasonable upper and lower boiznds can be established €or the 
properties of the atmosphere, and the uncertainties accommodated by proper 
design of the spacecraft system. 
Ratings : Design Feasibility 2 
System Weight 2 
Misgion Operations 1 
System Development i 
Bio-Contamination 
One of the most difficult environmental factors to analyze is that of possible 
bio-contarn-ination which wiif influence the operations of the larider crews, and 
possibly the altitude af the parking orbit. 
tion problem to be considered are: the possible contamination of the Mars 
biological forms by the lander crews , thus interfering with or invalidating 
experiments to search for and analyze the nature of the life forms on M a r s ;  
secondly, there may be life forms present on Mars  which would be dangerous 
to  the lander crews or to the entire crew i f  such hostile life forms were intro- 
duced into the main spacecraft. Conceivably, these hostile life forms could be 
brought back to Earth i f  the crew was unaware of their presence and could not 
take zppropriate steps to prevent their introduction into the Earth's environment. 
The two aspects of the bio-contarnina- 
The problem of measuring o r  analyzing the possible bio-contamination 
environment is especially difficult because it requires obtaining statistically 
meaningful data, which may require a fairly large number of experiments to be 
performed over several precursor missions. 
At the present time it seems more fruitful  to establish decontamination 
procedinee that will assure that pathogens a re  not introd Tced into the-Martian 
environment , or  back into the earth environment, than it is  to define with 
high confidence the exact nature of the bioenvironment at Mars. 
procedures are  required in any case,  and probably can be relied upon to 
satisfy the biocontarnination constraints on the early missions. 
Decontamination 
Ratings: De sign Fe a sibility 2 
System Weight I 
Mi s sion Operations 2 
System Development 2 
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Surface Conditions 
The composition, soil strength and bearing properties of the soil a re  
reasonably high priority items. The analyses reported in  Section 8 
indicated that the performance of surface rover vehicles could be seriously 
reduced i f  clayey type of surface soils are  encountered on Mars. 
clayey soils would greatly reduce the trafficability of the surface rover because 
of the relatively high coefficients of cohesion. Although the surface rovers 
could be designed to overcome soils of this type, the range of surface rovers 
able to cope with the clayey soils is considerably less than that of rovers 
designed for operation in sandy or  more stable soils. 
nature of the soil, it would be necessary to equip the surface rovers with 
track running gear. 
were known with a reasonable degree of certainty that clayey or  sticky soils 
would not be encountered. The nature of the soil would not adversely affect 
the design of the impact gear of the Mars excursion module unless an extremely 
soft material were encountered such as a frothy material predicted for the lunar 
surface. 
The 
Lacking data on the 
System weight reductions could be accomplished i f  it 
In general, the topological features of Mars must be established by 
photographic reconnaissance from unmanned precursor orbiter systems, and 
by unmanned landers equipped with cameras. Although the requirements for 
extensive photographic analyses of the surface of Mars cannot be readily 
assigned numerical ratings based upon sensitivity analyses of the manned 
system, it nontheless constitutes an important requirement which will tend to  
dominate the precursor missions to a large extent, principally because of the 
large amount of data that must be returned to Earth for analysis purposes. It 
can be expected that the scientific community will desire a thorough analysie 
of the surface features of Mars before they wil l  endorse the selection of one 
o r  more primary landing sites for the manned missions. Consequently, all 
precursor missions should be equipped with television systems or photographic 
systems so that a maximum amount of data can be obtained from each miesion 
within the limitations of the communication systems, 
12-10 
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Ratings : Design Feasibilrty 2 
System Weight 1 
kiission Operations 2 
System Development 2 
Reduced Priority Environmental Factors 
Table 12.3 indicates that the remaining environmental factors will not 
have 1, dnmAn=tting idliipEcp 0.n t& ~ ~ l ~ ~ t i ~ ~  of ~ ~ m - ~ n ~ - p d  p r ~ c i r s r  c y r t ~ m s ;  
however, several of these environmental factors in this reduced priority 
category should be taken into accorrnt wherr selecting the experiment payloads 
f D r  th2 m.unznned precursors. 
s&ruc t t ; rn s  on M a i s ,  which ir2hence the design of the Mars excursion m d u l e s ,  
the freqiaency -ad extent of dust storms, which may have a significant influence 
OR the operations of the lander crews. 
at high altitudes above the Martian surface pose a difficult problem for the 
unmanned precursor missions. 
to 30,000 feet above the Martian surface a re  very low, making it necessary to 
use large, heavy balloon systems to operate at these altitudes for the measure- 
ments of w k d s .  
Amc.ng thsse are the analysis of the wind 
The measurement of winds, particularly 
In general, the densities expected at 20,000 
The general area af rneieorolc~gital  experiaents for Mars requires the  
tiST? of 2 re?ztitively large srr;3unt of datz;, tt.k;i& will 1rr;pose severe 
requrremects GZ t&e zommumcation systems si the uxwinned precursor vehicles. 
At the present time, the state of the art of conducting meteorological experi- 
ments from sateUte systems is not advanced t o  the point where a complete 
analysis of the meteorology of a planet can be established from these measure- 
ments alone. 
reasonably large number of lander stations which are  read out by the satellite 
system. 
community but wil l  be of relatively moderate importance to the design of the 
m a n e d  system, 
precilrsor systems both in  terms of numbers of satellites and lander systems 
as well as in terms of the large amount of data that must be gathered and com- 
municated to the Earth, the complete ar,alysis of the meteorology of Mars Will 
It is necessary to augment these satellite systems with a 
In general, this area will be of strong interest to the scientific 
In relation to the complexity introduced into the unmanned 
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1 3 * . CON c LU SONS 
The following conclusions can be drawn f rom the analyses and results 
derived in this report: 
1 .  The priorities for the experiments in  the order of their importance 
a re :  solar cosmic radiation environment, meteoroid environment, 
and atmospheric properties. 
2 .  Nuclear radiation dosages - appear to be within limits prescribed for 
2 the Apollo mission, assuming a shield of 22 gm/cm . Recovery 
effectiveness, i f  realizable, could reduce the shield to 10 gmlcm . 
resulting in a 4 €3 percent reduction of spacecraft gross weight. 
The Mars atmosphere contributes sozewhat  to shielding against 
nuclear radiation, and does not cause peaking of total secondary 
radiations. Uncertainties in shielding effectiveness, ana in the 
radiation environment could cause increases in shield thickness to 
35 gm/cm2 which would increase spacecraft gross weight by 3 . 5  
percent. Total uncertainties could thus amount to 8 .3  percent. 
A comprehensive experiment program should be performed in earth- 
based facilities to establish sh i e ld iq  effectiveness and man’s 
tolerance to the solar radiation environment. 
2 
3 .  The uncertainties in the ?+?artian ecvironrt-ent a s  bod::ded Sy the 
Schilling If Upper Lircit Model (132 mb) and the NASA Engineering 
Model 3 (10 m b )  tan r e d x e  the entry corridor in the worst case 
from 7 4 . 5  km to 21.9 km €or a spacecraft having a lift-to-drag ratio 
capability of 0.3, and to 46 krn for L ‘D  = 0 .4 .  Corridor reduction due 
to roll requirements a r e  negligible , but uncertainties in diurnal effects 
on atmosphere scale height and density, which were not calculated 
directly for the Martian atmosphere, could reduce the corridor by an 
additional 10 k m ,  based on Earth entry analyses. The corridor 
accuracy attainable with state-of-the- a r t  navigation systems is 
estimated to be 5.4 km ( 3  a which i s  within the capabilities of the 
L/D = 0.3 aero entry system, unless the diurnal effects are greater  
than 10-15 km. 
13 -1 
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4. Aero heating shield requirements are not stringent (amounting to 
about 7 percent of the spacecraft weight at Mars  entry) and do not 
vary greatly with L D,  up to about L / D  = 0 . 3  to 0 . 4 .  Abou$4000 
lbs additional shielding is required i f  L/D is increased from 0.1 to 
0.3. The greatest effect cm shielding is due to uncertainties in 
scale height, which determine the length of time the shield is 
retained after entry until a safe jettisoning altitude is reached. 
Uncertainties in  composition are  not important, except for the effect 
of compoeition on density variation with altitude. 
effects are  reduced to a minimum by sharply pointing the forebody 
of the spacecraft. 
Radiative heating 
5. Atmosphere surface density can affect the design of the Mars Ekcursion 
Module in the areas of decelerator sizes and weights, and in ascent 
trajectory shaping and propellant requirements. 
(parachute plus retro) weights can be increased by 1.8 percent in the 
woret caae, leading to 0.1 percent increase in spacecraft gross  weight. 
Aecent trajectory lor see a re  affected appreciably because of parking 
orbit altitude variation with denrity. Increases of 2.3 percent in space- 
craft grorr weight can be brought about in the worst case. . 
The lander 'touchdown dynamics can be affected by so i l  conditions'and 
terrain characterietics, but to a minor degree. Landing gear designs 
can be adopted which minimize these effects with little increase in 
weight, 
Decelerator 
. 
6 
7 .  Winder can have a substantial effect ,on landing operations, due to  reduced 
virion because of dust, excessive drift rates,  which must be" nulled 
before impact, and propulsion requirements to null drift velocity and 
drift range. In the woret case spaceciaft grose weights could increase 
by 0 . 7  percent due to winds. Drift knitere must be installed td permit 
drift cancellation. The effects of winds on MEM ascent are  small be- 
cauee of the small dynamic predrures"generated. 
Uncertainties in meteoroid flux mass models can amount to one order 
of magnitude, resulting in shielding weight increases of about 100 per- 
cent. 
8 .  
The resulting increase in Spacecraft gross weight is 7.5 percent. 
; 3 - 2  
It is noted that meteoroid flux and shielding effectiveness uncertainties 
have a relatively Large effect on mission weight, and & o d d  be reduced 
by precursor missions. 
9 .  Surface rover performance could be seriously affected by unusually 
weak or sticky soils. 
design techniques, particularly the use of wide track techniques, but 
range performance would be reduced. 
These effects can be minimized by proper 
10. The presence of a strong ionization belt at the surface of Mars has been 
predicted. 
eq%.ipment, and communication radiators. It also interjects an 
uncertainty in Mariner 4 m-easurements of the atmosphere by radio 
attenuation techniques. 
This belt could affect the proper functioning of electrical 
11 . Biological contamination interactions could influence surface operations 
to a large extent. 
to avoid harmful Contaminations of the Martian environrrent, and of the 
lander crews. 
Decontamination procedures have been established 
12. Experiment priorities as determined from the foregoing analysis are: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d .  
Solar cosmic radiation and shielding effectiveness 
Micrometeoroid flu and shielding effectiveness 
Det  e rrr-inatior! of atxissphe r e  properties 
Surface features and soil properties 
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APPENDLX A. MARTlAN ENWRONMENT 
A. 1 Surface Markings 
The  visual surface markings of the planet M a r s  can  be categorized as {I )  
the  white polar cap regions,  (2) the bright pinkish and orange areas, and { 3) 
the dark areas. Below is a brief s u m m a r y  of the characteristics of these types 
of surface feagures, and some of the physical data and hypothetical explanations 
pertinent to them. 
d e  Vaucouleurs) on a merca to r  projection. 
Flgsre 8; 19 ia a mmp ~f the prerr..!ssr,t ~zrface m.arkings (after 
Pola r  Cap Regions 
The polar cap regions appear visually as bril l iant white areas possessing 
an  apparent reflection coefficient of 0.153 { A  = 0. 43 4) at 70* incidence, which 
would correspond to  a reflection coefficient a t  normal  incidence of 0.447 if the 
albedo of the atmosphere is neglected. Since the  reflection coefficient of snow 
in this spec t r a l  range is about 0.9, :it i s  general ly  conceded tha t  the polar caps 
m a y  be thin depoeits of hoarfrost  combined with o rd ina ry  ice, and the relative 
amounts of these forms of crystal l ized water  m a y  vary considerably with the  
mar t ian  seasons.  Exper iments  have virtually eliminated the  possibil i ty that  the 
,-I ---I - - -  ---II- 
2 '  p b # A = A  L E Y =  o l e  LLJllUeIlsed cc 
The thickness of the polar caps is st l l l  a ma t t e r  of dispute .  In the absence 
of experimental de te rmhat ion  of :'P;aiiiater content of Mars, other  than upper 
bounds, t he  thickness may be between a few millimeters to  perhaps  ten centi- 
meters. 
The caps al ternate  between North and South polar reg ions  with season.  In 
local s u m m e r ,  they a lmost  completely d isappear ,  thus indicating the exis tence 
of a mechanism for w a t e r  t r ans fe r  across the equator.  
The connection between aeasonal var ia t ions in the br ightness  of dark areas 
and polar cap disappearance has  been noted by many obse rve r s .  
cap  ehrinks,  a d a r k  band o r  fringe appea r s  a t  i t s  edge. 
regular  fashion, leaving behind dark  bands and white patches indicative of polar 
a r e a  depressions and elevated a reas .  The darkening radiates and propagates in 
a f a i r ly  reproducible fashion f r o m  the receding c a p  into the t empera t e  zone with 
advancing s u m m e r ,  and eventually sp i l l s  a c r o s s  the  equator into the other  
hemisphere.  
A5 the polar 
The c a p s  recede  in 
With the a r r i v a l  of full summer, the  polar area t u r n s  pale again. 
A -1 
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The darkening seems  ta follow along cer ta in  fixed a r t e r i e s .  
of correlat ion between polar cap recess ion  and the reproducible darkening along 
these "channels, I '  but the mechanism involved is unknown, although speculations 
(liquid or  vaporous water t ransfer  in depressed  f i s su res ,  by porosity, by a 
vegetation process ,  by ar t i f ic ia l  "canals") have been advanced. 
The re  is l i t t le  doubt 
4' 
Bright Areas  
The bright a r e a s  of the sur face  of M a r s  compr ise  m o r e  than one-half the 
These areas appear visually as orange-pink in  color ,  with total  surface a rea .  
some variations locally over the surface.  
The spec t rum of visible light reflected f r o m  these areas r e sembles  quite 
However, differences occur in  the near  infrared closely that of r e d  sandstone. 
( A  -1-2 p ) .  
fe ls i te  mixed with felsi t ic rhyolite. 
of a composition of finely powdered limonite ( i r o n  hydroxide). 
meteorological phenomena ( yellow cloud formations and movements) over these 
a r e a s  is consistent with dust s t o r m  formation over t e r r e s t r i a l  dese r t s ,  and lends 
some support to  the hypothesis of finely-grained dusty composition of the surface 
in bright a r eas .  
It has  been suggested on this  bas i s  that the composition may be 
Polarization studies have led to  the hypothesis 
The occurrence of 
The most  acceptable hypothetical surface composition has  been until recent ly  
limonite P e O ( 0 H )  - nH20 t F e 2 0 3  n H 2 0 J .  However, Van Tassel and 
Salisbury (Reference A. 1) have shown by laboratory experiments  that  the 
spec t romet r ic  measurements  which lead to the limonite hypothesis a r e  ambiguous. 
They argue that the mart ian surface mater ia l s  could well be composed pr imar i ly  
of finely divided grains  of s i l icates ,  or of coarse-gra ined  silicates coated with 
finely divided l imonite without chaqging the observed spec t romet r ic  charac te t i s t ics .  
Dark Areas  
The d a r k  areas appear as i r r egu la r ly  variable visual fea tures  of the surface.  
Because of their  low surface br ightness  and geometr ical ly  limited extent, the 
da rk  a r e a s  a r e  ve ry  difficult to  study by prec ise  physical techniques. 
the physical data  on these areas are of low quality, and a r e  often of doubtful value. 
Thus,  the major i ty  of observations available are visual. 
Therefore ,  
$-  
The d a r k  areas cover approximately one-third of the total  mar t i an  surface 
0 a rea .  some places into the northern hemisphere.  
They appear predominantly in  a belt south of the equator,  but project in 
The re  a r e  a l s o  a few l a rge  d a r k  a r e a s  
A - 2  
(oases) ,  north of the equator, unconnected to the dark belts. Visually, dark areas  
appear greenish-grey, dark blue, deep purple or violet-grey. Some of these color 
mixtures may be due to contrast effects with the surrounding bright orange-pink 
areas .  
The extent and geometrical shape of portions of the dark a reas  have been 
observed to change with season, along with their photometric properities (tint and 
polarization of reflected light). These areas become darker in spring and summer, 
~ i i d  fads in *-iiitei. The  darkeri.iig tee11 sbaerved to advailce from1 the +etediag 
polar cap toward the equator and into the opposite hemisphere. 
A difference in the infrared spectrum of the bright and dark a reas  has been 
observed. 
the spectrum of the dark a reas ,  but not in that of the bright areas. 
suggested that these absorption bands may indicate the presence of organic 
molecules in the dark areas .  
Weak absorption bands in  the region between h = 3. 5-3. 8 p appear in 
It has been 
There are many hypotheses concerning the nature of the dark areas.  These 
include (1) the existence of lichen-like vegetation, (2) ancient oceanic beds, ( 3 )  
lava fields with a variable covering of dust f rom the bright a reas ,  and (4) regions 
of dark volcanic dust deposits. 
reasonable criticism, and none appears very acceptable at present. 
All  of these hypotheses a r e  subject to some 
The occurrence of dark streaks on the bright a reas  of Mars has been reported- 
These markings a r e  too small t o  be photographed, and there is great controversy 
concerning their existence and interpretation. 
but the great variability in visual data reported concerning their locations, extents 
and other features places this "surface feature" in the realm of pure speculation. 
They have been called "canals, '' 
Volcanos 
It has been suggested that the shape and changes of visual surface markings 
can be explained on the basis of ash and lava excreted and ejected by active volcanos 
on Mars. In particular, irregular morphology of certain of the dark a reas  has been 
ascribed to the fall-out of volcanic dust carr ied by the martian wind and atmospheric 
circulation systems. If such interpretations were true,  it  would indicate a wide- 
spread vulcanism on Mars only slightly in excess of te r res t r ia l  volcanic activity. 
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However, there  have been strong cr i t ic i sms  of the vulcanism theory. At 
this t ime there  is little believable evidence for  the existence of Golcanic activity 
on Mars ,  and a majority of obse rve r s  specializing in this  planet a r e  of the opinion 
that such activity is either of minor significance, o r  non-existent. 
one observation of a small ,  bri l l iant spot on M a r s  has  been repor ted  to  have p e r -  
sisted for more  than one hour in December,  1951. 
f i rmed and isolated. 
However, 
This  observation is uncon- 
Mountains and Valleys 
Approximately three-fourths  of the surface of M a r s  is covered by the bright 
a r eas .  Their  relief must be f la t ,  o r  at best  gently r is ing,  since no prominences 
have ever  been consistently observed under favorable shadow conditions a t  the 
terminator ,  under oblique illumination. 
no  mountains higher than 6 to  14 thousand feet  anywhere on the planet. However, 
localized regions (small, bright spots) consistently appear  at fixed places on the 
planet ( N i x  Olympica, Mountains of Mitchel). These  can be interpreted as isolated 
peaks of sufficient elevation to  produce or  accrue  condensations of f r o s t  o r  clouds. 
It has  been concluded that t he re  can be 
Direct  observation of declivitieslinterpretahle as valley-like o r  canyon-like 
s t ructure  has  not been made. 
Plains  
The bright a r e a s  of Mars  have been best  explained as sandy d e s e r t s  o r  b a r e  
a r e a s  covered by a silicated dust mixture  of i ron  oxide. 
explain their  uniformity and permanence. 
approximately 0.15 is ve ry  similar to  that of t e r r e s t r i a l  d e s e r t  a r e a s .  
This  would generally 
The mean visual albedo of Mars  of 
In summary  it a p p e a r s  that the interpretat ion of the bright a r e a s  of M a r s  as 
relatively re l ie f less  dese r t  plains of unproven mineralogical  composition is most  
consistent with available physical data. 
There  is no trustworthy evidence concerning the probable soi l  mechanical 
propert ies  of the surface,  such as gra in  s ize ,  depth of dust  o r  gra ins ,  soil  
bearing strength,  and so forth. 
Aerosols  and Clouds 
No  s ta t is t ical  data appear t o  exis t  about the frequency of occurrence  of 
aerosol  par t ic les  that a r e  suspended in the atmosphere,  o r  of clouds. 
mar t ian  surface fea tures  a r e  visible f r o m  the E a r t h ' s  sur face  a t  wavelengths 
Usually 
a 
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greazer  thari k”4550 3 ,  but the snr iace  is a s d a l l y  obscured at  wavelengths less 
Q > -  t % ~ n  4-4559 -4 (Reference  A. 2 ) .  TF-is ty?e of obscAration, ger.era::y called the 
Slue or violet ?iaze, c l e a r s  occasionally f o r  one to  f ive days to r evea l  sur face  
mark ings  over a small f r ac t ion  of the disc, or even the en t i re  disc.  
m a y  d isappear  i n  a few hours. 
the p re sence  of yellow clouds (Reference A. 3).  
The blue haze 
The  c lear ings  usual ly  occur  near  opposition, o r  i n  
The clouds are  frequently c lassi f ied as blue, white, or yellow, even though 
c;tf,er co!c;rr; may appcay, 
Blue clouds are usually present  in the equator ia l  zones nea r  the t e rmina to r s .  
iiov.sever 
are a l s o  generally present  in  the vicinity of the a>Jtcnn-u. inter  polar reg ions ,  but 
car,cot be seen throLgh red f i l t e rs .  
The b l u e  clzuds appear brink+ thrniigh ;r hli-ic filter. 6-*” I--- -- 
the clodds disappear  d a r i n g  midday (Refe rence  A. 4). The blue clouds 
The  white clouds appear  white to  the eye  and can  be seen  through e i ther  blue 
or r e d  filters. Doilfus (Reference  A. 4) a l s o  bel ieves  that these  clouds are  c o m -  
posed of small c r y s t a l s ,  similar to those of c i r r u s  clouds on the ear th .  
mos t  conspicuous example of all the white cloud types  begins to  form during 
autumn over  the winter  pole. 
ice  capi  and extends into the t empera t e  lati tude of the winter hemisphere  to  
approximateiy 43 . I n e  p o la r  cloud d isdppedrs  ~ V U U  afie:l thit i.ei-iid zqcinox. 
It a lso  appears io  be t ransparent  to  r e d  light.. 
The 
Eventually the  cloud completely c o v e r s  the  polar 
. -0 -- 
-2-3- - 
L ~ I C  s i h r t e  cloGd ma>- occur in ~; t$e r  rcgicris 3 s  ter ,usns haze, s c a r ~ e l ~  
The  cloads somet imes  disrir,gdiskable f r o m  blue haze, or a s  br ight  clouds. 
appear:  but r a r e l y ,  along the t e rmina to r s .  Since white clouds appear  s o m e -  
t i m e s  in  the afternoon, o r  in fixed a r e a s ,  one type of the  clouds may be con-  
-1 
vective. White clouds have been observed t o  move at speeds  up to  10 m s e c  . 
and m a y  be associated with t ravel ing cyclones that  are similar to those  that 
appear  on t h e  e a r t h  at midlati tudes.  
the globe a few thousand k i lome te r s  and ex is t  for weeks. 
for  d i scuss ion  of white clouds). 
The  white clouds s o m e t i m e s  extend around 
(See  Refe rence  A. 5 
Yellow clouds appear  br ight  through yellow or r e d  f i l t e r s ,  but a re  in-  
conspicuous through 51-e filters. 
swept up f r o m  the o range - red  sur face  (Refe rence  A. 5) ,  and the clouds usually 
appear  nea r  perihelion. 
d i sc  and l a s t  only o n e  or  two days.  
They a r e  believed to  be dust that  has  been 
The  clouds may cover  only a small f rac t ion  of the 
Because  of the s h o r t  l i fe t ime of the clouds,  
A-5 
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Ryan shows that the dust grains  may be as l a rge  as a few hundred microns  in 
diameter .  
and last for severa l  weeks. 
height of 30 km. 
(Reference A. 7). 
On a few occasions the yellow clouds cover the whole visible planet 
Slipher says that most  yellow clouds extend to  a 
-1 
The apparent speed of the yellow clouds is l e s s  than 25 m s e c  
A. 2 Atmospheric Circulation 
A model of the general  a tmospheric  circulation is of in te res t  he re ,  principally 
because it specifies the mean seasonal  winds. 
l a rge ly  speculative, however, 
to  the summer  hemisphere at  low elevations and a r e v e r s e  flow at high elevations 
within the troposphere,  which seems  t o  be within about 30 k m  of the ground. The 
surface winds a r e  expected to  be light and variable. In the winter hemisphere the 
winds a r e  expected to increase  with increasing height at the r a t e  of about 1 m sec  
per km and flow f rom west to east .  
expected t o  increase with height a t  about the same r a t e ,  but t o  flow in  the opposite 
direction - -  f r o m  east  to west. 
space intervals the wind velocities a r e  expected to depar t  s t rongly f r o m  those of 
the mean model. 
Such specifications for  M a r s  a r e  
One expects a weak flow f r o m  the winter hemisphere 
-1 
The winds in the summer  hemisphere a r e  
One must  always r emember  that for small t ime and 
The observed mar t ian  wind velocities a r e  commonly deduced f r o m  the 
apparent movement of clouds, but such data  may  not yield rel iable  es t imates  of 
the t rue  wind speed. 
velocities would seem to l ie  within the t roposphere,  o r  below about 30 km,  and 
a t  some distance above the surface,  perhaps one km. 
-1 a r a t e  l e s s  than 10 m sec  (Reference A. 3). 
function of their  duration is shown in Figure A. 1. 
the speed of 25 m sec 
The mar t ian  clouds that have been used to  es t imate  wind 
The white clouds move a t  
The speed of yellow clouds as a 
Initially, the clouds move at 
-1 -1 but slow to  2 - 3  m sec  af ter  five days. 
Es t imates  of high su r face  wind speeds that would be requi red  t o  initiate 
dust s t o r m s  have been made by  Ryan (Reference A. 6). 
speeds required t o  s t a r t  dust s t o r m s  a r e  given in Table A. 1. 
r e fe r  to  the atmospheric p r e s s u r e  a t  the ground for mar t ian  model a tmospheres .  
The speeds in the 80 mb  column a r e  l e s s  than some of the observed speeds of 
yellow clouds. 
have not been observed on Mars .  
10 mb, which i s  possible, even s t ronger  winds would be required to  initiate dust 
s to rms .  
too smal l  to have been observed f r o m  the ear th .  
The minimum wind 
The p r e s s u r e s  
However, speeds as l a rge  as those entered in the 25 m b  ctolumn 
If the mar t ian  surface p r e s s u r e  is a s  low a s  
Stronger winds than have been observed can occur, though on a scale  
A -6 
Figure  A. i Speed of Large 
Yellow Clouds 
TABLE A. 1 MIPJIMUM HORIZONTAL WIND 
SPEED REQUIRED TO fNIT3ATE 
DUST STORMS 
Height(M) 25 m b  80 mb 
1 24 11 
5 31 14 
10 33 15 
loo 40 18 
A. 3 Atmospheric Water Substance 
Prior t o  1963 all evidence for the presence of water  substaxice OR the  sur face  
or  in the atmosphere of M a r s  was based OR indirect  inference. 
a t tempts  t o  detect  water vapor on M a r s  by spectroscopic  te5hniques were  
universally unsuccessful except insofar a s  they served  t o  se t  somewhat con- 
jec tura l  upper bounds to  the water  vapor content of the mar t i an  atmosphere.  
The s e v e r a l  
I I  
The kaplan,  Munch and Spinrad Determinat ion -
In 1963, Kaplan, M&ch and Spinrad (Reference  A. 6) announced the detection 
of "faint bst  unmistakable l ines which have been a sc r ibed  to  (Doppler shifted 
absorption by) H 0 in  M a r s '  atmosphere.  " The i r  conclusions,  however, were  
based zpon a study of a single spec t ra l  plate obtained during favorable low 
'nornidity conditions on t h e  night of l2-i3' A p r i l  1963. 
tained, by v i s u a l  inspection of the plate, the presence of mar t ian  H 0 l ines  as 
faint  red-shifted components in a number of the s t ronger  ( te l lur ic )  l ines  of the 
(2 ,  1, 1) water vapor band near  8200 41. 
t r ac ings  admittedly do not i l lustrate  convincingly the presence  of these  mar t i an  
H20 lines. 
shifted components have been visually ascer ta ined  f r o m  the plate, their  p re sence  
a l s o  becomes apparent  in  the microphotometer t racings.  
2 
T h e y  claim to  have a s c e r  - 
2 
Thei r  reproduced microphotometer  
The above authors  claim, however, that once the presence  of r e d -  
I t  
In their  prel iminary anno-. ncement, Kaplan, Munch and Spinrad l is ted a 
total  of eleven l ines  as having detectable components red-shif ted by the expected 
amount t o  be attr ibutable to  absorption in the mar t i an  atmosphere.  
briefly mentioned, however, t h e  possibility of some  of the l ines  a r i s ing  f r o m  
blends with Fraunhofer or te l lur ic  l ines .  
of the eleven original l ines  as possibly a r i s ing  f r o m  blends of weak Doppler 
They a l s o  
In a l a t e r  study, they eliminated two 
A-7 
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shifted Fraunhofer l ines with ordinar i ly  non-detectably weak te l lur ic  l ines.  
Ultimately, they based their  analysis  of water vapor abundance in the mar t i an  
atmosphere upon the average "equivalent width" of 0. 006 cm'l f o r  t h ree  definitely 
unblended l ines  at 8176.98 g , 8189. 27 
average equivalent width with labora tory  determined line s t rengths  and Ilcurves of 
growth" for the rtrongeet spec t ra l  l ines  in  the (2 ,  1, 1) band, they infer the existence 
of 5 x of mar t ian  a t m c s p h e r e  water vapor in their  optical path. 
Then, allowing for  a double elant t r a v e r s a l  of the mar t i an  a tmosphere  with a 
mean aecant  factor of 1. 8, they predict  that the abundance of water  vapor in the 
martfan a tmosphere  i s  equivalent t o  (1. 4 t 0.7) x loo3  g m  cmo3 c r o s s  section of 
ver t ical  optical path. .Or, in the somewhat awkward units conventionally utilized 
for specification of water vapor abundance. 
an& 8226. 96 &. By comparison of this 
-2 g m  cm 
' 
The Kaplan-Minch-Spinrad 
Mart ian Water Vapor = (1. 4 t - 0. 7) x precipi table-cm 
Abundance 
They a r e  careful t o  point out, however, that bet ter  da ta  is requi red  for m o r e  
definitive measuremente of mar t ian  atmosphere water vapor abundance. 
expect to obtain ouch data in an extensive and thorough study planned for  the m o r e  
favorable 1965 opporition, 
They 
Indirect  Inferencer of Mart ian Water Substance 
In 1952 Kuiper (Reference 5 .4  ) found the polar cape of M a r s  to  have 
reflection rpec t r a  conrir tent  with a thin layer  of H20 f rost .  
the light ref lected f rom the polar cape war  obeerved and interpreted by Dollfus 
(Reference A. 5) am a l r o  providing evidence for  the exir tence of H20 ice on the 
mar t ian  rurface.  
on Mare,  phare tranrit iono of H20 would be d i rec t ly  f r o m  ice to  vapor. 
rearonal  variation8 observed in the extent of the mar t i an  polar cape imply, 
that ,  at h a r t  sometime during the cycle,  a eignificant f rac t ion  of the total  mar t ian  
polar cap water  rubetance muet  ex i r t  in the f o r m  of a tmorpher ic  water vapor. 
. -On thio b a r i r  de  Vaucouleurr (Reference  A. 7)  h a r  e r t imated  Itan atmospheric  
water content of the order  of 0. 01 precip.  -cm o r  less. I '  Sagan (Reference A. 8) 
has  suggested the value of 0. 001 precip.  -cm,  based on the sublimation rate and 
assumed tempera ture  of a polar cap. 
sufficee,  according to Hees (Reference A. 9), t o  explain the nocturnal and l imb 
The polarization of 
At the t smpera tu re r  and vapor p r e r s u r e e  est imated to  prevail  
The 
I , moreover ,  a net t ranrpor t  of H20 between both poler. It then appears  reasonable 
An amount of this  o rde r  of magnitude 
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clouds observed on Mars. 
stared tha t  observat ions made  during a polar izat ion s tudy  of light s ca t t e r ed  by 
the m a r t i a n  haze w e r e  compatible with ice  pa r t i c l e s  of apprximately 0. 35 micron  
diameter, but not with qua r t z  par t ic les .  
par t ic le  size was  indicated by the t ime  var ia t ion of the  observed  polar izat ion and 
intensity pa t te rn  of the sca t t e red  light. 
In a recent  presentat ion,  Kuiper {Reference A. 10) 
He sa id  that  a v e r y  r ap id  var ia t ion  of 
The general conclusions of several invest igators  including de Vaucuuleurs 
and H e s s  is that the m a r t i a n  atmosphere probably r ix i ta ina  iip tc 0. clrl p r e c i p  - e m  
of water  substance,  with a n  uncertainty of approximately one o r d e r  of magnitude. 
It is believed, however,  that  mos t  of this water  subs tance  is dis t r ibuted within 
t h e  ice crp.td clozds,  a d  that the r e s idua l  amount in  the  form of t r u e  a tmospher ic  
water  vapor may be as low as 0. 001 precip.  -cm. 
Munch and Spinrad de termina t ion  of (1. 0014 precip.  -cm is compatible  with th i s  
latter inference.  
It will be seen  that the Kaplan ,  
I t  
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A P P E N C I X  B. SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES O F  MARS 
The m a s s  of a planet is  determined i n  either of two ways: by observation 
of the gravitational perturbations which it exe r t s  on the motions of the other 1 
I 
I 
planets, and of the asteroids;  and by observation of the planet 's  satel l i tes .  
methods are applicable to Mars.  
Both 
Neither method gives the planetary mass directly,  but r a the r  its r a t io  to  
that of the sun. 
Bosch,  l a t e r  improved by Clemence, was obtained by observation of the satel l i tes .  
It- IS  
The best current  estimate of this ra t io  for  Mars ,  that of Van den 
T h i s  ~ a f u e  has  been adopted as  s tandard b y  JPL. 
Measurement of the astronomical unit (e .  g . ,  by r ada r  observation of Venus) 
This  value m a y  be makes possible a determination of the value of GM for the Sun. 
combined with the above mass ra t io  to yield GM for Mars .  
n u m b e r s  are 
The cu r ren t  JPL 
,-I 
-4strocomicai unit = 1.49599 x 10'~ cm. 
2 Q  3 -2  Gkf (Szn; = 1, 37715 x 10 c m  s e c  . 
~irid lir-ally 
3 -2 CM ( h t a r s j  = (4 .  298 i - 0. 004) x d9 crn sec  . 
T h e  value of G-M for  iMars shauld suifice for most  applications. The actual 
value of the mass is obtained from the additional knowledge of the universal  
gravitational constant, G. 
Chr zanowski, 
The most accu ra t e  determination is that of Hey1 and 
3 -1 -2 G = ( 6 .  673 t 9. 903) x cm g m  sec  . - 
This gives 
26 3fass cd Lfars  = ( 6 .  441 + 3. 3 0 7 )  x IC, gm.  - 
B. 2 Rotational Data 
The s iderea l  rotational period adopted by the -4merican Ephemer is  and 
Xautical Almanac is the 1953 determination by  Ashbrook, 24h 37m 22 ' .  6689 
+ - O s .  0026, ephemer is  t ime. 
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B. 3 Physical Ephemeris  
Data needed in expressing measurements  of observed markings on M a r s  
in areocentr ic  coordinates (latitude and longitude on Mars)  a r e  collectively 
r e fe r r ed  to  a s  the physical ephemeris  of Mars .  
summarized he re ,  a r e  given in an excellent recent  review by  d e  Vaucouleurs 
These  data,  too complex to  be 
. (Reference B. 1). 
B. 4 Geometric Figure 
Determination of the polar and equatorial  d iameters  of M a r s  is a ve ry  
difficult task. 
observation, the phase of illumination of the disc ,  a tmospheric  refract ion and 
haze,  surface markings ( i n  particular the polar caps) ,  the assumed law of l imb 
darkening, "seeing, ' I  and other effects.  
effects on the measured polar and equatorial  d iameters ,  thereby rendering visual  
observations of the flattening somewhat precar ious.  
cussed in a recent  review by de Vaucouleurs (Reference B. 2). 
Measured values depend on the wavelength of the light used in the 
Several  of these phenomena have different 
These  problems a r e  d is  - 
The best  determinations of the polar and equatorial  d i ame te r s  of the su r face  
of Mars  a r e  given by de Vaucouleurs a s  
6700 t 20 k m  
6750 t 20 km 
- Polar  Diameter: 
Equatorial  Diameter: - 
Optical observations of the ellipticity a s  mentioned above, are subject t o  
many e r r o r s .  
de  Vaucouleurs as 
The best  weighted mean for the optical ellipticity is given by 
f (optical)  = 0. 0105 t - 0. 0007. 
The equatorial  bulge of Mars ,  caused by the centrifugal fo rce  of rotation, 
produces a noncentral gravitational f ield,  which r e su l t s  in a motion of the nodes 
of the satell i te orbits. 
below) and may  be used to  determine the dynamical ellipticity. 
is defined as the ellipticity of a homogeneous planet with the given satel l i te  
motions. F o r  M a r s ,  it has the value 
These motions have been accura te ly  measu red  ( s e e  
This  quantity 
f (dynamical)  = 0.00525, 
a s  given by de Vaucouleurs. This is just  half the optical value. The discrepancy 
is discussed in t e r m s  of the internal  s t ruc tu re  of M a r s  by D. L. L a m a r  
(Reference B. 3). 
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€3. 5 Density - r rorn the values given above for  rhe m a s s  and polar and equatorial  d i ame te r s ,  
the mean density of M a r s  is found to  be 
-3 Mean Density = 4.030 t 0.005 g m  c m  - 
B. 6 Natural  Satell i tes 
M a r s  possesses  two known natural  satellites, Phobos and Deimos. A 
f ru i t less  attempt to  discover additional satel l i tes  is descr ibed by Kuiper 
(Reference B. 4). 
The principal data  concerning the satel l i tes  are given in the following table.  
Fidereai  Per iod 
Semi-major  Axis of Orbit ,  A . U  
Semi-major  Axis of Orbit ,  km 
Eccentr ic i ty  of Orbit  
Inclination to  Mars !  Equator,  
degrees  
TABLE E;. 1 PROPERITIES O F  PHOBOS AND DEIMOS 
Phobos Deimos 
7h 39m 13s 85 30h 17m 545 87 
6. 27 x 1.570 
9.  38 x 10 3 4 2.349 x 10 
0. 021 0.003 
I 
I he  secular  accelerat ion of Phobos, which amounts t o  + (1. 882 i- - 0. 26 )  
X d e g  yr I 1s d i s c a s s e d  by 3. C. Redmocd and F. F. F i s h  (Reference  3. 5). 
T5ese authors find that cer ta in  parameters  of Phobos m a y  be expected to  l ie  
between the bound indicated by the following table. 
-2  
TABLE B. 2 PROPERITLES O F  PHOBOS 
Geometr ic  Albedo 
Equivalent Radius,  k m  
Density, gm e m  
Mass, g m  
-3  
0.100 
7. 8 
3. 8 
7. 6 x 10 18 
- 0.154 
- 6 . 4  
- 2 . 8  
- 3.1  x 10 18 
There  is at present no evidence concerning the shape of Phobos and  Deimos. 
Kuiper mentions that photographically Phobos is 1. 2 magnitudes brighter 
This  implies that Phobos is br ighter  b y  a factor  of 3. 0 ,  l a rge r  i n  than Deimos. 
equivalent radius  by a factor of 1. 7, and more mass ive  b y  a factor of 5, than 
Deimos, i f  their  composition is the same.  
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B. 7 Internal Structure 
In the absence of geophysical data  such as those der ived f r o m  seismology, 
tectonophysics, heat flux measurements ,  and the like, one can only speculate 
on the internal constitution of the ex t r a t e r r e s t r i a l  planets. 
of data accumulated by geophysicists in  the case of E a r t h ,  t he re  are still many 
controversies  about the details  of Ea r th ' s  internal s t ruc ture .  
Even with the wealth 
The only data bearing on the internal s t ruc tu re  of M a r s  are those of an 
indirect  nature,  such as the dynamical flattening (oblateness)  and the mass. 
these astronomical  data,  some models have been hypothesized. 
Jeffreys (Reference B. 6) has  considered the problem of deducing the densi ty  
From 
distribution within Mars  f r o m  the following astronomical  data  
26 Mass = 6.43 x 10 
Diameter  = 6. 77 x 10 
Density = 3.958 (mean) .  
gm. 
8 cm. 
He finds that such data can  be explained almost  equally well by either of two 
assumptions: (1) a once -discontinuous density variation with no cent ra l  high 
density co re ;  (2 )  the assumption of a small f e r rous  co re  of a reocent r ic  radius  
1400 km, and with two Earth- l ike discontinuities. 
These  density distributions a r e  shown in  F igure  B. 1 (after Jeffreys).  In 
both once -discontinuous and twice -discontinuous distributions,  it was assumed 
that the densi ty-pressure relation is the same as that indicated by data  pertinent 
to  Earth.  
The model involving a f e r rous  core  gives a total  planetary mass only 2 
percent different f rom the astronomically determined mass, and a n  ellipticity 
' d -  d 
of the mar t ian  satel l i tes  Phobos and Deimos. 
removed by a small change in co re  radius.  
no co re  leads to  a m a s s  some 10 percent too smal l ,  a discrepancy which can be 
removed only by large changes in the location of the sub-crus ta l  discontinuity. 
This model a l so  leads to  
that the Earth- l ike model involving a f e r rous  co re  m o r e  closely sa t i s f ies  the 
available astronomical data,  but only d i rec t  measurements  of s e i smic  events can 
confirm the nature of internal  s t ruc ture .  
- 0.00487, compared to  the value E = 0.00521 deduced f r o m  the ephemerides  
The mass discrepancy can  be 
On the other hand, the model involving 
= 0.00566. It would appear from these  considerations 
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Figure B. 1 DensityDistribution in  Two Models of M a r $  Internal  S t ruc ture ,  
and a Model for Earth. (After H. Je f f reys ,  Reference B. 6) 
L a m a r  (Reference B. 3) has  a l so  considered density distribution models 
in some detail. 
co r rec t  ( r ep resen t s  the physical shape of the planetary surface)  while 
determines the planetary gravitational field. 
bulge observed optically must  be compensated isostat ical ly  by variations in 
c rus t a l  thickness.  His conclusions a r e :  that  one is not justified to  a s s e r t  that 
M a r s  has  a m o r e  homogeneous density distribution than that of E a r t h ;  that it is 
l ikely that M a r s  has  a co re ;  the percentage of (low density) c rus t a l  rock  in M a r s  
must  be an o r d e r  of magnitude g rea t e r  than that in E a r t h  (0. 3%); that  the base  of 
the mar t ian  cruet  i e  best  represented  by a change in phase basal t  Ieclogite, 
r a the r  than a change in chemical composition. 
His viewpoint is  that the optical value eo is geometr ical ly  
This  r equ i r e s  that the equatorial  
In summary ,  the nature of the internal s t ruc ture  of Mars  r ema ins  a t  best  
highly speculative, and only planetary probes properly equipped with seismological  
instrumentation a r e  likely to  produce new data necessa ry  to  help clar i fy  the 
situation. 
B. 8 Magnetic Field 
field of planetary origin. 
magn'etic moment of a planetary body m a y  be proportional t o  i te volume. He then 
usee the measu red  magnetic field Bo : 0. 3 gauss at the equatorial  sur face  of the 
E a r t h  to  compute the magnetic moment ME = 6.1 x 
moment of Mare  would then be 
The re  exiet no physical data  which indicate that Mare  posses ses  a magnetic 
Singer has  advanced the hypothesis that  the equivalent 
gause-cm3. The magnetic 
where R M  = 3400 k m  i e  the mean radiue of M a r s 5  
R E  = 6400 k m  ie the mean radiue of Ear th .  
The hypothseris h a d e  to MM = 9. 2 x 
Mars .  
gaues-cm3 for  the magnetic moment of 
The equatorial  magnetic field of M a r s  is then 
B M  MM/R 3 
where R is the a reocent r ic  dis tance,  
B -6 
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One should view with some skepticism this analog calculation based upon 
T h e  Mariner  -2 spacecraf t  failed to detect any snch a qaestionable hypothesis. 
planetary contribution to  the magnetic field during the Venus flyby, although the 
hypothetical calculation just  discussed leads  to  magnetic field s t rengths  eas i ly  
detectable by the magnetometer on Mariner-2. 
rotates ve ry  slowly ( i f  a t  all) compared t o  Earth, while M a r s  ro ta tes  at a r a t e  
near ly  equal to that  of the Ear th ,  the dependence of magnetic moment on volume 
may beta more valid hypothesis in the case of Mars. 
Mariner-$ will pass within about 8600 km of the surface,  or an aieoc&rtFiC 
distance of rbaut  3. 5 R M  ( M a r s ’  radii). 
799 Y ,  i f  one believes the volume calculation of Equation (1). 
spacecraf t  field of Mariner -4 is less  than 3 0  Y ~ such a field will be detectable. 
If one assumes  t h e  a l ternate  theory of geomagnetism, that is, the theory  
One can  argue that because Venus 
T h i s  r e m a i n s  to be proved. 
The field the re  would be B cv 0.007 gauss  = 
Since the res idua l  
of convection c u r r e a t s  in the Ea r th ’ s  molten f e r rous  core,  then one would expect 
a sma l l e r  f ield than that given by Equation (2 )  for Mars .  A s  a crude est imate ,  
if the magnetic moment of a planet is proportional to the volume of the cen t r a l  
core ,  the surface equatorial  field of Mars would then be 
9h.I w h e r e  3,, ,  and 9,, a r e  t!:e core radi i  of h4ars an? Ear th ,  L -%- L A -  nd RE a r e  tile 
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  planetarv rad i i ,  and 30E = 0. 3 g a u s s  is the surface equatorial 
field of Earth.  The re  a r e  two models of densi ty  distribution uf Mars  that can  
fit the ast ronomical  data. One has  no c o r e  ( E l C M  = 0) in  which case  f 3.) 
yields z e r o  mar t i an  magnetic field. 
Since RCE 2 3500 km, and RM = 3409 km, RE = 6409 km, one has  
The  other model h a s  RCM -N 1400 km. 
BoM = 0 .43  BoE = 0.13 gauss 
BM(R) = (0 .13)  (2)’ gauss  
At the M 
expects 
riner -4  flyby distance of R = 3. 5 R M  = 12000 km (areocent r ic )  one 
BM - 0.003 gauss  = 300 y 
which should be eas i ly  detectable. 
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In  summary ,  it must be stated that no d i rec t  o r  even indirect  evidence of 
a mar t ian  magnetic field is available. 
geomagnetic field, le t  alone an areomagnetic field, exists.  Therefore ,  any 
est imates  of such a mart ian field must  be viewed with suspicion. 
f ly  by Mars  in July of 1965 at an areocentr ic  distance of s o m e  12,000 km,  and 
should give good magnetic field data provided the ins t ruments  and te lemet ry  
continue to  function. 
No  adequate theory of the origin of the 
Mar iner -4  will 
B. 9 Radiation Belts 
There  is no direct  evidence for  the existence of t rapped par t ic le  bel ts  
(analogous to  the Van Allen bel ts  around Ear th)  around Mars .  
There  exis ts  one highly speculative calculation (Reference B. 7), based on 
very  a r b i t r a r y  assumptions concerning the magnetic field and par t ic le  source  
functions, of a hypothetical radiation belt around Mars .  
able upper l imit ,  for purposes of dosage calculations and the l ike,  would be to  
It s e e m s  that a reason-  
a s sume  energetic particle fluxes in mar t ian  belts not exceeding those measured  
for Earth.  
unknown. 
The degree of over-est imat ion involved in such an assumption is 
D -8 
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APPENDIX C. MARS MISSION CRITERLA 
Earthlanded Payload - 10,000 lbs  
Basic Mission Module ( 7  man) - 68,700 lbs 
Basic Soiar Shield (1  Au) - 16,300 lbs 
Mars Lancier {MEM) - 5G, 020 15s 
M a r s  Orbi t  Return Module - 1,500 1bs 
Life Support Expendables - 39 lbs/day 
Solar Shield - Total Weight (Ws) - l b s l  
1 
5238 Active Y e a r  (1986) Ws = 9076 + 
R* - O * t n  
2615 
P 
Intermediate Y e a r  (1982) W = 12672 + 
5 R - .2(L 
Quiet Y e a r  (1978) Ws = 16300 
Stopover Time - 10 days 
Nuclear Isp - 800 s e c  
Cryogenic Chemical (HZFZf 
Storable Chemical Isp - 330 sec  
Midcourse Correct ion - 100 h l i s e c .  each  leg 
Circular iz ing Velocity After Aerodynamic Braking at M a r s  - 130 M l s e c  
Attitude Control - 1% each leg  
0.2% Capture Orbit  
Optimum Cryogenic Insulationlboiloff 
Aerodynamic M a r s  Braking Scaling Law 
fsp - 450 sec 
Stor able Propel lant  
Storable Propel lan t  
= K (0.001386 AVL t 0.00916 AV + 0. 2019) Winitial WHeat Shield 
Aerodynamic Ea r th  Braking Scaling L a w  
W i n i t i d  = 38.43 AV2 - 144. 36 AV i 12,800 
(AV - Kmlsec )  
1. Reduced to  7 3  percent of these values €or 22 g rn /c rn2  shield. 
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Propel lan t  Tank Scaling Laws: 
Leave E a r t h  - H2 - W = 342,500 lbs 
P m =  
W = 0.16644 W t 6420 
j P 
Leave Earth, A r r i v e  M a r s ,  Leave M a r s  - H2F2 - Wp max = 400,000 lbs 
413 W. = .03701 W t 0.259 T1l3 (.00569 W + 970) 
J P P 
t 6334 (400,000 lbs max) 
A. = .001915 W t 547 
= .003774 W + 429 
P 
AF P 
Outbound Midcourse and Ci rcu lar iz ing  at M a r s  - Storable  
W = 0.1154 W t 0.0259 ( T ) l i 3  (0.00656 W t 489) 4 / 3  t 1190 
j P P 
- 342,500 l b s  H2 - wp max A r r i v e  M a r s / L e a v e  M a r s  - 
W = 0. 12 W t 0.01492 ( T ) l I 3  (0.02577 W t 493) 4'3 t 8368 
j P P 
Leave M a r s  - Storable  - Wp max = 800,000 lbs 
w = 0,0284 W t 0.01492 T 1 I 3  (0.0027 W t 1374) 4 / 3  t 12,646 
j P P 
Inbound Midcourse - Storable  
W = 0,0665 W t 937 
j P 
c -2  
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FLYBY MISSION CRITERIA 
Earth Landed Payload - 8500 lbs 
Mission Module ( 3  man) - 65,000 lbs 
Planet Probe - 10,000 lbs 
Life Support Expendables - 20 Iba/day 
Planet Passage Altitude: Mars - 1000 k m  (Rd = 1.3) 
Venus - 1000 km (Rd= 1 . 1 6 )  
Nuclear I - 300 sec 
Cryogenic Chemical (HZF2) Isp - 450 sec 
Storable Chemical I - 330 sec 
SP 
Midcourse Correction - 200 misec  outbound leg 
Attitude Control - 1% each leg 
Optimum Cryogenic Insulation / boiloff 
Aerodynamic Earth Backing Scaling Law 
SP 
300 m/sec inbound leg 
= 38.43 AV’ - 144.36 QV t 12,000 initial 
(AV km/sec) 
Propellant Tank Scaling Laws: 
Same as Stopover Mission 
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